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ABSTRACT
The results of two experiments performed on a new very high
I

resolution err sed molecular beams apparatus are discussed.

The

first experiment. photofragmentation of methyl iodide, is deconvoluted to yield vibrational state distributions for the recoiling
methyl fragment.

These distributions are then analyzed in terms of

half-collision models and Franck-Condon factors.

The second experi-

ment, a full-collision example, is the reaction ofF atoms with H
2
and o2 . Laboratory angular and velocity distributions for both
systems are obtained at several energies.

Center-of-mass product

distributions are calculated and discussed in terms of recently
predicted state dependent resonance phenomena for the reaction.
The design of the new apparatus is also discussed.
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I.

PHOTOFRAGMENTATION OF METHYL IODIDE

INTRODUCTION
The study of the mechanisms and dynamics of molecular photodissociation has been an active field for a great many years.

An

understanding of the processes occurring in molecular electronic
dissociative continua

is of great importance to many fields.

The

problems of atmospheric chemistry are illustrative of the typical
value of such information.

In both high and low altitude situations,

it is rarely the primary photodissociation products which have a
direct impact on our lives,
of reactions.

~ut

rather the end products of a chain

However, it is clearly impossible to

reaction chains if the

prima~

~~rt

out the

photolysis step is not understood.

Knowledge of the identity and energetics of one's reactants is a
necessity for understanding a reaction.

Additionally, photolysis

processes serve as a fertile testing ground for models of molecular
dynamics in general.

The energy involved in a photolytic reaction

is such that interaction between electronic, vibrational, rotational
and translational energies, in any combination, is possible.
A great deal of progress in this field has been made in recent
years, both on the experimental and the theoretical front.

Experi-

mentally, effort has been applied to ions, both positive and negative,
as well as neutrals.

Work on negative ions incl~cles photodissociation
spectroscopy (of o -), 1 combined photodissociation and photodetachment
3
-)
(hydrates of 03 , 2 and photodetachment alone (CH 0- , co 3o- , CH 3S-) . 3
3
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Photodetachment, of course, does not dissociate the molecule, and thus
one gains information about two different bound potentials rather
than a bound and a continuum surface.

Very recent positive ion work
has included studies on the direct dissociation bf Kr 2+, 4 as well as
studies of predissociation of o2+. 5 Efforts on photodissociation

of neutrals have included studies of the lifetime of van der Waals
complexes (I 2He) 6 as well as measurements on the traditional questions
of branching ratios and quantum yields of the product electronic
states of various dissociation processes (Hgi 2 , 7 Cdi 2 , 8 TlBr, 9 IBr 10 ).
Dissociation of neutrals•has also served ar a means of preparing
otherwise inaccessible species so that their spectroscopy, chemistry,
dynam1cs
. may be s t ud'1e d . 11 •12
.
an d re 1axa t 10n
On the theoretical front, the frequency of publications is
much lower than on the experimental front.

Although the theoretical

formulations that have been developed are quite general, their applications to specific problems have been almost entirely limited to
dissociation of linear molecules.

Calculations, however, have been

done on the dissociation ofT-shaped van der Waals complexes in
genera1 13 as well as special attention devoted the Her 2 complex. 14
These calculations were done by numerical inteqration of the closecoupling equations, and thus represent a rather expensive and timeconsuming procedure if one wished to perform a trial-and-error fit
of a potential surface to the experimental data.

Early efforts at

producing tractable models were the classical energy forced quantum

osicllator approximation of Holdy, Klotz and Wilson 15 and an extension
16
of it which obeys detailed balance referred to as the ITFITS model .
These models are applied to both full and half collisions of collinear
triatomic systems.

Both of these methods use classical mechanics

to calculate an average energy transfer in a collision, which is then
used as input into a semi-classical expression for the distribution
of v-ibrational states resulting from the dynamical development on the
repulsive surface.

No attempt is made to account for Franck-Condon

factors in the photon absorption.

In fact, in the earlier paper, it

is assumed thet the initial vibrational state is entirely v

=

0,

which is the functional result of what the authors refer to as the
quasidiatomic model.

In the ITFITS model, calculations are done for

transitions initiating from v

0 in order to
facilitate comparison with exact quantum calculations. 17 One
=

1 as well as v

=

anomalously low value for the ITFITS transition probability was
obtained for initial v

= l ~ however, the authors did not seem to

recognize that this is a general feature of the semiclassical formula
used.

Shapiro and Levine have performed quantum. rather than semi-

classical, calculations of the scattering dynamics of a hal

collision.

They also assumed that Franck-Condon factors do not affect the vibrational distribution of the products. Ensuing discussions 19 - 23 have
been directed towards a more complete treatment of both the FranckCondon factors and the excited state scattering.

The formalism of

bound-continuum and continuum-continuum interactions was used by

18
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21
Mukamel and Jortner 19 •20 •22 •23 while Band and Freed developed their

presentation directly in terms of Franck-Condon factors and scattering
operators.

Band and Freed emphasized the proper treatment of the

Franck-Condon factors, specifically correct handling of the vibrational
coordinates for both the initial and final states of the system.
They evaluate the S matrix using the classical path force function
inherent in the earlier treatments, 15 •16 and conclude that, for
certain systems (ICN and HCN), the Franck-Condon factors are the
predominant determinant of product vibrational excitation.

Thus they

claim that it is not always necessary to perform the laborious
'

dynamical claculation.

In two subsequent papers Mukamel and Jortner
22
conclude that the final state interactions are important for HCN
and for both HCN and ICN. 23 More recent theoretical developments
include (all by Band. Morse, and Freed) a comparison of various

semi-classical procedures for evaluating Franck-Condon factors. 24
as well as a treatment of the rotational distributions of the diatomic
.
. t'1on of a 1.1near t r1atom1c.
.
. 25,26
pro duc t of phot od1ssoc1a
There certainly seems to be some problem involved with the
interaction between theory and experiment.

There is clearly a very

great deal of experimental data on various systems while the theory
has limited itself primarily to the XCN series.

Part of this problem

is due to the type of experimental data available.

Photodissociation

of diatomics, whether ions or molecules, can be used to gain information
on a previously poorly understood ion or radical by analysis of hot

-5-

bands 5 or one-dimensional Franck-Condon factors. 4 Diatomics may also
yield information on electronic state interactions. 9 •10 Photodetachment
studies on negative ions 3 ' 27 are primarily sensitive to Franck-Condon
factors.
Since the electronic state interactions of diatomic photodissociation seem to be well represented (at least in one case) by
a Landau-Zener treatment, 10 it is clear that the above do not
necessarily represent fundamental theoretical challenges.

However,

increasing the complexity of systems only slightly brings a sudden
end to this happy state.

Many triatomic molecules and almost all

polyatomic molecules are non-linear.

However, the present develop-

ment of theory cannot easily handle non-linear systems.

In addition,

even for linear cases, there is really not a broad range of experimental data available.

For most systems there is essentially no

reliable information on the potential surface or surfaces involved.
Also, when several surfaces are involved, it is necessary to know the
magnitudes and positions of their coupling if one wishes a complete
treatment.

Clearly, there are not any triatomic systems which we

understand well enough such that we may proceed directly to calculate
all asymptotic photofragmentation states.

And since the theoretical

methods themselves do not concur on even very important issues, it
is clearly not yet time to use photodissociation theory in order to
determine potential energy surfaces.

-6-

In an attempt to contribute some additional data relevant to
this problem we have investigated the photodissociation of methyl
iodide at 266 nm by use of a new very-high-resolution molecular
beam apparatus. We have discerned the relative populations of the
2
2
vibrational states of the CH 3 product for both the I P312 and P112
channels.

A case is made that rotational excitation is and should

be small and thus that one may treat this polyatomic by the same
procedures used for collinear triatomics.

Though no full-scale

calculations are performed, arguments are developed which indicate.
I

that both Fr nck-Condon factors and scattering interactions are
Thus it is proposed that CH 3I would
serve as an excellent test molecule for photodissociation theories
important for this system.

and that both more experimental and theoretical work on this system
should be undertaken.

EXPERIMENTAL
The general requirementsofa photofragment spectrometer have
29
been discussed both by Dzvonik and Yang 28 and by Busch et a1.
Both of these previous machines have the laser propagation direction,
beam source direction and detector direction mutually perpendicular.
Such a design has the disadvantage that fragments recoiling slowly
from a fast molecular beam will not enter the detector.

Clearly it

is advantageous to have the detector able to view angles near the

-7-

beam.

Also, as will be shown below, it is sometimes advantageous

in terms of resolution to be able to move the detector to angles
wider than 90° in order to take advantage of velocity subtraction
effects.

Such an apparatus is found simply in a special case use
of a universal crossed molecular beam machine, 30 in which one of
the molecular beams is replaced by a laser.

The resultant con-

figuration is perpendicularly crossed laser and molecular beams with
the detector rotatable in the plane defined by the two beams.

We

have used for this experiment a newly designed and constructed
~ery

high resolution universal crossed molecular beam apparatus. The

rleta1ls of the apparatus are explained in Appendix A.

Briefly, the major

improvements over existing machines consist of a longer flight path
(~34.

1 em for this experiment) for higher velocity analysis resolution,

careful choice of and processing of detector materials to result in
lower background count rates, replaceable detector apertures

to allow

choice of laboratory angular resolution up to 2.5°, and a wider total
laboratory angular scan range of the detector (170° versus -120° in
previous designs).
duty cycle 1

~s

We have also implemented a newly designed 100%

per channel multichannel scaler which has allowed us

to take real advantage of our increased velocity resolution.
The apparatus layout for this particular experiment is shown in
Fig. 1.

Our molecular beam is produced by super?onic expansion of a

mixture of 3.2 mole percent CH 3I in helium carrier gas at a total

-8-

stagnation pressure of 4.35 atmospheres.

The final 6 em of the nozzle

were heated to a temperature of 182°C by means of a D.C. heated
tantalum wire radiation heater.

The nozzle itself was constructed

from a 6 mm diameter quartz tube drawn down at the tip to produce a
nozzle diameter of 0.07 mm.

The source was operated with a 0.66 mm

diameter skimmer and a nozzle-skimmer distance of 6.25 mm.

The nozzle-

skimmer region was pumped by a 4500 1/s oil diffusion pump.

The beam

was collimated at a distance of 3.15 em from the nozzle tip to a
full width of 2.6° and a full height of 6.6°.

The distance from the

nozzle tip to the interac:ion region was 5.44 em.
apertures

'.<::;ed yield

The detector

a laboratory resolution of 2.5°.

A time-of-

flight measurement of the beam, taken with a special bear.1 analysis
system which has a flight path of ~93 em is shown in Fig. 2. The peak
beam velocity is 14.9 x 10 4 em/sec with a FWHM spread of 5 percent.
The light source for our exoeriment was a frequency quadrupled
Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray model OCR), with an oscillator, amplifier,
and harmonic generator crystal set.
repetition rate of 10 Hz.

The laser was operated at a

The factory specified pulse width is

approximately 10 ns while our measured output energy at 266 nm was
35 mJ/pulse.

The fundamental and second harmonic were separated from

the 266 nm fourth harmonic by dispersion with a quartz prism.

The

fourth harmonic was coupled into the vacuum chamber through a fused
silica window and intersected the molecular beam at an angle of

90°~

Settings on the Quanta-Ray Harmonic Generator module were chosen to

-9-

produce the fourth harmonic linearly polarized in the plane defined
by the molecular and laser beams.

The laser beam was focused on the

collision region by use of a l/2 m focal length fused silica lens
placed 53.8 em from the interaction region (the lens was outside the
vacuum system).

Since the actual focal length of the lens at 266 nm
em~

should be -45.8
to a diameter of

~1

the initial 6 mm diameter laser beam is focused
mm in the interaction region,

Previous attempts

at using a longer focal length lens encountered severe problems with
increased and time-structured background due to the high intensity
(small diameter) of the laser beam at the far vacuum wall of the
apparatus.

Align~;cnt

was achieved by guiding the laser through a

precision positioned iris on the laser side of the entrance window
and adjusting the laser beam until its position on the far apparatus
wall, as observed by fluorescence from a salesman'·s business
determined to be correct.

card~

was

Once the iris and business card (with

appropriate graduations inked on) had been positioned with an alignment
telescope, it was possible to align the laser beam even while the
apparatus was under vacuum, as the fluorescence from the business card
could be observed through a plexiglass flange on the main vacuum
chamber.
The detector principles are the same as used in previous machines
of this type.

Scattered product molecules are iooized by electron

impact in the innermost pumping region of a triply-differentially
pumped ultra-high vacuum rotating chamber.

All three regions are

-10-

pumped by separate 220 l/s DI ion pumps. while the innermost region
is additionally pumped by a liquid helium cryopump.

Resulting ions

are then mass-selected by a quadrupole mass-spectrometer and detected
with a Daly 31 type ion detection system used in pulse-counting configuration.

Discriminated pulses are routed to our new CAMAC com-

patible multichannel scaler (MCS) system.
channel width of 1-99

~sec

The MCS has a variable

in divisions of 1

~sec

and can accumulate

data for 255 channels after receipt of a trigger pulse.

The trigger

pulse for this experiment was derived from a photodiode placed so
as to detect the green second harmonic light which was scattered from
the dispersing prism 3t ea_n laser pulse.

The MCS is interfaced

through the CAMAC standard to a 16-bit microcomputer (DEC LSI-11)
system containing dual floppy discs, display oscilloscope, graphics
plotter, and fast dot-matrix printer.

Data is gathered, displayed

and written to disc by an assembly language program and then is later
accessed by Fortran rrograms for data analysis.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The data taken at a laboratory angle of 127° relative to the beam
direction are shown in Fig. 3.

These data were taken with a MCS

channel width of l ~s with detected m/e

15 corresponding to CH 3+
Data was accumulated for 300,000 laser shots. The data was taken at
=

-11-

such a large laboratory angle in order to take advantage of the
subtraction of the beam velocity from the product velocity"

A Newton

diagram (velocity vector diagram) showing the laboratory velocities
for CH 3 product at both 127° and a typical 30° detector angle are
shown in Fig" 4" Since the laboratory velocities for the 127° angle
are much lower than for the 30° angle, the small velocity separations
due to internal CH 3 excitations will be much better separated in
time at 127° than at 30°o Even with the very high resolution capabilities of this new apparatus. the separation of small energy
spacings in such a highly energetic process is
Previous machines have not been

c?n~ble.of

quite

diffic~lt.

reaching the large

laboratory angles needed in order to take advantage of the velocity
subtraction scheme.

Clearly one also must have a high beam velocity

and small velocity spread, thus our use of a high pressure He beam
with a small CH 3 I concentration.
Two peaks are apparent in the data. a sma 11 er peak with short
laboratory arrival times and a larger one with longer laboratory
arrival times,

The smaller peak shows definite asymmetry, with the

rising edge significantly steeper than the falling.

The larger peak

seems somewhat more symmetric, however, there is clearly a very long
"tail" at the end of the larger peak.

This tail falls off so slowly

that the data has not yet returned entirely to
end of 255 channels.

b~seline

even at the

A similar long-time-constant tail has been

observed in our experiments on the 266 nm photodissociation of

-1

ozone. 32 ~ 33 Particularly in the ozone experiment~ this long tail
remains even at laboratory times that correspond to energies in the
center-of-mass system that are dynamically inaccessible.

Since,

in that experiment, vibrational states are resolved, the tail feature
would have to come from rotational excitation of the 02 fragment.
For the higher vibrational states (lower translational energy) of
the

o2•

the exit channel impact parameter that would have to be

achieved in order to produce the necessary degree of rotational
excitation is entirely beyond the bounds of reason.
the tail formed in the

Additionally,

does not follow the same
angular anisotropy as the resolved vibrational struct. r·e. 33 In fact
o~one ~xperiment

the tail contribution is nearly anisotropic.

It is for these reasons

that the tail was considered to be an "artifact" of the experimental
set-up and it was concluded that a means must be found for modelling
it and subtracting it from the data.
Modelling of the tail is actually rather straightforward.

Since

the tail follows the peaks in time. it is clear that the size of the
tail is in some manner related to the amount of m/e

=

15 producing

gas that enters the detector during the time that the peak enters the
detector.

As this gas is pumped away. the magnitude of its contri-

bution will decrease in time.

In principle the time dependence of

the tail could be a rather complicated function since gas could be
initially surface-pumped at high speed by the very clean nearby

-13-

surfaces in the detector and then more slowly released to be permanently
pumped away by the ion and cryopumps.

However, since random noise in

the background is large enough to make any complicated modelling a
total waste of time, it will be assumed here that the tail decays
exponentially in time characterized by a single time constant.

This

form corresponds to that of an ideal pump evacuating an ideal vessel.
The remaining issue, then, is the relation of the tail intensity to the
peak intensity.

We assume that the tail is caused by product molecules

actually striking metal surfaces in the ion lens system and thus
remaining in the region of the ionizer, allowing ther to be ionized
and detected.

This is a reasonable assumption since these tAperiments

were operated with our largest (2.5°) detector apertures.

These

apertures are sufficiently large that the product beam width at the
ionizer is roughly the same as the inside diameter of the ion lenses.
However, the lenses are round and the beam square, so the
of the product beam will hit the ion lenses.

11

corners 11

This proposed mechanism

then implies that the additional contribution to the tail occurring
during any given time

~t

is proportional to the flux of product mole-

cules arriving in that time

~t.

This contribution then decays

exponentially with time and forms a new baseline level upon which
the signal rides in ensuing

~t's.

It is very important to note that

the incremental tail contribution is proportional. to product

flux~

however the measured signal is proportional to number density.

Since

the flux density is the product of the number density and velocity,

-14-

then assuming small variations in flight path to be insignificant,
one must divide the measured signal in a channel by its arrival time
in order to determine the time incremental flux.

If one assumes an

initial channel in which there has been no previous background contribution, one may calculate that channel's contribution to itself,
subtract it, and use the remaining flux to calculate the contribution
to the ensuing channels.

This process may then be iterated channel

by channel to produce a corrected spectrum.

Since we have no a

priori method of determining either the flux to tail contribution
proportionality constant'or the exronentia1 time constant, these are
treated as variable

fit~ing

parameters which are adjusted until t.1e

baseline becomes flat and averages to nearly zero.

This is done after

a background level determined by averaging early channels has been
subtracted from the data.

The new calculated spectrum is output to

a digital plotter and parameters are adjusted until an acceptable
result is achieved.

Negative numbers are removed from the stripped

data for the purposes of plotting.

The very short Fortran code used

to execute the spectrum stripping task is given as program 3 in
Appendix B.
In addition to removal of the exponential tails from the data,
we have included in the same program facilities for smoothing of the
data in order to reduce the amount of statistical noise.

In order

to make the procedures rapid and thus interactive, we use digital
filter methods.

An excellent discussion of these procedures in their

-15general form is given by Hamming. 34 The specific filters that we
use are given by Savitzky and Golay. 35 Though they are not optimum
filters, they have the advantage that they correspond exactly to
least squares fitting of a sliding polynomial

to the data.

This

analytical property allows one to very easily obtain derivative spectra
if it is desired.

Again, we determine the number of channels to use

in our filter by plotting out the results and visually determining the
largest amount of smoothing that can be applied without attenuating
spectral features.

Figure 5 shows the effects of the above procedures

applied to the data of Fig. 3.

The upper trace shows tl1e data after

a 5 pt. polynomial smooth and channels 3-86 averaged for background
subtraction.

The lower trace is the result of exponential tail

removal from the upper trace.

Input parameters for program 3 of

Appendix B are shown.
For a proper analysis of the data it is necessary to determine
what the flux distribution is in the molecular center-of-mass system.
In general, it is necessary to do this by a forward calculating
simulation procedure, since apparatus resolution factors
significant effect on the observed distribution.

have a

When convolution

effects are at all significant and the actual data has any believable
amount of statistical noise in it, all of the non-simulation deconvolution procedures that we have tried found
numerical holocaust.
fitting procedures.

them~elves

doomed to a

Thus the need for trial-and-error forward
However, when resolution factors are sufficiently
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small. even if they do obscure some features of the data, the use of
direct inversion of the data can be very helpful as a first step in
the analysis.

This is done by simply solving the transformation

equations for the center-of-mass to lab transformation with use of
delta function resolution parameters set at either the average or
the most probable value for each parameter. The transformation
.
36 37
equations have been very well d1scussed before • and will be
only briefly stated here.

Equation 1 expresses the conversion of

the center-of-mass flux per unit time per unit solid angle into the
laboratory distribution pf the same units at a given lab angle.

(l)
The laboratory velocity is v and the center-of-mass velocity is u.
Since an electron impact ionizer is sensitive to number density not
flux, the lab signal is given by

( 2)

However, we measure this distribution as a function of time, not
velocity, and since t

= 1/v where 1 is the flight path length, we

achieve:

(3)
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Additionally. it is more convenient to discuss the center-of-mass
distribution in terms of energy rather than velocity, and since
2
EC.M. cr u we find:

NLAB(t, eLAB)

cr

v3
1u

(4)

I C. M• (E C. ~L , eC•M. )

--

For direct inversion purposes. 1 is assumed constant and may be
ignored, thus solving for the desired quantity:

I C. ~1. (E C. M• ,

eC. M• )

3

cr

(5)

t uNLAB(t, eLAB)

where tis the laboratory flight time.

The center-of-mass velocity

is used instead of IE since it is directly calculated by vector
subtraction.

Care must, of course, be taken in the use of this

formula to insure that all calibration effects (ion flight times
and electronic delays, etc.) are accounted forint, otherwise
large errors will result.
The results of applying equation 5 to the smoothed and stripped
data of Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6.

The listing of the program

CMNRG4 used in this inversion is given in Appendix B.

The program

outputs the results both to a line printer and to a Hewlett-Packard
7200A Graphic Plotter. Peaks from both the I 2P
(higher trans312
2
.•
lational energy) channel and the I P
channel' are seen. The
112
2
P312 channel has an energy spread of approximately 15 kcal/mole while
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the 2P
channel has a spread of roughly 10 kcal/mole. Since we will
112
proceed below with a full forward convolution analysis, we need to use
these inversion results only to determine a "threshold'' for the peaks
and a rough initial vibrational state distribution.

Since the difference

in the center-of-mass angles for the center of the two peaks is only

~4°

angular dependence effects are small and skewing of the distributions
can be ignored.

Sparing the reader the actual trial and error iterations, we found the most acceptable threshold for the I 2P112 channel
to be 32.5 ± 0.5 kcal/mole. With the known spectral splitting in I
of 7603 cm-l (21.74 kcal/mole), 38 and a photon energy of 266 nm
(107.49 kcal/mole), we calculate a value for the bond dissociation
energy of the C-I bond in CH I to be 52.9 ± 0.5 kcal/mole. This is
3
significantly lower than the value of 55.0 ± 1 kcal/mole calculated
by Riley and Wilson 39 from data complied by Kerr. 40 Riley and Wilson

were not able to produce an independent measurement of the bond
strength as they used an effusive beam source and did not have
sufficient apparatus resolution.

The recommended value from the
National Bureau of Standards is 54± 3 kcal/mole. 41
The question of which vibrational

what degree must also be answered.

states are excited and to

Fortunately, we are able to

determine that only the umbrella motion is excited. The normal modes
of CH 3I are given by Herzberg. 42 There are six types of vibrations
of which three are of a1 symmetry and three are of e symmetry. Since
both the ground and excited electronic states involved are of A1
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symmetry, 43 the vibrations of e symmetry will not be excited.

This

leaves only the a1 modes, two of which asymptotically correlate to
the CH 3 umbrella bend and one to the symmetric C-H stretch. Since the
stretching force constant for a C-H bond in a radical does not severely
differ from that in an sp 3 hybridized system, 42 we may expect the
symmetric stretch to have an energy of the order of 3000 cm-l (~8.6
kcal/mole).

Certainly we would have resolved in the laboratory such a

large spacing between states if these were the only states excited or
even the major contribution.

Thus we can conclude that our distri-

hution consists primarily of umbrella

bends.

If there were

si~nificant

amounts of the symmetric stretch, it should be superimposed on the
umbrella bend distribution and one might expect evidence of an extra
peak or at least a shoulder.

Since there are no obvious breaks in

the shape of our curves, we will assume that the amount of symmetric
stretch is negligible.
The forward convolution simulation analysis is now much simplified
with only one vibrational mode to consider.

The basic methodology of
forward simulation has been discussed by Carlson 33 wherein he includes

a listing and description of his program.

The procedure that we use

here takes into account the same instrument factors, as it must, and
thus will produce the same output for a given input.

However, the

algorithms used to perform the task are very different.

Carlson

1

program required computational time of the order of a minute on a

S
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CDC 7600 to calculate the time-of-flight distribution due to a delta

function energy distribution.

Our program (SIMS?, written by Dr.

K. Shobatake) requires less than one half hour on a PDP 11/03 with

EIS/FIS to calculate the entire time-of-flight distribution resulting
from over 300 energy distribution points.

Considering that we are

comparing execution times of a 16 bit microcomputer against an
awesome mainframe number cruncher, this represents a factor of several
thousand increase in program efficiency.

Unfortunately, Dr. Shobatake's

program is not in a sufficient state of documentation to allow its
inclusi0n in an appendix. thus only the relevant parameterizations
~nd

results will be discussed here.
The center-of-mass energy distribution is represented by a sum

of RRK type functions, each function normally corresponding to a
single vibrational state with the functional distribution intended
to represent the distribution of rotational states for each vibrational
state.

The functional form for the translational energy released is;
.

n

P(E)

+

C.(E-A.)
1
l

cc

.

(B.-E)
1

.

s

A. < E <
l

1:

B.
1

(6)

i= l
0

E < A . or E > B.
1

l

Since we normally held a, 6, and B.-A.
constant for all vibrational
1
1
states, the relative intensities were represented by the

c1..

In

general one must integrate this function {the result is a combination
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of Gamma functions) and normalize it.
the effective

11

threshold 11

The parameter B1 serves as
of the vibrational state while B1-A 1

represents the maximum amount of rotational excitation allowed.
The slopes of the function at A.1 and B.1 as well as the position of
the peak between A; and B; are determined by~ and

s.

Our nominal

best fit translational energy distribution and the result of its
forward convolution into laboratory time space are shown in Fig. 7.
The results of a calculation with the same parameters except for a
doubling of the assumed rotational width is shown in Fig. 8.

The

parameters used for both of these fits are shown in Table I.

We

have used the bond energy of the C-1 bond discussed

abo\~

and a

CH 3 vibrational spacing of 612 cm-l (1.75 kcal/mole) 44 - 46 to determine the B.1 values for the narrow rotational state fit.

For the

doubled rotational width, the position of the distribution
maximum for each vibrational state was held constant while B.-A.
1

was doubled.

1

Constancy of the peak position resulted in an increase

in the B; paramters of 0.3 kcal/mole.
A careful inspection of Figs. 7 and 8, concentrating on the
2

slower (I P112 ) peak for which the resolution is higher, shov1s
that the increase in the rotational width of the states does have
a broadening effect on the calculated distribution.

Also the

position of the peak seems to have moved to slightly longer times.
This is admittedly somewhat difficult to see in the figures,
however, it is quite evident in a full scale plotter output.

If

Table I.

Translational

Distribution Parameters
Best Fit

Channel

e

State

2

I p3/2

v=4

L8

25.79

1.0

1.8

26.09

2.0

3

8.0

27.54

1.0

8.0

27.84

2.0

2

20.0

29.29

1.0

20.0

29.59

2.0

1

6.0

31.05

1.0

6.0

31.35

2.0

0

L5

32.80

1.0

1.5

33.10

2.0

10

0.32

37.04

1.0

0.32

37.34

2.0

9

0.64

38.79

LO

0.64

39.09

2.0

8

0.94

40.54

LO

0.94

40.84

2.0

7

L30

42.29

1.0

1.30

42.59

2.0

6

LBO

44.04

1.0

1.80

44.34

2.0

5

3.11

45.79

1.0

3.17

46.09

2.0

4

4.07

47.54

1.0

4.07

47.84

2.0

3

3.86

49.29

1.0

3.86

49.59

2.0

2

1.87

51.04

1.0

1.87

51.34

2.0

1

0.56

52.79

1.0

0.56

53.09

2.0

0

0.04

54.54

1.0

0.04

54.84

2.0

-------

S = 0.9.

a=

2.1 for all states.

I
I
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the rotational width were again doubled, the calculated peak shape
would differ from the measured by much more than statistical error.
From this

i~formation,

we conclude that the widths of the rotational
2
distribution of the vibrational states (at least from the P112
channel) is on the order of or less than the spacing between the
vibrational states.
Also the positioning of the threshold, determining the C-I bond
strength, may be investigated.

Certainly, in order to maintain the

same calculated TOF peak position, the "center-of-mass" of the input
energy distribution must remain essentially constant. Again concentrating on khe 2P
channel, if we shift the positions of the
112
vibrational states by half of their spacing. we would require two
peaks in the center of nearly the same height.

This produces a very

flat-topped peak relative to the measured one.

Additionally, the

necessity of fitting intensities in the wings of the peak becomes
a problem.

In fact, there is really rather little fexibility in

the positions of the peaks of the vibrational distributions and their
relative intensities.

The main factor causing uncertainty in our

assigned threshold values are the shapes and widths of the rotational
distributions.

If there is no rotational excitation at

all~

our

threshold released energies would have to be reduced by 0.3 kcal/mole
thus increasing the assigned C-I bond strength by the same amount.
If rotational excitation is significant (which seems unlikely), the
opposite effect would occur, however its magnitude would depend on
the shape of the actual rotational distribution.

One further point,
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we have assumed that all of the vibrational states are separated by the
same energy as the v=0-+1 transition, however, calculations have sho11n
the potential to have a very strong negative anharmonicity. 44 Since
it is the positioning of the v=2 state which is most accurately determined, this would increase the

v=0~2

spacing, thus increase released

energy, and decrease the assumed C-I bond strength.

However, this

effect should be much lower than other uncertainties.
It is at least instructive to now compare the results of the single
Newton diagram inversion with the results of the forward convolution
calculation. Since we now recognize that, for the I 2P
channel, the
112
peak of the TOF distributior, is oroduced almost solely from the v=2
state, we can determine the relative vibrational state distribution
from the inverted data by simply looking at the intensity right at the
peak and at points displaced from the peak by an amount equal to the
vibrational state energy separation.

The results of applying this

procedure to the trace of Fig. 6 are shown in Table II.

If we compare

these results to those in Table I, we find that they are remarkably
similar.

This similarity is, of course, due to the fact that the con-

volution broadening is on the order of the separation between states
and not significantly larger than that.

The convolution calculation

was instrumental in determining an accurate threshold value which could
only be roughly guessed from the inversion calcu]ation, as well as in
indicating that the rotational width is probably less than or near the
vibrational spacing. These conclusions are quite good for the I 2P112
channel, since it has significantly lower lab velocity than the 2P312
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Table II.
Channel
2
I pl/2

Relative Intensities from Direct Inversion
State

Intensity

v=4

2.3

3

2

0

Channel
2
I p3/2

State

Intensity

10

0.32

13.1

9

0.64

20.0

8

1.04

7.0

7

l. 44

1.4

6

2 012

5

3.52

4

4.12

3

3.40

2

1. 76

0.56
0

0.04

-26The resolution factors for the 2 P312 channel are. of course.
worse than for the 2 P
channel. thus we cannot claim to have hardly
112
any information on the rotational distribution for that channel. howchannel.

ever, the vibrational distribution should be good if one allows that
the true distribution does not have any oscillatory structure.

DISCUSSION
The first ultra-violet absorption band of CH 3I has been extensively
investigated both experimentally 43 •47 - 49 and theoretically. 50 •51 The
transition corresponds to the excitation of an electron from a nonbonding npn orbital localized on the I atom to an a;,ti-bonding a* molecular orbital between the C and I atoms.

The band consists of the
3
3
superposition of transitions to three states, the 10. o0 and Q1 in
Mulliken's notation. 50 The 1Q and 3Q correlate to ground state I
1
3
atoms and ground electronic state CH radicals. The o0 state corre3
lates to an excited I( 2P ) atom and ground state CH 3 . The magnetic
112
circular dichroism resolution of the bands by Gedanken and Rowe 48
shows that approximately 95% of the absorption at 266 nm is due to
the 3Q0 band. i~hen the symmetry of the states are considered under
strong spin orbit interaction, a state of A1 symmetry correlating to
I( 2P ) is seeno 51 This state corresponds to the 3Q0 state. The
112
state is non-degenerate and thus does not exhibit a Jahn-Teller
distortion 50 while the transition moment is parallel to the C-I bondo
The other two Q contributions are perpendicular transitions and can
exhibit Jahn-Teller distortions.
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The polarization dependence of the photodissociation of CH 3I
has been studied by Riley and Wilson 39 and by Dzvonik~ Yang and
Bersohn. 52 Both have found the transition to be parallel. Riley
and Wilson were able to distinguish between the I( 2P ) and I( 2r 312 )
112
channels and observed that approximately 20% of product is formed
in the ground 2P
state. The production of the ground state by a
312
parallel transition indicates the existence of a curve crossing in
the dissociation. Donohue and Wiesenfeld 43 have studied the relative
production of ground state I atom from photodissociation after broadband irradiation and found that roughly 8% of I atoms are produced in
the ground state.
The knowledge that the excited state symmetry is A1 has already
been used above to determine that only the umbrella bend vibration is
excited in the CH 3 radical. However, the fact that the 3q0 state
cannot Jahn-Teller distort is also relevant to the product energy
disposal.

If, in the excited molecular state, the equilibrium position

for the C-I bond is on the molecular symmetry axis, an impulse acting
along that bond will have little ability to excite rotations in the
departing methyl group.

The center-of-mass of the

met~yl

group would

lie directly in line with the force vector, and no angular momentum
could be imparted.

However, if the excited state had a bent or other-

wise distorted geometry, two factors could cause significant rotational
excitation.

First, the methyl group center-of-mass might not lie on

the same line as the C-I bond axis and even a force acting directly on
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that line could cause rotational excitation.

Second, the C-I force

might not be exactly in line with the bond, but rather could have a
"sidev1ays'' component which would force rotation of the methyl group.
This second factor would be significant for the case of a normal
ground state being excited to a bent excited state.

The fact that

the excited state which we are probing cannot distort means that the
methyl group will see very little if any torque upon dissociation
and thus should not be highly rotationally excited.

This is con-

sistent with the results of the forward convolution analysis.
The energetics of

3 dissociation have also been investigated

~H I

in matrix studies by Bass and Pimente1 53 and with photofragment
spectroscopy by Riley and Wilson. 39 Bass and Pimentel predicted an

umbrella bend excitation of CH 3 of the order of 10 kcal/rnole, however
they measured an effective temperature in the range of 1500 to 3000°K.
They attributed this low temperature to a moderation of the methyl
radicals' energy before they reacted with matrix partners.

Riley and

Wilson reported an internal excitation of the CH 3 radical of 3.9 kcal/
mole for the I( 2r 112 ) channel and 8.6 kcal/mole for the I( 2P )

312

channel.

They were not able to obtain information on the distribution

of vibrational states, however they performed an array of model calculations to attempt to determine the major features of the energy
disposal mechanism.

They determined that statistical models vastly

overestimated the internal excitation, while a model in which the C-I
interaction was treated as strictly impulsive was much better but still
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yielded too great a value.

Due to lack of resolution in their data,

they did not attempt calculations for realistic (less than impulsive
strength) potentials.
Consistent with our higher resolution data, it is only appropriate
that we give a more thorough discussion of the mechanism of internal
excitation.

\~e

present below model calculations for both a classical

and a semi-classical forced oscillator as well as a discussion of
Franck-Condon factors.

The forced oscillator treatments will be based

on relationships derived for a collinear triatomic system, however,
this should be a good approximation for methyl iodide due to the
lack of importance

Oi

product rotation and the lack of assymetr1c

distortions of the excited state.
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FORCED OSCILLATOR
A.

Classical
The analytical expression for the amount of energy transferred to

a classical oscillator initially at rest but undergoing a time dependent
force F(t) is well known. 54 The result for the energy ~E absorbed is:

~E

2

1
= -2m

(7)
-oo

where m is the reduced mass of the oscillator and w is its charasteristic
angular frequency.

A derivation of

~E

for

f

particular system must,

then, concentrate on determining the force F(t).
a derivation of the relative energy transferred,
total energy available to the oscillator.

~Je

We will sketch below
~E/E,

where E is the

vvill concentrate on the

results for a half collision although the results for a full collision
will be shown for comparison. The method used is that of Mahan. 55 , 56
The point of the exercise is to get the mass factors correct, since
they differ between full and half collisions.

Also the mass factors
56
used for full collisions were incorrect for many years.
Care must be

taken to insure that the function behaves properly in the pure impulsive
limit.

Additionally, it will be shown that the crude approximation:

~E half collision = l4 ~E full collision

is in general quite incorrect and dangerous.

(8)

Even though it seems

-31intuitively reasonable~ since 6E = (6p) 2/2m and 6p

=

F6t, and recognizing

1

that 6thalf collision= 2 6tfull collision' the above relation only holds
for forces of very short duration such that eiwt- 1 whenever F(t) i 0.
We wish to solve the problem for a tractable but fairly realistic
model.

We will consider the interaction of an atom A with a diatomic

molecule BC.

All three particles will be constrained to a line.

The

interaction between Band C will be a harmonic oscillator potential
V (y)
0

=} f(y-y 0 ) 2 where y0

is the equilibrium separation.

The influence

of the atom A will be through an exponential potential acting only
between atom A and B; that is V'(x,y) = A'e-(x-yy)/L.

The coordinate

system is shown ~~~ Fig. 9.

After the standard decoupling approximation
and the appropriate transformation of variables, 55 the equations we

55

need to solve are:
m X = Q e-X/L
1
L

(9)

(1 0)

where

A"

=

A'e

YY/L

,

c

D is the potential energy at y
zero at the turning point.
A, B, and C.

(11)

B+C

y "'

= y0

..
and the turning point in x"

x is

A, B, and C represent the masses of particles

m1 must be considered as the reduced mass AB/(A+B) rather
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than the once used A(B+C)/(A+B+C), since the interaction is considered
56
to take place between A and B impulsively, thus not involving C.
m2
is the reduced mass of the diatomic oscillator BC/(B+C). Equation 9
may be solved for x. which may then be used to determine the force
between A and B:

( 12)

where v0 may be considered as either the initial or final (if no energy
exchange occurs) velocity of the projectile A relative to B.

Our

exp ession for the total energy transferred is now
00

6E

"

2 ~2 (r~y C~Y

2

2

Jsech (,)eiATdT

( 13)

where A = 2wL/v .
0

Of course. the limits of integration should be from 0 to
of half collisions.

oo

for the case

As Mahan points out. the proper evaluation of D

. 55

1S

( 14)

not
D

=

1 A( B+C)

2 A+B+C vo

2

( 15)
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This is true (14) for both full and half collisions.
relative energy transferred

~E/E,

To determine the

we must know the total enerqy E

available to the system.

This is the point of major divergence between

full and half collisions.

Equivalently asked, we have the problem of

the proper calculation of the parameter v

0

answer is the standard expected term.

.

For full collisions the

The energy E is just the total

available collision energy and v is the initial relative velocity
0

between A and B.

However, since B is attached to C at initial

asymptotic conditions, v is just the initial relative velocity of
0

A with BC, thus:
1

Efull collision= 2 ~A,BC vo

2 "'

1

2

A(B+C)
A+B+C

( 16)

For half collisions, the total energy available is equal to the potential
energy at the starting conditions (turning points for a full collision),
but that is properly related to v0 by equation (14), thus

Eha1f collision

( 17)

=

The difference between these two terms is not so much due to a difference
in the physics of the two processes, but rather in the semantic terms
we use to discuss it.

Since we are usin0 an

imp~lse

approximation

(particle C does not participate in the dynamics during the time of
the collision), the actual energy available to the system is given by
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equation (14).

The energy that we normally talk about for photo-

dissociation is exactly this potential energy available to the system
and thus the simplicity of equation (17).

However, the amount of

energy that we conventionally discuss for full collisions is calculated
in terms of the center of mass frame of the entire system A + BC.

The

reduced mass for the total system is larger than that for the system

A+ B within which we assume the actual dynamics is occurring, thus
we calculate a higher available energy than is consistent with our
original assumptions.
sive, some of this
dynamics.

T'

11

Of course, if the system were not purely impul-

exc~SS

11

calculated energy could participate in the

is ambiguity in choice of center-of-mass systems does

r.;t:

occur for a photodissociation problem, since at the initial conditions
in which we define our energy terms, the three particles have no relative
motion thus the two center-of-mass frames are equivalent.

The con-

fusion for half collisions enters into the interpretation of the v0 term.
For half collisions, v0 must be carefully treated as the asymptotic
velocity between A and B if C were not present.

This distinction is

unnecessary for full collisions since one reaches the same answer with
or without C.

There simply is one and only one initial collision

velocity.
One may now perform a little simple algebra and calculate expressions
for 6E/E.

(

The results are (from equation (13)):

ABCt~l
~ full collision= (A+B) 2(B+c) 2
6E)

( 18)
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and

~

(6E)

~ half collision -

AC
(A+B) (B+Cl

00

sech 2 (T)e iJT d1

12

0

where M = A+B+C and

~

= 2wL/v 0 .

In the first of equations 18. we have a symmetric range of integration and thus only the cosine term of the exponential will contribute. This integral is known analytically. 57 Making this simplification we now have:

6
( EE) full

4ABCM

collision =

~~

2csch 2 (~')

( 19)

and

(-6E)
E half

call is ion

=

AC
[ ,2
h2(' I)
(A+B)(B+C) ~ esc
(\ +

(20)

To insure the correctness of these expressions, one should investigate the limit of purely impulsive behavior.

T~is

would occur either

with a sharp potential (L small). a weak oscillator (w small) or high
collision energy (v 0 large).

Thus the classical impulse limit is reached
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for A1 and A tending to zero.

2
2
The term A' csch (A') tends to 1 while

the integral containing sinAT vanishes.

It can readily be verified

that the remaining factors do correspond exactly to a classical hard
impulse for each case.

One may also show that this limiting value

is the same as the expression containing a ratio of reduced masses
used by Riley and Wilson. 39
The dangers of considering a half collision as being merely a
simple special case of a full collision

should now be obvious.

Indeed

we do see a factor of 4 appearing in the full collision case that is
not in the half collision exprescion 1 however even the mass factors
expressing the hard impulse limit are different.

Also, for any collision

softer than purely impulsive, the sine integral in the half collision
expression will contribute additional excitation.
force is turned on suddently at

The fact that the

0 actually can make a significant

contribution to the vibrational excitation.

A quantitative measure

of this contribution ts certainly in order and is quite instructive.
Figure 10 shows the contribution of both transform terms in
equation (20) compared with the contribution of only the cosine term.
Since it was necessary to evaluate the contribution of the sine term
numerically anyway, the total contribution and each component were
evaluated using Simpson's rule with a simple interactive Fortran
program.

The integration grid density was interactively increased

for each value of A until satisfactory convergence v1as obtained.

It

should be clear from the figure that, as the system parameters move

-37further away from the hard impulse limit, the effect of the sine term
becomes more and more significant.

For A > 3, almost the entire con-

tribution to the excitation comes from the sine term.

In fact, in

the high A regime, a full collision would produce essentially no energy
transfer whereas a half collision may still produce nearly 10% of its
limiting value.

Certainly half collisions may behave very differently

from full collisions and should be treated with care.
A crude first order application of this model to CH I photo3
dissociation is quite straightforward, if we assume that the most probable observed excitation corresponds to the classical predicted excitation. Our most pro~able observed excitation fo; the I( 2P ) channel
112
is to v=2, which corresponds to 10.7% excitation of the available 32.8
kcal/mole.

The hard impulse limit excitation is 18.3%, thus we see

58% of the limiting value.

Reading directly off of Fig. 10, we find

this value of 0.58 corresponds to a value of A of l .35. A vibrational
spacing of 613 cm-l implies that w = 1.155 x 10 14 sec-l and an available energy of 32.8 kcal/mole gives a value for v of 5.003 x 10 5
0
em/sec. These parameters, then produce a value for L, the exponential
range parameter of the potential, of 0.29

A.

This number alone cer-

tainly does not determine the potential for this state.

We would need

also some knowledge of the turning point for the C-1 bond distance.
One could assume that distance is near the equilibrium ground state
C-I bond length, and could thus have a complete potential form.

How-

ever, it is certainly presumptory to assume that the potential is
actually represented vJell by an exponential form or that this very
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simplistic procedure should be adequate to determine potential parameters.
In any case, it is instructive

to attempt to determine

v<~hether

our simple classical model yields a potential of roughly reasonable
values.

Since any estimation of the potential at these energies

should hopefully produce a reasonable value of the slope of the
potential even if the functional forms differ, we will compare the
slope of the above determined form with two other determinations.
Even though we have not determined the turning point for our model
we can evaluate the

slop~

of the potential at the turning point.

The slope at the turning point is -OIL which equal• -113.1 kealiA mole.
We can compare this directly to the value of -108.6 kealiA mole given
by Porret and Goodeve. 47 This amazingly close agreement is almost
certainly accidental, but it does suggest that the classical impulse
model is at least not grossly in error.

Another Dotential form that

can be used as a test of reasonableness is the anti-Morse function
proposed by Sa to. 58

It has, however. been proposed that the anti -r'1orse

function is, in fact, a factor of two too strong. 59
changes the slope by a factor of two.

The standard

This, of course,
anti-~brse

function

has the form:

( 21)

where De, 6, andre are to be determined from

the bonding potential.
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De is the value of the potential minimum relative to zero asympotically.

re is the equilibrium internuclear distance for the bound state,

and B determines the force constant of the bound state potential.

Using

60 b
.
approx1ma t e re 1a t 1ons
etween t hese parameters an d known spectro0

scopic constants 61

(22)

and

(23)

we can determine the potential function.

To determine the oscillator

For CH 3I,
61
the v3(a 1 ) mode corresponds very closely to a simple C-I stretch with
little hydrogen motion, thus we can approximate it as harmonic with the
force constant ke one needs a frequency and a reduced mass.

given frequency and a reduced mass of 15·127/142.
we find are:

B -

L 74 Ji.-l

and

De -

53.66 kcal/mole

The resulting values
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If we use the full anti-Morse function, we find that it has a value
of 32.8 kcal/mole at r-re
of -68 kealiA mole.

= 0.41 A. and at that point has a slope

Using the half-magnitude anti-Morse function

one finds a ootential
match at r-r e
.
now be -77.8 kcal/mole A.
kcal/mole

Arespectively.

=

0.0697

Awhere

the slooe
, would

The slopes at r=re would be

~186

and -93

As one may demonstrate with a very simple

calculation, the classical amplitude for the C-I stretch is only
0.069 A, and this value when used with the reflection principle,
well approximates the width of the CH I absorption peak. Thus it
3
is clear that the full anti-Morse function is a very bad approximation for CH 3I since an energy matching at 0.41 A= r=re would
produce almost no oscillator strength in contrast to the actual
strong absorption of CH 3I. The half anti-Morse function, however,
seems to be a fairly good approximation in that it matches the available energy in the absorption at an r-re value near what one would
estimate and it also produces a slope that is near the other two
determinations.

It is certainly neither obvious nor necessary that

this should be so since we have used ground electronic manifold
bonding parameters to predict the
electronic manifold.

anti~bonding

potential of a different

Also since there seems to be a curve crossing

that produces ground state iodine atom, there are clearly potentials
in this system with widely differing slopes.
The simple classical model used above certainly seems to be
surprisingly successful if comparison to the results of Perret and
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Goo deve

47 .

However, in spite of its apparent success,

1s any measure.

it lacks the ability to calculate the distribution of vibrational
states.

It can only calculate a single amount of ener9y transferred.

We can, however, use a simple semi-classical extension of the classical
forced oscillator to allow us to calculate a distribution of states.
The semi-classical transition probabilities (squares of S matrix
elements) are given by: 16

(24)

where

E

is the classical energy transferred to the oscillator in units

of oscillator quanta and n and mare the final and initial oscillator
quantum numbers.

Since the expression is just the square of a single

S matrix element, it only represents the transition probability to
staten from a pure initial state m.

The expression also has the

distressing analytic property of having a great many zeroes and at
some physically unrealistic places.
zero for all integer c

= m. In

solve for c(m) such that P
nomials in c of order n.

=

In particular P1m(c) is identically
fact, if one fixes n and tries to

0, you rapidly find that you get poly-

For all odd n you must have at least one real

root, and for many even n you are likely to get a few real roots.
to this disgusting and non physical analytic behavior, the general
form above was not used.

Due
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However, if we only wish to calculate a distribution based on
the same assumptions made above for the purely classical case, life
is a little happier.

In the classical calculations, it was assumed

that the oscillator was initially at rest.

If we make the same

assumption for the semi-classical case, the general distribution
reduces to a well-behaved Poisson distribution:

Pn+-0 "'

E

n -E

e

(25)

n!

We may use this function to obtain an estimate of

E

from our data

and then from s we may use the above classical procedure again to
estimate the steepness of the potential.

One may readily show that,

at the maximum of the Poisson distribution, the following relation
holds:

r' (n+ l )
r (n+ 1 )

(26)

Since, from our data, we know that n
distribution, we may determine
s

=

E.

=

2 at the maximum of the measured

Conversely, we may use the value of

2 assumed above for the classical calculation and determine the

value of n where the maximum would then occur.

In either case, we

need knowledge of the values of the function r•;r.
is well characterized and is referred to as the
for values of

~(x)

~

This function itself
function.

Tables

for l < x < 2 may be found in Abramowitz and Stegun. 62
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To extend the table into the value range we need, we have used the
.
recurs1on
re l a t.1on: 6 ?-

1jJ(z) +

lz

(27)

With the extended table, one finds that a value of s
to n

= 1.48

and that a value of n

Certainly a value of n
the amount of v

=

=

=

2 corresponds to s

2 corresponds
=

2.516.

1.48 is too low, as this would imply that

product were exactly equal. This
3
is certainly not the case; the v = 2 intensity strongly predomindtes.
= 1

and v

=

2 CH

Thus it seems reasonable that we adjust upward our estimate of s
from 2 to something near 2.5.

This is, of course, reasonable

behavior for the Poisson distribution, as s represents the average
amount of energy transferred.

However, due to the long tail of the

Poisson distribution, the average value exceeds the most probable
value.

Using this new estimate of Ewe may determine, from Fig. 10,

a new value for
value

for~

kealiA mole.

~(L)

and thus a new slope of the potential.

is 0.98 which gives L = 0.21

~and

The new

thus a slope of -155

This value is actually approaching that of the full

anti-Morse function calculated above at r

=

re and much exceeds the

Porret and Goodeve value.
Although we can match the peak of a Poisson distribution to that
of our measured distribution, the question of the appropriateness of
the distribution as a whole is still open.

Figure 11 shows our
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measured distribution plotted for comparison along with the Poisson
distributions for both
for

£ =

2 and

£ =

2 gives values for v

sonable, while those for v

=

E =

2.5.

0 and v

=

We see that the distribution
that are completely unrea-

=

3 and 4 are more reasonable,

but the

calculated distribution still has a tendency to be too broad.
calculated distribution for s

=

The

2.5 clearly has the right peak position

as it must. but it very clearly is too broad, indicating a much higher
intensity for v = 5 and 6 than is possible.
really determine that the amount of v
less than 26% of the v

2 intensity.

~

=

Though our data cannot

5 and 6 is zero, it is certainly
Certainly a simple Poisson

distribution does not adequately represent our data.

It is, of course,

possible that the semi-classical model itself is at fault, however,
the work of Heidrich, Wilson, and Rapp 16 showed remarkably close agreement for the semi-classical and fully quantum calculations for a
oscillator starting in v

=

0.

This agreement broke down for an

initially excited oscillator due to the bad analytic nature of the
semi-classical procedure discussed above.

It seems, rather, more

likely that the model itself is reasonably accurate but that the
assumption of an initially at rest oscillator is in error.
Poisson distribution even for

E =

The

2 was too broad, indicating that

too much excitation and mixinQ from the potential surface is being
assumed.

If a value of

E

sufficiently small to reproduce the measured

width is used, then the total amount of excitation produced is too
small.

It seems that the oscillator begins its scattering on the

potential surface already in excited vibrational states.
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The amount of vibrational excitation in a molecule immediately
following the absorption of a photon is determined by the FranckCondon factors for that absorption.

We will discuss here, qualita-

tively, the importance of the Franck-Condon factors for CH 3I photodissociation. Although the above analysis is suggestive of the need
to consider Franck-Condon factors, other information about CH 3I
makes their consideration mandatory. The methyl group undergoes a
very strong change both in the geometry of its equilibrium configuration and in the force constants of the potential during the transition from CH I to free CH . The \J 2 vibration in CH I corresponds
3
3
3
most closely to the free methyl umbrella bend, and has a vibrational
energy of 1251 em -1 . 42 The free methyl group is planar and has a
vibrational energy of 613 cm-l . 44 •46 Assuming that the effective
reduced mass factors for the two systems are nearly the same, this
difference in vibrational spacing by a factor of 2 corresponds to
roughly a factor of 4 change in the force constant.

Using the

geometrical parameters estimated in reference 42, p.439, one may
calculate that the C-H bond in CH?I
is roughly 16.6° out of the
J
plane that passes through the carbon atom perpendicular to the C-I
bond.

This angle is the angular change that the methyl group must

undergo in becoming a free methyl radical.

Both of these factors

constitute a rather severe change in the forces seen by the methyl
group as it undergoes the change in its orbital hybridization from
sp

3

2

to sp .
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One should be careful not to carry the comparison between ground
state CH I and free CH radical too far. Certainly a reasonable amount
3
3
of information is available on both species and many comparisons can
be made.

It is even tempting to try to calculate the Franck-Condon

factors between the two species.

Bass and Pimentel used such a type

of argument to estimate the expected vibrational excitation of CH 3
assuming its potential were near that of BBr . 53 However, the truly
3
important issue is the differences between the ground state potential
and the excited state potential with the C-I bond length still the
same as in the ground state.

The free

metl~l

radical potential is

.r1at the system sees asymptotically after dissociation is complete.
The two potentials can and should be quite different.

In general,

it is even possible for a system to dissociate into products with
geometry radically different from the ground state but with no vibrational excitation at all.

This could happen if the excited state

potential for a vertical transition looked exactly like the ground
state and all the change in the equilibrium geometries occurred as
the particles separated.

If the particles separated slowly enough

(adiabatically} no crossing even of vibrationally labeled surfaces
would occur and the asymptotic products would be unexcited.

This

condition could be met for a system with either a very slowly varying
excited state potential (very large L in above models) or with very
little asymptotic transitional energy (very small v0 in above models).
Of course few, if any, real systems will behave in this fashion, but
one must be wary when making arguments based on asymptotic potentials.

-47Now, being aware of the above dangers, we shall proceed with a
qualitative comparison of the asymptotic states and then do a little
guesswork as to what might be happening in the vertically excited
state.

The Franck-Condon factors between the asymptotic states may

be crudely estimated by pictorially locating the positions of the
nodes and turning points of the free methyl vibrational wavefunctions
and determining for which states significant overlap occurs without
the effect of cancellation of two opposite signed "lobes".

The

vibrational state energies for the free radical were calculated and
graphed by Ellison, Engelking, and Lineberger 27 from the potential
determiner by Marynick and Dixon. 44 In Fig. 12 is shown the potential
surface for the umbrella motion along with the vibrational levels and
visually located estimates of the wavefunction nodes.

Also shown are

two vertical lines indicating the probable maximum extent of the
ground state vibrational wavefunction for CH I. This extent is
3
centered around the ee of 16.6° with a width of 12°. The width is
estimated by assuming that the force constant for the CH 3 I potential
is 4 times that of the free CH potential and then computing the
3
ratio of displacements to the classical turning points for particles
with the zero point energies of each system.

The turning point to

turning point distance for free CH 3 is taken as 16°. One may novJ, by
inspection. determine the probable relative values of the FranckCondon factors.

The overlap to v

=

0 of free

CH~

should be quite

small, all overlap being in classically forbidden regions, while
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v

=

l should have some reasonable overlap.

v = 2 and v

=

3 prob-

ably have the highest overlap and it is not qualitatively clear
which is higher.

For v

=

4 and higher states, nodes have moved

into the region of extent of the ground state function, and it can
be expected that these states will have very small overlaps due to
cancellation effects.

A simple classical turning point energy

balance argument would place the free CH
its v

=

1 and v

=

3

at an energy between

2 states.

These estimated asymptotic state Franck-Condon factors are
really quite similar to our measured vibrational state distributi6ns.
However, the 'e seems to be 1 ittle question from the preceding
discussion that collisional effects should be significant.

Since,

in a classical picture, both the dynamic deformation and the force
between the C and I atoms are acting to separate the C and I atoms.
it seems very unlikely that CH 3 vibrational energy would be
efficiently transferred to translation. It is more reasonable
that the oscillator forcing should excite it even further above its
Franck-Condon excitation and that this additional excitation should
be on the order of one to two quanta, consisted with the above
estimate of the potential strength.

The overall effect of using

asymptotic Franck-Condon factors would almost certainly be to produce a calculated distribution with more excitation than the measured
distribution.
Since we do not have any even semi-quantitative information on
the vertically excited state potential. its discussion here is forced

-49to be highly heuristic.

The excited state configuration of concern

is derived from the ground state by promotion of a non-bonding n
electron located on the I atom into an anti-bonding a* molecular
orbital between the C and I atoms.

The excited state bond then

contains two bonding electrons and one anti-bonding electron.

The

anti-bonding electron is obviously of very high energy and has a
very rapid energy change with respect to C-I bond distance, since
it is sufficient to overcome the effect of both
and cause molecular dissociation.

bonding electrons

The lowest energy state for this

configuration will be one which has a low energy for this antibondino orbital.

Since "• _1bridizations" v1hich decrease the energy

of a bonding orbital will increase the energy of the corresponding
anti-bonding orbital, a reduction in the energy of an anti-bonding
orbital can be achieved by reducing the hybridizations vJhich decrease
the

bonding orbital energy.

In the ground state CH 3 I a good deal
of the bond energy is contributed by the sp 3 hybridization of the C
atom.

With the anti-bonding orbital dominating the energetics of
the excited state, it seems likely that the degree of sp 3 hybridiza-

tion would be much reduced in order to lower the anti-bonding orbital
energy. The carbon atom orbitals should tend much more towards sp 2
hybridization in the excited state than in the ground state.

Thus

we could expect the excited state to be closer to a planar CH
structure than the ground state.

3
This tendency toward planarity,

of course, cannot be complete since the orbitals around the hydrogen
atoms will always tend to avoid those near the I atoms.

Thus the
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excited state structure should not be totally planar.

The force

constant for the bending motion probably also lies somewhere between
that of the ground state and the free radical.

It certainly should

be stronger than the free radical since motion towards planarity
causes interference with I atom orbitals and motion towards tetrahedral shape

should elevate the anti-bonding orbital energy.

The

hydrogen atoms are caught between a rock and a hard spot relative
to the rather unhindered motion in the free radical.

A comparison

with the ground state force constant is less clear. The reduction
in the amount of sp 3 hybridization might argue for a lower force
I

constant, however if the etfect of the anti-bonding electron and
interference with the I atom orbitals are really quite strong, the
excited state force constant could be on the order of or even higher
than that of the ground state.
Overall then, we most reasonably expect the excited state
potential to lie somewhere between that of the ground state and the
free radical.

Since, as demonstrated above, even a change in a

force constant of a factor of 4 only changes the extent of a wavefunction by

~1;;z-,

the excited state wavefunctions should have

nearly the same angular widths as the free radical.

However, the

positions of the wavefunctions will be displaced more towards that
of the ground state functions.

The resulting effect on the Franck-

Condon factors would be to increase the overlapofthe lower states
and produce sign-change cancellations at a lower vibrational level
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than for the free radical.

Thus it seems clear that calculating

Franck-Condon factors from the asymptotic states would overestimate
the initial excitation.

The degree of this overestimation is dependent

upon the degree to which the excited state tends to look more like the
ground state than the free radical.
The overestimation of excitation by the asymptotic Franck-Condon
factors is consistent with the above estimation of total product
energy.

Use of the asymptotic Franck-Condon factors overestimated

total excitation.

If proper excited state factors were used, the

excitation should be reduced and it is quite believable that the
combination of both the correct Franck-r .. ~ndon factors and the impulsive
excitation effects would produce results in good agreement with our
experiment.

It seems certain that scattering effects are important,

but they alone should not be sufficient.

Franck-Condon factors must be

included but should be handled with great care.
Our modelling efforts and discussion have centered almost entirely
on the energetics of the excited state I( 2P ) product channel.
112
is due to the greater simplicity of that channel since it is the
result of development on a single potential energy surface.

This

However,

the ground state channel is, in principle, amenable to the same kind
of analysis.

If it is indeed the result of a curve crossing which

occurs some distance down the repulsive potential. the same FranckCondon analysis should apply for it as for the excited state.

That

the ground state channel is probably due to a curve crossing rather
than state mixing is evident in the lack of any unusual features in
the absorption spectrum"
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Given that the initial distributions producing the ground and
excited states are the same, the rest of the analysis would follow
a similar course.

Unfortunately, due to the "kink" in the potential

surface caused by the curve crossing our simple analytical classical
model would have to be replaced by numerical calculations.
qualitative features that would

The

result from such a calculation

are, however, quite evident from the single potential case.

Sharp

slopes and discontinuities in the potential are major cuases of
vibrational excitation.
segments of the

potenti~l

Thus the steepness of the walls of both
are of importance as is the half

collision nature of the event.

The major new• factor would be

the effect of the kink in the potential at the crossing.

This feature

would contribute significantly to the Fourier spectrum of the potential
and thus should have a significant effect on the vibrational excitation.
The net result would be that the ground electronic state channel
should have significantly more vibrational excitation than the excited
state channel, which is in agreement with what we observe.

No actual

calculations have been attempted due to lack of information concerning
the relevant rotential parameters.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
iJe have performed a nev1 high resolution measurement of the translational energy distributions of CH

3

fragments resulting from the
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photofragmentation of

c•t 3I

at 266 nm.

The data have been analyzed

both by direct inversion and by forward convolution to yield the
distribution of the vibrational levels for the CH

umbrella bend for
3
both the ground and excited state I atom channels. The average amount
of energy occurring in vibrations from the I( 2r
) channel has been
112
found to be consistent with a simple classical forced oscillator

model.

However, when an attempt is reade to fit the distribution of

states by means of a semi-classical extension of the model, the agreement with experiment is poor.

This poor agreement is attributed to

possible initial excitation of the methyl radical during the absorption
process.

A heuristic 2fl'ort is made at estimating

t

~

possible

magnitude and distribution of this initial excitation, and it is
concluded that the initial excitation should be of importance.

However,

it is also certain that the scattering effects are significant since
a potential surface with a slope sufficient to reproduce the observed
absorption spectrum will definitely produce changes in the oscillator
vibrational states as the products separate.

The energy distribution

of the products in the ground state channel must be dominantly determined by the scattering effects since the Franck-Condon factors should
be the same as for the excited state channel but the potential surface
would have a high slope over a greater extent than the excited state
surface.
Thus it seems clear that CH 3I photofragmeni~tion dynamics is
determined by Franck-Condon factors and scattering effects. This is

-54in contrast to the CN containing systems in which it is not clear
whether scattering effects are significant.
would present a more rigorous test of present
theories than the CN systems.

Certainly methyl iodide
photofras~entation

Also, since the dynamics are dominated

by effects on the line of the C-I bond, it should not be necessary
to extend present theories to bent molecules in order to begin a
treatment of this system.

It is hoped that this work will prompt

a renewal of the theoretical effort in photofragment dynamics as well
as serve as an impetus for further experimental investigations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1.

Schematic top view of photofragmentation apparatus.

Fig. 2.

Time-of-flight measurement of CH 3I beam seeded in helium.
Laboratory time-of-flight for CH 3 product of CH 3I photo-

Fig. 3.

fragmentation.

The asymptotic states of the I atom are

indicated for the two peaks.
Fig. 4.

Newton diagrams for CH 3I photofragmentation with detection
of CH 3. Velocity circles for v = 0 and 1 of both the
I 2P112 and 2P312 channels are shown. Laboratory velocity
vectors for both 30° and 127° detector angles are shown.
Note that lab velocity for 2P112 channel at 127° is almost
half of that at 30°,

Fig. 5.

Time-of-flight data for CH 3 product after smoothing (upper
curve) and after subtraction of exponential flux tails (lower
curve).

Input parameters used with program 3 of Appendix B

to produce the lower curve are shown.
Fig. 6.

Results of conversion of lower trace of Fig. 5 into center-ofmass flux as a function of center-of-mass energy.

Fig. 7.

Best fit results of the forward convolution analysis.

The

upper frame shows the assumed center-of-mass flux distribution.
The lower frame shows the results of its convolution into
laboratory time space.

The upper trace of the lovJer frame

is the smoothed and stripped data of Fig. 5.
offset to aid comparison.

It is vertically
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Fig. 8.

Forward convolution results for the same parameters as Fig. 7
except that the rotational width of the input peaks has been
doubled.

Fig. 9.

Coordinate system for collinear collisions of atom A with
diatomic oscillator BC.

Fig. 10. Contributions of Fourier transform terms to collinear
collisional excitation.

The lower trace shows the effects of

only the cosine transform while the upper curve gives the
results for inclusion of both transform terms.
Fig. 11. Comparison of measured vibrational state distribution with
calculations from a Poisson distribution.

Poisson for

E

=2

has the same average excitation as the measured distribution
while that for

E

= 2.5 has the same peak excitation.

Fig. 12. Estimated positioning of nodes for vibrational wavefunctions
of CH 3 and their relationship to the ground state function
for CH 3I. The vertical lines indicate the estimated classical
turning points for the CH 3I umbrella motion.
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II.

MOLECULAR GEAM STUDIES OF REACTION DYNAMICS
OF F + Hz, 02

INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in quantum chemistry have made it possible to
understand some important features of the reaction dynamics of such
simple systems as H + H2 + Hz + H entirely based on quantum mechanical
calculations. 1 The extension of this remarkable achievement to other
simple hydrogen containing triatomic systems, especially the calculation
of accurate ab initio potential ener9y surfaces, is progressing rapidly,
although full three dimensional quantal calculations still await the
development of more efftcient methods.

For the understanding of reac-

tion d) ,amics of hydrogen containing systems, quantal scattering calculations are very important, since the significant quantum effects of
tunneling and resonance phenomena which appear in these systems preelude the usage of classical trajectory calculations as a means of
obtaining reliable information on the reaction dynamics.

In the

development of efficient approximation methods for carrying out three
dimensional quantal calculations. comparison with accurate experimental
results is necessary when the results of exact theoretical calculations
are not available.
One of the hydrogen-containing three atom systems which has
already attracted extensive experimental and theoretical attention in
the past and will undoubtedly become the prototype reaction in the
detailed understanding of reaction dynamics is the reaction of fluorine
atoms with hydrogen molecules.

The calculation of a limited ab initio
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potential energy surface of chemicRl accuracy has been carried out.

2

The basic features of this calculation were adopted in the determination
of more complete semiempirical potential energy surfaces which have
been utilized in extensive classical trajectory calculations. 3 •4 In
exact one dimensional scattering calculations, 5 •6 interesting quantum
resonance phenomena were predicted at certain specific collision
energies while a very recent three dimensional calculation using an
.
t an t
. approx1ma
. t'1on 7 has prov1'd ed some 1moor
angu 1ar momen t um decoup l 1ng
information regarding resonance phenomena in three dimensional reactive
scattering.

approache~

The advances in recent years of various experimental
such as chemical lasers, 8 chemiluminescence methods 9 and

· t s, lO I1ave no t on 1y revea 1ed de t a1'1 ed
crosse d mo 1ecu l ar bearns exper1men
information on product state distributions, but also have provided
angular distributions of products in various quantum states at well
defined collision energies.

These results and expected improvements

in the near future will certainly provide an unprecedented opoortunity
for making very meaningful comparisons bet\A1een theoretical calculations
and experimental observations.
In particular, the experimental observation of resonance phenomena
via their effect on the state and angular distributions of the products
under well-defined initial conditions could provide a very strin9ent
test of the accuracy of theoretical calculations.
phenomena in chemical reactions are very

sensiti~e

Since the resonance
to the potential

energy hypersurface at the critical configuration of the reaction
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intermediate, the observation of resonance phenomena at specific
collision energies in the laboratory provides an opportunity to evaluate
the reliability of the potential energy surface in the close contact
region.
In one dimensional quantum mechanical calculations, a sharp
resonance has been predicted for the production of HF(v=2) at a collision energy of

~1

kcal/mole. 5 ' 6 This sharp enhancement of the pro-

duction of HF(v=2) at a specific collision energy was not observed in
recent three dimensional calculations, 7 although a similar resonance
phenomenon in the production of HF(v=2) predicted in the one dimensional
'

calculation is sti · 1 evident as collision energies are varied at a fixed
orbital angular momentum of reactants.

Because of both the shift of the

resonance to higher collision energies when the orbital angular momentum
is increased and the averaging of the distribution over orbital angular
momenta in three dimensional reactive scattering, no pronounced variation
of the state distribution as a function of collision energies is predieted in spite of the presence of resonance phenomena.

This means that

the measurement of state distributions as a function of collision
energies \vill not be the appropriate method for the search for resonance
phenomena.

On the other hand, in the energy range where the resonance

is occurring, there is a substantial variation in the reaction probability as a function of orbital angular momentum, or, equivalently,
of impact parameter, for collisions at a given initial relative
velocity.

Since the angular distribution of product molecules to

a large extent reflects the dependence of reaction probability on
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impact parameter, especially for a system with the lowest entrance
barrier for the collinear approach, the search for unusual features
in the angular distributions of various quantum states of HF measured
in a high resolution crossed molecular beams experiment is probably the
best approach for finding reactive resonance phenomena in the laboratory.
In this paper, recent state resolved
molecular beams studies on F + H

2

+

hi~h

resolution crossed

HF + H and F + o2

out at several collision energies will be discussed,

+

DF + D carried

The results

reveal such detailed information as the dependence of the angular
distribution of product mol ·cules on both collision energy and product
vibrational quantum state.

These measurements illustrate the current

state of the art of crossed molecular beams studies of reactive
scattering and reflect predicted quantum mechanical resonances as well
as other interesting features in the experimental observations of
reactive scattering.

EXPERIMENTAL
The experiment is performed by crossing tvw supersonic molecular
beams, one of atomic fluorine seeded in N2 , and one of H or o , in a
2
2
newly designed high resolution universal crossed molecular beams
machine,
region.

The two bea.ms cross at 90° in a well-d'efined interaction
The detector, a triply-differentially pumped electron-impact
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ionization mass soectrometer, is rotated about the interaction region
in order to obtain the product angular distributions.

The product

velocity distributions are determined by measuring time-of-fliQht for
molecules passing through a rapidly spinning slotted

disc to the

ionizer.
The design of the new apparatus closely follows that of the
original universal crossed molecular beam machine described by Lee
et al. , 11 but several modifications extend its capabilities beyond
those of the ori9inal design.

The detector is suspended from a 35"

diameter rotating chamber which allows one to obtain a 30 em fli9ht
I

path in contrast to the 17 em flight oath in the original 25'' design.
This nearly doubles the resolution of the time-of-flight spectra and
consequently allows the product state distribution to be more accurately determined than was previously possible.

In addition, the

main chamber has been enlarged in order to increase the laboratory
angular scan range from 115° to 170°.
Other modifications include a set of removable precision-machined
apertures for the detector slits to allow the detector angular resolution to be

varied simply by inserting a different set of apertures.

Extreme care was taken in the choice and processing of all materials
used in the three ultra-high vacuum detector regions, which has
resulted in a background count rate at most masses that is nearly a
factor of ten lower than in any of our previous machines.
newly designed 1

~s

Also, a

per channel multi-channel scaler comoatible with
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the CAMAC standard has been utilized for the time-of-flight analysis
in conjunction with a new on-line computer system.
The fluorine atom beam was produced by thermal dissociation of
a 3% mixture of F in N at 700 torr in a nickel oven heated by thermo2
2
12
coax heating elements to a temperature of 706°C. The heated gases
expand through a 0.15

~m

nozzle at the tip of the oven.

A 0.66 mm

diameter skimmer was used with a nozzle-skimmer distance of 6 mm.

The

beam was collimated in a second chamber to an angular spread of 2.2°.
The nozzle to interaction center distance was 5.5 em.

~litrogen

was

used as a seed gas to avoid the increased background at mass 20 (HF)
that would

ha~e

resulted from the use of rr or Ne,

Using He as a seed

gas resulted in such high F atom velocities that the orientation of
the resulting Newton diagram was unfavorable for observing many
important center-of-mass angles.

The F atom beam obtained had a peak

4
velocity of 13.7 x 10 em/sec and a Fv!Hf'i ve 1oc ity spread of approxi-

mately

25~b.

Hydrogen and deuteri urn beams \<Jere produced by a very high pressure
expansion of the gases through a 0.030 mm diameter nozzle.

The nozzle-

skimmer region was pumped by a Varian 10" NHS diffusion pump backed by
a Leybold Heraeus WS-500 Roots blower package.

The nozzle skimmer

distance used was approximately 10 mm and was externally adjusted to
allow maximization of beam intensity.

The skimmer itself v1as con-

structed of electro-formed nickel 13 and has the advantages of very
sharp edges and very small included angles.

The beam \vas collimated
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to a width of 2.2° and the nozzle was located at a distance of 6.5 em
from the scattering center.

The collision energy of the experiment

was varied by changing the stagnation temperature of the D2 or H2 beam.
The beam source was heated with a short section of thermocoax wire
powered by a regulated D.C. power supply.

At the higher temperatures,

the stagnation pressures behind the nozzle were increased in order to
maintain number density, and thus intensity and high quality of expanThe operating conditions of the H2;o2 beam source for the four
different sets of data to be presented here are shown in Table I along

sian.

with the most probable

~ollision

energy for each condition.

Product velocity analysis for the F + c2 experiments was performed
by sinnle shot time-of-flight. The single shot time-of-flight wheel
consisted of a 0.13 mm thick stainless steel disk of 17.5 em diameter.
Eight slots, each 1.5 mm wide, were machined on its perimeter.

A

reducing slit, also 1.5 mrn wide, was mounted to the front of the
detector.

The wheel was rotated at a speed of 200 Hz.

collected for 600

~s

Data was

following each wheel opening using a multichannel

scaler channel width of 5

~s

(120 channels).

Typical counting times

were two hours at each angle.
Velocity distributions for the F + H2 experiment were obtained
by cross-correlation time-of-flight. Our particular imolementation
of this method has been described before. 14 Cross-correlation was
necessary for F + H due to the much higher background at mass 20 (HF)
2
than at mass 21 (OF). However, it is not an appropriate technique
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-82for a system such as F + o2 , since, in that case, the signal to back
ground ratio is sufficiently high such that cross-correlation would
actually reduce the quality of the data. 15 Additionally, we are presently limited by wheel design and wheel soeed to a channel width of
10

Data for F + H2 was taken with this
lower limit channel time of 10 ~s corresponding to a wheel soeed of
~s

with cross-correlation.

392 Hz with 255 channels on the wheel.

Typical counting times were

approximately 70 minutes at each angle.
Angular distributions were obtained by modulation of the H2;o2
beam with a 150 Hz tuniQg fork chopper. Data was collected for equal
times during the open and closed portion o' the tuning fork cycle
in a dual channel NIM scalar.

The difference of the counts in the two

channels constitutes the angular scan signal.

Typical counting times

for the angular scans were 2 minutes at each angle.

Typical signal

near the maximum in the angular distribution for F + H2 would be about
6000 counts with a background of 19,000 counts. For F + 02 we usually
achieved 1700 counts of signal with about 120 counts of background.
These numbers represent about one sixth of the actual count rate due
to our intentionally low duty cycle of the tuning fork chopper.
Detector aperture slits were set to achieve a laboratory angular
resolution of 1° for both angular scans and the TOF data.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The measured laboratory angular distributions for F + H2 at 2.00
and 3.17 kcal/mole collision energy are shown in Figs. l and 2 along
with the calculated best fits.
system are also shown.

The nominal Newton diagrams for each

The corresponding data and Newton diagrams for

F + o2 at collision energies of 2.34 and 4.51 kcal/mole are shown in
Figs. 3 and fl..
Time-of-flight data for all of these systems has been obtained.
TOF spectra v;ere generally taken for every other angle at which angular
data was taken, however, over regions in which interesting effects were
anticipated, speccra were taken for every angle .'t which angular scan
data was taken. Angleswith less than one fourth of the total intensity at the peak of the angular distribution were not considered profitable for TOF analysis.
spectra for each system.

This procedure resulted in ll to 18 TOF
Figure 5 shows the experimental TOF data for

F + H2 at 2.00 kcal/mole collision energy. The plots also show our
calculated best fit to the data, including the separate contributions
of the various vibrational states.
Data for both of the F + H2 systems and for the lower energy F +
o2 have been analyzed to obtain the center-of-mass (C.M.) product
distribution. We have used a forward convolution trial and error
fitting technique in which the C.M. angular and energy distribution is
input as a trial function.

The corresponding laboratory angular and

velocity distributions are then calculated from it and compared to the
experimental data.

The original trial function is adjusted and the
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process repeated until a satisfactory fit is obtained simultaneously
to both the TOF spectra and the angular scan.

The appropriate equa-

tions and basic methodology of forward convolution have been well discussed elsewhere. 16 We, however. found it necessary to write an
entirely new computer program for the actual calculation.

Our very

large quantity of data forced us to use direct graphical output of our
calculated distributions.

l~e

considered completely different angular

and energy distributions for each vibrational state, as well as having
the energy distribution of each state being angular dependent.
The C.M. angle-recoil energy distribution that we have used is a
generalized RRK form wir.h separate parameterization fc' each vi brational state.

The functional form used is:

(1)

where Cv (e) is a relative angular intensity factor, which is input in
point form every 10° and interpolated linearly by the program for points
between 10° intervals.

Nv(e) is a normalization factor calculated by

the program to normalize the rest of the function to an area of l at
each angle.

a(e,v) is input in point form and interpolated in the same

manner as Cv(e).

Em1n
. and Emax were defined as circles in (E,e) soace
with a given radius in E and a given displacement along the 0°-180°
axis.

Usually the radius and displacement for Emin were chosen as 0,

while the displacement forE max was usually chosen as zero with the
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radius being set at the sum of the collision energy and the exothermicity minus the vibrational energy of the paricular state.
parameter 6 was fixed for each vibrational state.

The

The total distri-

bution, then, represents the entire product flux recoil energy distribution while the contribution from each vibrational state, in principle
represents the flux as a function of rotational excitation of that
vibrational state.
Thus the final result of our data fitting analysis is a centerof-mass flux distribution as a function of angle and product recoil
energy.

In order to represent this distribution in the usual form

superimposed on a Newton

diagr~m

it must be converted from 1n energy

space to a velocity space distribution.

The transformation is straight-

forward and the results are shown in Figs. 6-8,
Figures 6 and 7 show the velocity space contour maps of our best
fit distribution for F + H2 at 2.00 and 3.17 kcal/mole respectively.
Figure 8 shows the correspondinq information for F + o2 at 2.34
kcal/mole. l,Jhen transformed to laboratory angular and velocity space,
these contour maps correspond to the total calculated distributions
shown in the angular scan plots of Figs. 1-3 and the velocity distribution plots of Fig. 5.
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DISCUSSION
The dynamics of the F + H2 and F + o2 reactions produce several
features which lend themselves well to study by the crossed molecular
beams method.

The large product vibrational spacings in conjunction

with narrow rotational energy distributions in many cases allow the
vibrational states of the HF and OF products to be identified from
distinct peaks which appear in the measurements of laboratory velocity.
The potential energy barrier to reaction is lowest in the configuration
where the fluorine atom approaches collinear to the axis of the hydrogen molecule.

At low collision energies this is expected to cause the
\

products to scatter predominantly alcng the relative velocity ver

~or

of the reactants, and consequently peaks corresponding to individual
vibrational states are observed in the laboratory angular distributions.
Thus, both the laboratory velocity measurements and angular distributions provide detailed information on product state distributions and
the two measurements effectively complement one another.
At low collision energies the angular distributions of HF and OF
in the center of mass coordinate system shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 are
found to peak backward with respect to the direction of the incident
fluorine atom.

This is consistent with the nature of the potential

energy surfaces derived from ab initio and semi-empirical calculations
for F + H2 . The potential energy barrier for this reaction depends on
the bendin9 angle of H-H-F. The barrier is lowest for the collinear
configuration, with a value of about l kcal/mole.

Consequently, only
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those collisions involving a nearly collinear configuration of the two
hydrogen atoms and the fluorine atom contribute to the formation of
products, and these products are predominantly backward scattered.
The center-of-mass angular and velocity distribution for HF product from the F + H2 ~ HF + F reaction at a collision energy of 3.17
kcal/mole is shown as a contour map in Fig. 7. At this collision
energy the center-of-mass angular distribution differs markedly from
that at the lower energy.

The distributions for different vibrational

states seem to be entirely decoupled.

The products in v=l and v=3

remain backward peaked as at the lower collision energy, but the
angular distribution for product in v=2 is very unusual.

The inten-

sity remains high as the center-of-mass scattering angle decreases,
and even shows a sideways peaked relative maximum.

This is illustrated

more clearly when the center-of-mass velocity distributions are plotted
as a function of angle as in Fig. 9.

The laboratory angular distri-

bution also shows a significant change between the two energies.

The

structure due to strongly backward peaked HF(v=2) product at 2.00
kcal/mole is absent when the collision enerqv is raised to 3.17 kcal/
mole.

The dramatic change in the center-of-mass angular distribution

of the product formed in v=2 at 3.17 kcal/mole compared to that at
2.00 kcal/mole is consistent with the reactive resonance phenomenon
predicted by the three dimensional ca 1cul at ions of Redmon and \·Jyatt.
In that study it was shown that the effect of re~~nances in the F +
H2 reaction appears as a change in the dependence of the reaction
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probability on reactant orbital angular momentum.

The reaction prob-

ability for forming HF(v=3) is maximum at zero orbital angular momentum,
independent of collision energy, while the probability for forming
HF(v=2) peaks at non-zero orbital angular momentum for a collision
energy around 3 kcal/mole, and the orbital angular momentum corresoonding to the peak reaction probability changes as a function of collision
energy.

Since the orbital angular momentum is determined by the impact

parameter for the collision, the reaction probability for forming
HF(v=2) peaks at a non-zero impact parameter for a collision energy
around 3 kcaljmole.

Products formed from a larger impact parameter

collision should scatter at smaller center-of-mass angles, so our
experimentally observed results at 3.17 kcal/mole are in qualitative
agreement with what one would expect from the reactive resonance in
F + H2 + HF(v=2) + H predicted in the calculation of Redmon and Wyatt.
In the laboratory angular distribution of DF product from the
reaction F + o2 + DF + D at 4.51 kcal/mole (Fig. 4), there is another
surprising feature: a sharp peak appears at the laboratory angle
corresponding to forward scattering of DF(v=4).

Such a sharp forward

product peak has not been observed previously in a reaction which does
not form a long lived complex.

But just as the extent of the polariza-

tion of product orbital angular momentum determines the sharpness of
forward-backward peaks in angular distributions of products from a long
lived complex, the strong forward peaking of DF(v=4) indicates a strong
correlation between the final orbital angular momentum of the product
and the initial orbital angular momentum.

The reliability of the

angular momentum decoupling calculations carried out on F + H
2

+

HF +
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H by Redmon and Hyatt depend on the extent of this correlation.

For

the F + H2 and F + o2 reations, this approximation might appear to be
valid. Once again, this strong correlation of final and initial angular
momentum might be the consequence of the nature of the potential energy
surface for these reactions, which has a bending angle dependent barrier
which is minimum at the collinear configuration.

CONCLUSION
The experimental results presented in this paper are examples of
what can be measured at present in the laboratory by the crossed beams
method.

The experimental resolution could be further improved in the

future, but the incentive for future effort toward carrying out a
better experiment certainly depends on the advancement of a theoretical
calculations, making possible a more quantitative comparison between
theory and experimental results.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 .

Experimental LAB angular distribution of the HF product from
the F + Hz reaction at 2.00 kcal/mole.

Fig. 2.

Experimental LAB angular distribution of the HF product from
the F +Hz reaction at 3.17 kcal/mole.

Fig. 3.

Experimental LAB angular distribution of the OF product from
the F + Oz reaction at 2.34 kcal/mole.

Fig.

~·.

Fig. 5.

Experimental LAB angular distribution of the OF product from
the F + o2 reaction at 4.51 kcal/mole.
Time-of-flight ~nalysi~ of the HF product from F + H2 reaction
at Z.OO kcal/mole. Plots show experimental LAB TOF spectra at
indicated angles along with the best fits calculated from
center-of-mass angular and velocity distributions for various
vibrational states of HF.

Exrerimental. (--)Calculated

best fit summed over contributions from v=l ,2, and 3.
v=l.
Fig. 6.

( - - ) v=2.

(• -)

( • • • • ·) v=3.

Center-of-mass velocity-space contour plot of HF product distribution from F + Hz reaction at 2.00 kcal/mole.

Fig. 7.

Center-of-mass ve 1ocity space contour plot of HF product di stribution from F + HL0 reaction at 3.17 kcal/mole.

Fig. 8.

Center-of-mass velocity-space contour plot of OF product distri-

Fig. 9.

bution from F + o2 reaction at 2.34 kcaljmole.
Center-of-mass distributions at indicated angles of HF product
from F +Hz reaction at (a) 2.00 kcal/mole and (b) 3.17 kcal/mole.
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Appendix A.

Description of New 35" Crossed Molecular Beams Machine.

INTRODUCTION
The basic experimental requirements for study of chemical processes by means of crossed molecular beams are vJell knmvn and will be
only briefly outlined here. The information that one desires is the
product energy and angle distribution in the center-of-mass system.
Quantum state resolution is ideal but very rarely achievable.

The

products should result from reactants whose translational and internal
energies are known.
~1st

have well

In order to define the initial conditions, we

collimat~d

molecular beams of known ve"ocity and well

defined intersection angle.

The experiment must also be carried out

under single collision conditions for obvious reasons.

In order to

determine the center-of-mass product distributions, one must measure
laboratory data as a function of angle and product velocity as well
as determining which product species are created.

Thus our apparatus

must have some type of beam source system, a detector which can
differentiate between product species, a method of rotating the detector and beam sources relative to each other, and a technique for
measuring product velocities.
Of course, certain design considerations must always be met for
an experiment to be reasonablyexecutable. Molecular beam experiments
are almost always plagued with problems of sigrial/noise ratios and
limited resolution.

It is necessary to achieve maximum beam intensity

while at the same time minimizing the angular and velocity spreads of
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the beam.

The detector must be one of high sensitivity and low back-

ground level while also possessing adequate angular resolution and
angular scan range.

The velocity analysis technique must also pos-

sess adequate resolution and range to be able to view and distinguish
relevant processes.
A particularly successful and widely copied implementation of
these principles has been the design developed by Lee et al . 1 The
apparatus features supersonic expansion molecular beam sources which
are placed very close to the collision center for high beam intensity.
Each beam source is surrounded by its own differential pumping region
as an aid in collimating the beam and in reducing gas flow into +
main chamber.

~

The detector consists of an electron impact ionizer

followed by a quadrupole mass spectrometer and particle counting
system.

The ionizer is located in the innermost region

of a triply

differentially pumped ultra high vacuum chamber which is rotatable
with respect to and in the plane defined by the molecular beams.
Velocity analysis of product molecules is achieved by modulating the
incoming product beam with a rotating chopping wheel at the entrance
slit of the detector chamber.

Flight times for the molecules to

travel from the chopping wheel to the ionizer are then measured using
a computer controlled data acquisition system employing a high speed
multichannel scaler.

These time-of-flight (TOF) spectra are then

readily converted into laboratory velocity spectra.
We shall describe below the main features of a newly constructed
beam machine, similar to the above design, but with many enhanced
capabilities.
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BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The original incentive for designing a new apparatus which differed
significantly from the earlier machines was a desire to increase the
velocity resolution for time-of-flight analysis.

Since the velocity

resolution is most fundamentally limited by the ratio of the length of
the effective detection zone and the mean flight path, a reduction in
this ratio was necessary.

This could be achieved either by reducing

the effective length of the ionizer or by increasing the flight path.
Reducing the length of the ionization region has the advantage of not
requiring a mechanical redesign of the apparatus.

However, due to

\

space charge and ion trapping effects that become significant at high
electron current density, it would be quite difficult to make a smaller
ionizer that possessed the same detection efficiency as the larger one.
A reduction of detection efficiency was certainly not desirable.
In order to maintain the same detection efficiency, then, it is
necessary to achieve greater velocity resolution by means of increasing
the flight path.

This option, though requiring a redesign of the

vacuum chambers, has several additional advantages beyond maintenance
of detection efficiency.

These advantages are, of course, related to

the longer absolute flight times incurred for the longer flight path
apparatus.
Longer absolute flight times reduce the design requirements, or,
for a given design, enhance the
the time-of-flight system.

perfor~ance

of two other aspects of

First, the design of the multichannel
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scaler (MCS) system can be less difficult due to the reduction in
the speed at which the various clocking and arithmetic operations
within the scaler have to occur.
MCS~

Correspondingly~

with an equivalent

the longer flight path machine can measure molecules of higher

velocity before the resolution becomes limited by the channel times
of the MCS.

Secondly, the rotation speed for the time-of-flight

chopping wheel can be much slower for a given molecular

velocity~

or again. for a given rotation speed, one can analyze much faster
molecules.

This is quite important since wheel speeds are not

fundamentally limited by motor technology but rather by the strength
to weight ratio of the material making up

the TOF wheel.

already possible to get motors that will spin fast enough

It is
to cause

wheels of reasonable diameter to disintegrate from the centrifugal
acceleration.
Due to the combination of advantages inherent in a long flight
path design versus a short ionizer design. the long flight path
approach was chosen.

Moreover, durinq the design of the new apparatus,

it was determined that certain enhancements to the basic characteristics
could be included at nominal cost which would significantly improve the
performance of the machine.

These include a greatly increased

laboratory angular scan range, variable laboratory angular resolution,
and much reduced background count rate.

In addition, a new-high

speed multi-channel scaler. which was concurrenfly under design in our
laboratory, was first implemented on the new machine.

The major

aspects of the main chamber and detector system of the new aoparatus
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will be described below as will the layout and capabilities of the
new MCS and computer system.

Relevant programs for the computer

system will be discussed in Appendix B.

MAIN CHAMBER AND DETECTOR GEOMETRY
The major difference between the new apparatus and the previous
ones is that the detector chamber is mounted in a 35" bearing diameter
rotating support ring rather than the previous value of 25".

Since~

in machines of this type, the ionizer is mounted in a liquid nitrogen
cooled insert which forms the detector's third differential pumping
region, and this insert is vertically oriented at the outside edge of
the rotating chamber, the radius of the rotating ring system is a
fundamental constraint on the flight path.

Thus increasing the ring

diameter was the obvious first requirement for increasing the flight
path.

Smaller additional increases are then obtained by painstaking

minimization of all mechanical clearances that separate the outside
edge of the cooled insert from the inside edge of the bearing.

The

final flight path achieved was approximately 30 em for TOF wheel
modulated systems or about 34 em for pulsed laser initiated events
in which the entire distance from the rotation center can be utilized.
An increase in the bearing diameter obviously necessitated an
increase in many other dimensions of the apparatus.

However, one

part of the system which we wished to leave essentially the same as
in the earlier machines was the beam source pumping system and geometry.
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This presented a problem in terms of the support and seal design for
the rotating ring system, s i nee the beam source reference surfaces
must then lie inside the diameter of the bearing.

The original square

box design of the main chamber would not suffice.

The solution, as

illustrated in Fig. 1, was to construct the entire top plate of the
ap~aratus

from a 4 inch thick plate of stainless steel, utilizing the

upper 2-1/2 inches of thickness for the vacuum seal for the rotating
ring and thus allowing an ample 1-l/2 inches at the bottom to complete
the vacuum system wall and provide mechanical support.

This admittedly

generated a somewhat extensive machining task, but it resulted in a
design with very high confidence of successful completion as v1ell as
a lower total cost than could be achieved by welding separate plates
of complicated geometries.
One additional complication was introduced by the desire to retain
the previous beam source dimensions, and that was the question of the
laboratory angular scan range.

If the main chamber v1alls on the sides

where the beam sources are introduced were to be kept coplanar with
the beam source reference surfaces, the total angular scan range of the
detector would be limited to only slightly better than 90°.

Since we

wished to maintain at least the same anqular scan range as the previous
machines, it was necessary to put a 11 bulge" in the two sides of the main
chamber.

Since the cost of including the bulges would be relatively

independent of the size of the bulges, it was
chosen so as to maximize the

tot~l

cl~ar

that they could be

angular scan range.

This maximiza-

tion had to be performed against the constraints of maintaining most
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of the original beam source geometry and of not drastically reducing
the pumping speed available in the beam source differential chambers.
The criteria of maintaining basic beam source geometry and
differential chamber pumping speed were somewhat arbitrary, but became
severely limiting factors at nearly the same detector angle.

The

actual angle chosen was such that the inner wall of the source differential pumping region is exactly tangent to the circular hole beneath
which the source differential diffusion pumps are mounted.

Clearly

any further increase in detector scan range would begin covering the
diffusion pump throat apd thus rapidly reducing pumping speed.

Also

at this point, space in the beam sources and differential chambers had
become sufficiently confined that further reduction would have
necessitated complete redesign of all of our earlier beam sources if
they were to be used with the new machine.
good place to quit.

This was thought to be a

The resulting full angular scan range was 170°

versus approximately 115° for the earlier machines.
A top view of the layout of the machine is shown in Fig. 2.

The

beam sources, beam source differential chambers, and the three regions
of the detector are shown.

The chambers through which the first and

second differential pumping regions of the detector are pumped are not
shown in order to more clearly show the relationship of the beam sources
and the rotating ring system.

The defining slits in the beam source

differential chambers are both located a distance of 5/8" from the
collision center in contrast to the previously used asymmetric configuration.

This feature allowed for many more degrees of angular
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scan range with a calculated loss in signal of less than 2% relative
to the asymmetric configuration.

Also, the front surface of the

detector is located 2-l/2 11 from the collision center, versus the previous va 1ue of 1-3/4 11 , again chosen as an aid in achi evi ng the full
angular scan range.

PU~lPING SYSTEt~

AND VACUUM PROPERTIES

In addition to changes in the mechanical design of the machine
its vacuum system has a\so been significantly improved.

These improve-

ments have had their greatest effect ir terms of detector background
levels but also have resulted in improvements elsewhere.

The most

straightforward and obvious difference is the increased pumping speed
in the main chamber.

The new main chamber is pumped by two ten inch

and one six inch Varian VHS oil diffusion pumps in contrast to the
single 10 inch pump on the previous machines.

This change was made

possible by the increased size of the main chamber.

Increasing main

chamber pumping speed does not have a significant effect on the
ultimate pressure in the chamber since it seems to be limited to some
degree by the vapor pressure of the diffusion pump oil.

However, the

partial pressures of gases which flow into the main chamber as part of
the reactant beams will be reduced in inverse proportion to the pumping
speed.

Since these beam gases effuse into the detector and form a

major contribution to background 1evel s for many types of experiments,
the increased pumping speed can be of value.
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Increasing the physical

di~ensions

of the detector chamber also

presented an opportunity to increase pumping speeds, but, for the
detector, this opportunity is also a mandate.

Since the effectiveness

of the differential pumping in the detector is determined by the ratio
of the pumping speed in each differential pumping region and the conductance of the beam aperture connecting that region to the one at
higher pressure, any increase in aperture area will reduce the effectiveness of the differential pumping.

However, increasing the length

of the detector requires that the beam apertures also be increased
in size if one wishes to maintain a constant angular resolution.

Thus

it · s necessary to increase the pumping speed in the detector if only

to maintain previous perfomance parameters.
Very simple first order scaling laws can show that one can readily
create havoc by nonchalantly increasinq the size of an apparatus.

Under

ideal conditions in which the partial pressure of a detected gas is
determined solely by pumping speed considerations, the pressure in the
ionization region is roughly given by:

PIII

=

p

CICIICIII

m 5 r 5 II 5 III

( 1)

where P111 is the partial pressure in the third or ionization region,
Pm is the main chamber partial pressure, and the C's and S's represent
the aperture conductances and pumping speeds respectively of the three
differential pumping chambers.

The conductances C are proportional to

the areas of the apertures, which, for constant angular resolution, will
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each be proportional to the square of the length of the detector.
However, due to various pragmatic considerations, the overall pumping
speeds that one is realistically able to achieve in each region scale
roughly linearly with the detector length.

Thus the background

pressure, in this crude treatment, will actually increase for a larger
detector by the cube of the detector length.

This is certainly not a

desirable relationship and we are fortunate in that, when real beam
aperture sizes are

used~

the increase is not nearly so dramatic.

Also,

one must be careful, in doing an accurate modelling calculation, to
include the effect of the direct effusive beams enterin9 the ionizer
from both tt
chambers.

~

main chamber and the first two detector differential

The effect of these beams favors the larger detector and

further mitigates the advantage of the short detector.

The end result,

however, is still that the larger detector must have signficantly
increased pumping speed in all regions in order to maintain the same
dynamic background pressures as the smaller one.
The pumping speed in the new detector has been increased by
pumping all three regions of the detector with 220 l/s Perkin-Elmer
Ultek DI ion pumps.

This represents a doubling of the total speed

presently on our oldest machine and an increase of 35% over that on
our

ne~v

25 11 bearing machine.

However, due to non uniformity in the

sizes of the ion pumps on the other two machines, the product of the
pumping speeds (the important factor by

equatlo~"l)

is respectively

11.8 and 2.7 times that of the previous two machines.

This factor

is sufficient to counteract the effect of increased aperture sizes.
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The great importance of the areas of the detector beam apertures
should be quite clear from equation l.

For experiments in which the

background really does come primarily from the main chamber and can
be effectively pumped by the ion pumps, it is clear that smaller
aperture areas will much reduce the background counte rate.

Moreover,

the signal that one observes would be reduced by only the first power
of the aperture area.

This presents the enticing possibility of making

the signal to background ratio as high as one might desire simply by
reducing the area of the detector apertures.

This only reaches its

limit when the inherent ' detector backqround
begins
'
contribution.

to make a significant

Of course, one actually wishes to maximize the signal

to noise ratio not the signal to background ratio, thus absolute count
rates must be estimated if one wishes to calculate an optimum aperture
area.

However, it is evident that for certain systems, small detector

slits could be highly advantageous.

As a bonus, one would also get

higher angular resolution.
There do,
detector slits.

though,

exist many problems involved with very small

First, one wishes to study many various systems with

greatly varying cross sections and detector backgrounds.

Very small

apertures would limit study to only the most favorable systems.

Second,

many systems of chemical interest do not suffer from main chamber
generated detector background.

Reactive systems in which the product

is heavier than eitherofthe reactants do not have this problem, since
reactant fragmentation in the ionizer cannot qenerate ions of the
product mass.

For these systems, equation l is not valid and the
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above conclusions do not hold.

Background would be primarily deter-

mined by inherent detector count rate and reducing aperture areas
would only serve to throw away signal.
apertures are desired.

For these situations. large

Thus it is clear that no single choice of

detector aperture sizes v-1ill best satisfy all experimental needs.
A method of varying aperture sizes is needed.
Since the entire detector is an ultra high vacuum system.
implementation of variable slits is not trivial.

On the one hand,

one does not wish to have to vent the detector in order to change the
slits. due to the time of pumodmvn and bakeout. as vvell as increased
contamination.

On

-~

:e other hand. the mechani ca 1 1i nkages and ultra-

high vacuum feedthroughs that would be necessary for remote adjustment
would be complicated and expensive and would themselves contribute to
background and reduce internal pumping speeds.

Additionally, such

linkages would also seriously reduce the hard won increased angular
scan range.

Replaceable slits were chosen over externally adjustable

ones since they seemed to have a shorter list of disadvantages.
The actual design of the replaceable slit systeM is really quite
straightforward.

An example of the geometry is shovm in Fig. 3.

The

aperture itself is square and is referenced to a precision square hole
in the wall of each differential pumping region.

The flange to

accommodate the retaining screws is round and is kept from significant

..

surface contact with the vvall by a small raised ledge.

This feature

was intended to reduce possible entrapment of surface contaminants
between the pieces.

The design does, though, produce an included
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volume,

which is pumped out through the chamfers at the corners of

the aperture piece.

These chamfers must be included to prevent gas

entrapment.
The time required to change the apertures must be kept to a
minimum so as to reduce the time that the detector is exposed to
atMosphere.

Thus aperture replacement must be convenient and rapid.

For this reason, the square precision hole for the innermost aperture
is made sufficiently large that the entire aoerture assembly for the
second aperture can pass through it.
second region aperture
removed.

Removal

In this way, removal of the

1s trivial once the third aperture has been

-·~the

third region aperture is possible after the

quadrupole housing has been unbolted from the rotating chamber and
the ionizer has been removed from the insert through the quadrupole
housing reference hole.

Removal of the first aperture is achieved

simply by raising the detector isolation slide valve to its highest
position, which exposes the aperture and 0-ring seal.

The entire

process of opening the detector, changing the apertures, and resealing
the detector can be performed in less than four hours.

The ensuing

pumpdown and bakeout then takes at least three days.
The final difference in the vacuum system of the new apparatus
is the great care in choice and processing of the materials used in
the detector.

This has resulted in much lower inherent detector

partial pressures and thus much lower inherent backqround count rates.
Background count rates are roughly a factor of ten lower at almost
all masses than in our two older 8achines.
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The materials in the detector chamber were all chosen to be
ultra-high vacuum compatible whenever possible.

This was also the

case for the previous machines, but it was not carried to quite the
same degree.

All of the major steel components in the new detector

are constructed of extra low carbon type 304 stainless steel.

The

low carbon steel was often quite difficult to get, thus occasionally
parts were made from stock of other than originally desired thicknesses, but it was possible to get almost all of the desired pieces.
Conflat flanges were, of course, commercially purchased and consisted
of standard carbon content
pump

also

containe~

304 S.S.

The ion pumps and the cryo-

regular 304 S.S.

Other materials were OFHC

copper, high density alumina ceramics, and tantalum wire, all consistent with standard UHV techniques.
The materials processing consisted of extensive use of high temperature vacuum oven degassing of all parts which would withstand the
temperatures.

All steel only parts were degassed for 1-3 hours,

depending on thickness, at 1023°C.

The heating and cooling cycles

were as rapid as the oven could withstand in order to avoid carbon
grain deposition which occurs betweens 500° and 1000°C.

The insert

assembly for the third differential pumping region was well degassed
at the time that the copper block housing the ionizer was brazed to
the insert 1 S liquid nitrogen jacket.

A vacuum brazing operation was

also p~rformed on the entire rotating chamber a~~embly, at which time
it received extensive degassin9.
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The vacuum oven degassing procedure obviates the need for any
chemical cleaning of the vacuum container since any surface contaminants are evaporated and pumped away.

This provides the

distinct advantage of not creating leaks in hard to repair welds,
since no etchants are used.

Also, vacuum oven degassing is much

more effective than simple surface cleaning, since the vacuum oven
process depletes the dissolved gases in the metal for a depth of
several millimeters, whereas surface cleaning has no effect on these
dissolved gases.

The degassing process is also much more effective

than in situ, high temperature bakeout, since, in the bakeout process,
\

one becomes limited
through the metal.

y the diffusion rate of atmospheric gases

The fact that gases released during bakeout are

not removed from the system, but rather are trapped in the ion pumps
where they produce a finite background pressure due to diffusion and
sputtering induced release, is also a disadvantage of the bakeout
process.

MULTICHANNEL SCALER AND COMPUTER SYSTEM
Concurrent with the design of the new apparatus, a new high
speed multichannel scaler

(~1CS)

was being designed to improve the high

velocity time-of-flight capabilities of all of our machines.

This new

scaler was first implemented on the new 35'' machine along with a new
on-line computer system for data acquisition and analysis.

The MCS
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itself is CAMAC compatible and thus is independent of the particular
computer it is used with.

This same MCS design is presently in use

on at least five separate machines here at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory.

The details of the computer system are specific to

the 35" crossed beams machine.
The MCS unit was designed both to allow for fast timing needed
in single shot and photofragmentation time-of-flight studies and to
allow for compatibility with our cross-correlation TOF procedure.
For fast timing, counting times can be as small as 1 ys per channel,
while the unit allows for a software programmable number of channels
between 1 and 255.

The

2~S

maximum channel number was chosen for

compatibility with our 255 channel cross-correlation sequence.
The basic elements of the scaler consist of dual data scalers,
on board random access memory (RAM), a trigger counter, and a sweep
counter.

After an appropriate initialization sequence from the

computer, the module begins counting data in one of its data scalers
upon receipt of a trigger signal.

At the end of the first channel

time, the first data scaler is gated off and the second one gated in.
Data is then read from the first channel of the onboard RAM and is
added to the data in the first scaler.
back into the first RAM address.

The sum data is then written

The first counter is then cleared

and the unit waits for the end of the second dwell time.

When the

second dwell time is over, the first scaler is ~ated back in and the
second out.

Data from the second scaler is then added into the
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second RAM address.

This alternating 9rocess continues until either

all channel addresses are consumed or a new trigger signal arrives.
Receipt of a new trigger signal causes the unit to reset to the
initial channel and start the process over.
received causes the preset

Each trigger pulse

trigger counter to decrement by one.

All of these processes occur entirely on board and do not require
any host processor intervention.
The trigger counter is used as the control to request data
read-in by the computer.
to zero a request for

When the trigger counter has counted down

s~rvice

counter is decrem( ted by one.

(LAM) signal is asserted, and the sweep
At this point, the host processor

reads in the data, checks for overflows, and reinitializes the module
for another sweep cycle.

The orocessor is then free to perform its

designated tasks until another sweep is complete.

Unon completion of

the designated number of sweeps (sweep counter set to zero) a stoprun
bit is also asserted along with the LAt-1 signal to inform the computer
that the scaler has completed its prescribed data taking cycle.
The unit is provided with visual readouts of the trigger counter,
sweep counter, and channel time as well as an input for an external
time reference and an output for use in synchronizing the TOF wheel
motor frequency.

A more detailed description of the performance

and the command structure of the module is included below.
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MOLECULAR BEAM MULTICHANNEL SCALERDESCRIPTION l3X3381-Dl
Vince Randolph, Engineer
The Molecular Beam Multichannel Scaler is designed to be a fast
computer controlled data acquisition system with data rates up to
20 MHz.

The addressing sequence in the accumulate mode is initialized

by an input trigger pulse.

The trigger pulse should be positive and

between 300 to 900 ns in width.

It should be TTL compatible.

trigger pulse can occur any time during the accumulate mode.

A
This

causes a restart at the initial address and increments the trigger
counter. (All pulses int·rand out of the front panel Lemo connectors
are TTL compatible.)
The trigger pulse initializes a preset
initial address.

dwell time starting at the

The dwell time in this first address is 300 ns less

than all the other addresses.

The 300 ns is used to halt, set up, and

restart the accumulate mode.

The dwell time is precisely the same for

each ensuing address.

There is zero dead time between addresses,

because the dual data scalers eliminate the problems of scaling and
transferring the data.

If the internal dwell time is set at 1 ys per

address, the initial address will have a dwell time of 700 ns, and
all successive addresses will be 1 us.
used by couol i ng to the

11

EXT

D~JELL

An external dwell time can be

CLK IW on the front panel.

The

''

external dwell clock can vary from DC to 1 MHz as needed.
Input data can be fed to the unit at rates up to 20 MHz.

Caution

should be taken in calculating the dwell time and trigger count so
that the data counters or RAM do not overflow.
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The "motor sync out" is a 100 ns pulse that occurs at every dwell
time pulse used to generate the address advanceso
The three position front panel switch used to change the display
may be changed at any time without affecting the contents of the
Multichannel Scaler (MCS)o

The first position displays the number

of counts allotted to each address at a particular dwell clock rateo
The internal dwell CLK is 1 MHzo

Therefore the display reading will

be in number of micro sec of dwell time per addresso

The second

position displays present number of trigger counts remaining before
an "end SltJeep

11

is generated

0

The trigger counter decrements by one

for every input trigger receiv ·,d while in the accumulate mode o The
third position displays che number of sweeps remaining before the
signal

11

zeroo

At this time the unit is halted and no more trigger or data

Stoprun

11

is generated when the sweep counter decrements to

signals can be accepted to the MCSo

SUMMARY

CAMAC COMMANDS:

F(O)A(O) - READS DATA WORD (Rl-Rl6) BINARY
F(O)A(l)- READS INITIAL ADDRESS (Rl-RS) BINARY
F(O)A(2) - READS OVERFLOWS AND STOPRUN (Rl-R3) BINARY
Rl

=

COUNT OVERFLOW

R2

=

RAM OVERFLOW

R3

=

STOPRUN

F(O)A(3) - READS SWEEP COUNTER (Rl-Rl6) BCD
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F(S)A(O)Sl - TESTS LAM DIRECTLY
F(9)A(O)Sl - CLEARS LAM
CLEARS RAM FROM INITIAL ADDRESS TO ADDRESS 255,
CLEARS COUNTERS AND RAM OVERFLOWS,
RESETS TRIGGER COUNTER, INITIAL ADDRESS AND DWELL TIMER
SETS HL T ~~ODE
F(l8)A(O)Sl - LOADS DWELL TIMER WORD (Wl-W8) BCD
F(l8)A(l )Sl - LOADS INITIAL ADDRESS (Wl-WS) BINARY
F(l8)A(2)Sl - LOADS TRIGGER WORD COUNTER (Wl-Wl6) BCD
F(l8)A(3)Sl - LOADS SWEEP COUNTER (Wl-Wl6) BCD
F(l8)A(4)Sl - SETS INT. DWELL CLK.
F(l8)A(5)Sl - SETS EXT. DWELL CLK.
F(24)A(O)Sl - DISABLES LAM
F(26)A(O)Sl - SET HLT MODE, DOES NO CLEARS OR RESETS,
BLOCKS INPUT TRIGGERS AND DATA.
F(26)A(l)Sl -ENABLES LAM
F(26)A(6)Sl - SETS ACCUM MODE, DOES NO CLEARS OR RESETS
ZS2 OR CS2

- DISABLES LAM
CLEARS LM1
CLEARS RAM FROM INITIAL ADDRESS TO ADDRESS 255,
CLEARS COUNTERS AND RAM OVERFLOWS,
RESETS TRIGGER COUNTER, INITIAL ADDRESS AND DvJE'LL
SETS HLT MODE

TI~1ER

-122ENCE OF OPERATION
Using the list of CAMAC commands on the previous page, one can
easily program the appropriate signals to the MCS to provide meaningful
data.

The following steps should be used:

l.

Load initial address (Hl-W8), BINARY, F(l8)/-\(l )Sl

2.

Clear RAM, F(9)A(O)Sl

3.

Load dwell timer word (Wl-W8), BCD, F(l8)A(O)Sl

4.

Load trigger word (Wl-Wl6), BCD, F(l8)A(2)Sl

5.

Load sweep counter (Wl-Wl6), BCD, F(l8)A(3)Sl

6.

Set internal dwell CLK, F(l8)A(4)Sl

7.

Set HLT MODE, F(26)A(n)Sl (optional)

8.

Enable

9.

Set ACCUM MODE, F(26)A(6)Sl
(Immediately goes into the accumulate mode, then goes into a halt
and sets LAW when end sweep is generated.)

11

LAM", F(26)A(l )Sl

11

10.

1

Read overflows and stoprun (Rl-R3), BINARY, F(O)A(2)
Rl

= Count overflow

R2

=

RAM overflow

R3

=

Stoprun

11.

Read sweep counter (Rl-Rl6), BCD, F(O)A(3) (optional)

12.

Load initial address (Wl-W8), BINARY, F(l8)A(l)Sl
(same as step 1)

13.

Read data word (Rl-Rl6), BINARY, F(O)A(O)
(number of read commands should equal 255-initial address)

14.

Load initial address (Wl-W8), BINARY, F(l8)A(l)Sl
(same as step 1)

15.

Clear RAM, F(9)A(O)
(same as step 2)
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16.

Load sweep counter (Wl-Wl6) BCD, F(l8)A(3)Sl
(as needed)

17.

Repeat steps 9 through 16 as needed

The computer system is organized around an LSI-11 16 bit microcomputer (Digital Equipment Corporation) with full PDP-11 instruction
set compatibility.

The system contains a single CAMAC crate and

interface as well as a dual floppy disc system.

A video terminal,

fast printer and two separate graphics plotters are also included.
An interface to the Lawrence Berkeley Laboartory interactive computing
system (RECC) is also provided and

~s

primarily used for automatic

transfer of data to the laboratory's mainframe computer systL ....

A

layout of the system is shown in Fig. 4.
The particular LSI-11 processor used is the KDll-F model which
contains on board 4K words of dynamic RAM in addition to the processor chips.

An EIS/FIS microm chip was installed on the processor

to allow use of floating point and extended instructions.

The system

also contains an additional 24K words of add-in memory. The CAMAC
2
crate controller and interface are the Kinetic Systems model 3912
controller with a Q-bus to Unibus adapter card.

Real time display
of accumulating data is accomplished via the Nuclear Enterprises 3
Harwell 7011-2 Display Driver which is used to drive a Tektronix 604
display monitor. The floppy disc system is a Data Systems Design 4
model 210-Lll which is totally software and media compatible with
DEC's RXOl floppy disc system.

The video terminal and the printer
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are standard DEC items.

The terminal is a DEC VT52 video terminal with

24 line by 80 characters per line display and a 20 ma. current loop
interface.

The printer is DEC's LA180 DECPRINTER I, which is a 180

character per second 132 column dot matrix impact printer.
interfaced

through DEC's LAVll interface card.

It is

The two graphics

plotters are a Hewlett-Packard model 7221A which we operated at 600
baud and a Hewlett-Packard 7200A operating at 110 baud.

The interface

to the LBL RECC system is accomplished via a lab designed FUDLA II
module which allows long distance transmission of standard serial data.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1.

Side view of top plate and rotating seal design.

View is

through a vertical plane passino through a beam source axis.

Fig. 2.

A - top plate.

B - Tee-ring seal.

C - ball bearing.

rotating ring.

E- detector top plate.

Schematic top view of machine layout.
differential pumping wall are shown.

D-

Beam sources and
Differential pumping

regions I, II and III of the detector are indicated.
Fig. 3.

Example detail of replaceable detector aperture.
view.

Fig.

(b) side view.

(a) front

(c) back view.

Block diagram of computer system components.

Directions

of device communication are indicated by arrows.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Appendix B.

Computer Programs

t~CSTF7

MCSTF7 is the seventh version of a MACR0-11 assembly language
data acquisition program for time-of-flight with the multi-channel
scaler and computer system described in Appendix A.

The program

supports data output to all of the system devices except the 7221A
high speed plotter and the RECC interface.

Data is written onto the

floppy disks in a simple format that allows later access by Fortran
programs.

The program can display and print either the direct data
\

from the MCS, for use in single-shot
correlated data.

applic~tions,

or the cross-

Only the direct data :s written to disc, however,

to allow for flexibility and to avoid propagation of errors in the
correlated data.

In general, an analysis program will use a more

sophisticated method of correlating the raw data than is feasible for
real-time display purposes.

Upon program start-up, the system is in

a single-shot mode and the existence of the cross-correlation caoabilities are transparent to the user.

They must be specifically

invoked from the console terminal in order to use them.
The program is oriented around a simple command structure that
allm,Js flexibility and simplicity.

No action is taken by the pro9ram

unless the operator commands it, and all commands are processed and
executed in the order of their input.

The only exceptions are the

oscilloscope display of the data and the collection of the data from
the MCS.

The oscilloscope display runs continuously under hardware
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interrupt control from the time the program is started.

Commands can

be used to request display of either correlated or uncorrelated data,
but display is continuous.

The read-in of data from the MCS is also

under hardware interrupt control and cannot be disturbed by any
command not directly addressing the MCS unit.
The commands and the actions they invoke are qiven belovJ.

All

co~nands

consist of two letters followed by a carriage return.

Command

Name and action invoked

ID

Initial dialogue
The system request~ inf0rmation from the
operator necessary to .;, itialize the multichannel scaler and system counters. This must
always be the first command executed. It needs
to be rep~ated only when the operator desires
to change the parameters~ Old parameters
remain resident in memory otherwise.

ST

Start
Clears present data buffers and display buffer.
Loads the t1CS with a11 parameters s pee i fi ed
in the last ID command, clears t·1CS RM~, and
sets MCS into accumulate mode.

PC

Print Console
Prints out the data of the oresent display
buffer on the console terminal.

PL

Print Line Printer
Prints out on the line printer the data that
had accumulated in the present data buffers
at the time the last STOPRUN bit was detected.
If correlated data was being displayed when
STOPRUN was detected, both correlated and
uncorrelated data are valjd and may be output
under the control of the CD and UD commands.
If uncorrelated data was being displayed, the
correlated data buffer was not updated and only
the uncorrelated data will be valid.
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pp

Point Plot
Outputs the data to the HP7200A graphics plotter
under the same restrictions as the PL command.
Each data point is plotted as a point.

LP

Line Plot
Same as PP except data points are connected by
straight lines.

SE

Scan Extend
Used to extend the number of sweeps beyond that
requested in the ID command so that additional
data may be added to that already in memory.
System requests the number of additional sweeps
desired. The settings of the ID command are not
disturbed. Present data buffers and display
buffer are not cleared.

\~0

Write to Disk
Write to disk the uncorrelated data that had
accumulated in the present _'ata buffers at the
time the last STOPRUN ~it was detected. System
engages in dialogue to establish an informational
header and identifying file name.

UD

Uncorrelated Data
Causes uncorrelated data to be displayed on
oscilloscope and sets internal flags so that
uncorrelated data will be printed or plotted
with the next print or plot command. This is
default setting.

CD

Correlated Data
Same as above but sets display and
correlated data.

OF

Offset
Used to define the offset in number of channels
between zero time and the trigger pulse for use
in the correlation procedure. Default value is
zero but standard correct value is 191. Causes
translation of display of correlated data on
the oscilloscope.

fla~s

for

A sample dialogue session and the listing of the pro9ram are
given below.

To a reader familiar with standard PDP-11 assembly language

programming the comments provided should be adequate to allow an
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understanding of the program.

Where comments are sparse, the names

assigned to the variables and addresses should be a very good indication of their function.

Almost all of the instructions handling the

CAMAC modules are hardware dependent.

Anyone wishing a detailed

understanding of these sections should consult the manufacturers
instruction manuals for the crate controller and display driver and
Appendix A for the MCS.

The program was written for use with DEC's

RT-ll version 2C operating system.

Explanations of the system features

and of the MACR0-11 assembly language conventions may be found in the
relevant manuals for the version 2C or later releases of the RT-11
system.
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SJ\~~PLE

DIALOGUE SESSION

!i!H30000
®l73000G

.WXfi'l
R!ei!SJ

V02Cafi'l2B

.RUN MCSH7

!OF DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM

ID

TIME <1°99 MICROSECONDS)::J
TRIGGER COUNT=l00
SWEEP COUNT:: l 00
NUMBER OF CHANNELS <1~255)::255
00 YOU WANT INTERNAL DWELL CLOCK <TYPE Y OR N>?Y
ST
RUN lS COMPLETED
SE
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL SWEEPS : 50
RUN IS COMPLETED
PL
WD
ENTER THE INFORMAIIO~AL READER.
HEADER MAY CONTAIN UI· TO :::i!2 CHARACTERS INCLuDING CR,Lr.
END OF HEADER IS INDICAI~D BY AN uP-ARR0W Ct) AND A RL.URN
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE HEADER. ANY INFORMATIWN MAY GJ HERE.t
ENTER FILE NAME AFTER *e EXAMPLE
>~<DX 1: NAME .EXT:::
THE DEFAULT IF NO EXTENSION IS GIVEN IS .DAT
THE :: MUST FOLLOW FILE NAME
>~<DXl :EXAMPL .FIL:::
FILE SUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN, YOU MAY CONTINUE.
ST
O~ELL
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.TITLE
.MCALL

•• V2 ••

MULTICHANNEL SCALER TIM~ OF FLIGHT
•• VZ •• , .RE GDEF 9 .PR l NT, •T!Y! N,. HI NR 0 .CSI GEN 0 • \IJR I Till,. CL uS~

•REGDEF
.GLOBL JMUL,JDIV
MCSA0
MCSA 1
MCSA2
MCSA3
MCSA4
MCSA5
MCSA6
MCSNVC
OA TALO

DATAHI
LAMLO

LAM HI
STATUI
STATU2
OIDRA0

DIDRA I
DIDNVC
!.PSTA
LPBUF
LPNVC
START:

1$:

:167200

=167202
:; 167204
:16720ti

:167210

::167212
:167214
:5.30
=16600121
:166002

:166004
:::166006
:::166010
=l66l2ll2

=166lf211ZJ
:166102

:410
:1 77514
=177516
:ZIZJlZl
MOV
MOV

CLR
SOB
MOV
MOV

3$:

CLR

so a

IOTP!BF oR 1

l.@IRUNDNE
9 ®#NWMDFG
#MCSlNT,®NMCSNVC
#

BIC

ll

MOV
MOV
MOV

# 34!Zl 9 ®#MCSNVC+2

IDIDlNT.®#DlDNVC
#DlBFBG,Rl

SOB
BIC
MOV

®ICONREG,~NDATALO

MOVB
MOV
MOV
MOV

#17. 0 \1UD1DRA0
®#NUMPTS.@#PTCNTR

1Dli3 fBG, 01# BE GA DR
®HBEGADR •@#PTA DR

CLR

®#DATALO

MOVB

I Hi •• ®HOI DRAA

MOV

®PTA DR ,.il#DA TALO
12,\9/IIPTADR
I! 6. 0 @#Dl DRAri'J
1300 ,@#STATU!

ADD
MOVB

BIS

;LOAD DISPLAY DRIVER
;INTERRUPT VECTUR

UJ,®NDIDNVC+2
#256 •• R2
CRl H
R2 0 2$
# 70 .®HSTA Tu 1

CLR

;CLEAR DATA t~FFER
;WORD COUNTER

151 lZl. oR 2
OH H
R2.3$

SIS

MOV
MOV
MOV

2$:

IUDBUF ,R I
1510 09 RZ
(Rl H
RZ 0 l$

;CLEAR THE DISPLAY

BuFF~R

; CLEAR NQE, NXE • I
;DATA FOR DISP~AY DRIV~R
;CONTROL REGISTER
;F!7A0 LOAD CuNIRuL R~GISI~R
;INITIALIZE LOuP CuuNI~R
;~0AD BEGINNING A0DRESS FuR Bui~~ri
;S£I BEGINNING ADDRESS
9TO FIND POINTS
;LOAD A li::Ru
;F!6Al SEND FIRST X:~ Iu
;lNlilALIZ£·DlSPLAY
;LiJAD FlRST Y VALUE

1INCREMENT ADDRESS CuUNI£R
; Fl6AI2l SEND F lRST Y VAL.u!:.
;SET lNE, AND REIN
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WAIT:

.PRINT
.TTINR
BCC

rsr

BGT

BIT

BGT

BIT

BGT
BIT
BG!
BIT
BG!
JMP
JMPCR N: JM?
MOHDLR: BIC

BIT

BGT
BIT
SEQ
JMP
CNTOVF:

.PlH NT

B!C
JMP
RAMOVF~

ENDR UN:

U:

2$:

.PlU NT

arc

JMP
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
SOB
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
SOB
.PRINT
.f'Rl NT

BIC

BIS
JMP
MODEl N: MOV
MOVB

#HELLO
MODE IN
®HNWDTFG
JMPCRN
Ill 9 @H OVFL.Sfl
CN!OVF
#2 9 ®#0VFLSR
RAMOVF
14 9 @II OVFLSR
ENDRUN
II,®#NWMDFG
MDHDLR
WAIT
CRUNCH
II I ,®II NWMDFG
III,@#RUNDNE
JMPCRN
II 1 9 @#CORFLG
JMPCRN
WAIT
IICNTMSG
# l,lsl# OVfL.SR
WAIT
NRAMMSG \
12,®#0VFLSR
WAIT
#UDBUF ,R 1
IOTPTBF ,R2
15ll2l 09 R 5

OU H

012H

R5,!
ICDBUF',Rl
ICOUTBF ,R2
ISUZJ. ,RS
CR 1 H, <R2H

R5.2$
#BELLS
NENDMSG
14,®#0VFLSR
II,®#RUNDNE
WAIT
# INBUF,Rl
Rf2J 0 (R1H

.TTY IN
CMP
BEGl
MOVB
• TTY IN
CMP
BEQ
• TTYIN
U:
CMP
BNE
CHKMOD: CMP
BNE
JMP
CMP
NOID:
BNE
JMP
CMP
NOS!:

R0,#12
SYN
R0~<RlH

R0,11;2
SYN

R0 0 112
1$
®#lNBUF.I"ID
NOID

lNIDIA

r

1NauF.
sr
NOST
SCNST
@#I NBUF ~~~~"'PC
@II

;CHECK FOR MODE INPUT
;CHECK FOR NEW DATA
;JUMP TO CRUNCH IF NEW DATA
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NOPC:
NO PL.~
NOPP:
NOSE:
NOLP:
NOIIID:

SNE
JMP
CMP
BNE
JMP
CMP
BNE
JMP
CMP
BNE
JMP
CMP
BNE
JM?
CMP
BNE
JMP

CMP

BNE
BlC
SIS
JMP
CMP
NOUD:
BNE
BIS
BlS
JMP
CMP
NOCO;
BNE
JMP
.PRINT
SYI'l:
JMP
INIDIA: .PR IN!
MOV
U:
.T!YIN
CMP
SEQ
MOVB
BR
2$:
• !TYIN
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
.PRINT
!RGIN:
MOV
1$:
.!!YIN

CMP

BEQ
MOVB

BR
2$:

SWPIN:

1$:

• TTY IN
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
.PRINT
MOV
.TTY IN
CMP
BEQ

NOPC
PR!CNS
(j)H!NBUF
NOPL
PRTLP
(j)#lNBUF,N"PP
NOPP
PLOT
®#INBUF .N"SE
NOSE
SCNEXT
@#INBUF •*"LP
NOLP
L.PLO 1"
®H!N8UF •*"1110
NOWD
WRTDSK
®.ii!NBUF 0 N"UD
NOUD
l l 0 (j)#CORFLG
Ill ,®NNWMDFG
WAlT
®#!NBUF.#"CO
NOCD
# l,(j)#CORFLG
#1 0 \Sl.fNl!IMDFG
WAlT
®#!NBUF 0 #"0F
SYN
OFS!l N
#SYNTAX

,rn

WAIT
IIIOWLMSG
UNBUF .R l
R0 0 #l5
2$
R0. OHH
1$
;BRING IN LF
IDWLBCD 9 R5
PC, BCD! N
#DWLB IN ,R 5
PC,BININ
#TRGMSG
i!NBUF,Rl
RI2J,#l5
2$
F!I2J,(RlH

u

;BRING IN L.f
#!RG8CD,R5
PC,BCDI N
HRGBIN,R5
PC,BlNlN
ISwPMSG
#l NBUF ,R 1

R0,115
2$
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2$~

NCHIN:
U:

2$:

CLK I N:

U:

MOVB
BR
• TTY! N
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
.PR IN!
MOV
• TTY! N
CMF'
BEQ
MOVB
BR
• TIYIN
MOV
JSR
MOV
SUB
.PRINT
CLR
.TTYHl
CMF'
BEQ
BIS
• TTYIN
CMP
BNE
JMP

OF Sri N: .PRINT
MOV
• TTY IN
1$:
C!'IJP

2$:

SEQ
MOVB
BR
.TrtlN
MOV
JSR
SIS
JMP

SCNST:

u:
4$:

2$:

CLR
CLR
SIC
MOV
MOV
MOV
CLR
SOB
MOV
MOV
CLR
SOB
SIC
MOV
MOVB
MOV3
MOV
NOP
SOB
MOV

R0~

u

OHH

NSWP8CD,R5
PC,BCDIN
NS\IIPB IN ,R 5
PC,81NIN
li NCHMSG
til NBUF ,R 1
R0,1il5
2$

RIO, OHH

u

NCHBIN ,R 5
PC,81NIN
11255. ,@#lADS! N

li

®#NCHSIN,~#lADBIN

#CLKMSG
@#CLKFLG

R0,N'Y

u

1

1, ®#cud 1. G

R0,1il2

u

WAil'

#FSTMSG

11 NBU F,R 1

R0,#15
2$

R0, (Rl H

u

#CCOF'ST ,R5

PC ,B I Nl N

Nl ,®#NWMDfG
WAIT
®NSXTBCD
@#SXTBIN
#l,@#RUNDNE
@#SWPBIN,@#NUMSWP
#UDBUF ,JH
I 5Hl. ,R2

;CLEAR SCAN

EXT~ND

LuCAT!UNS

1LDAD NUMBER SWEEPS CuuNT£R
;CLEAR DATA BUfFER

OH H

R2.1 $

1i DI BF'BG ,R

I

;DISPLAY BUFFER

C~EAR

~UvP

#256. ,R2
<Rl H
R2,4$
#70,~#STATUl

10,@#Db1TALO
118. ,liil#MCSAl
IS. ,lfY#MCSAIO
15121,R5
R5 ,2$
®#DWl.BCD,~IDATAl.D

;CLEAR NQE, NXE, l
;SET INITIAl. ADDRESS=0
; FSIHlCl.EAR
;WAIT l.DuP FUR MEMuRY CLE~R
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5$:

MOVB
MOV
MOVB
MOV
MOVB
MOV
SIS
MOVB

BIC:
CMP
BN£

BIS

3$:

MOVB
BIT
BEQ
MOVB
MOVB
MOVB
BlS

JMP
PRTCNS: MOV

BIT

U:
2$:
AGII\1:

2$:

BEQ
MOV
BR
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
JSR
DEC
BEQ
DEC
BEQ
MOVB
MOVB

BR

SEND:

U:

MOVB
.PRINT
DEC
BEQ
BR
BIS
• TTYI N
B!C

BR
CHPSTR: 110 VB
.PRINT
JMP
PR!LP: BIT
SEQ
MOV
JSR
MOV
MOV
JSR
MOVB
MOV

#l6.,@#MCSA0

;FlSAIZJ LOAD DWELL

@#!ADBIN,~#DA!ALO
#18.,~#MCSA1
@#!RGBCD,~#DATALO

;F1SA1, LOAD INITIAL ADDRESS

1118. ,<&II'MCSA2

;F1SA2 LOAD TRIGGER WWRD

TIM~

@#SWPBCD,~#DATALO

#!,@#STATU!
IJ 18. ,@#MCSA3
#l,@#STATUl
@#MCSA3,@#SWPBCD
5$
#!,@#STATU!
illS. ,@IIMCSA4
IJ l,@#CLKFLG
3$
# H3. 0 ilY#MCSA5
N26. ,@#MCSAl
1126. 9 w#MCSA6
#312ll,®#STATu1
WAIT
®#NCHBI N,R l
tll,CWNCORFLG
1$
#CDBUF 0 fl4
2$
#UDBUr' ,R4
#22 .,@#LNCNTR
#OUTSTR,R3
#6,R2
(fl4 >+,HIORD
(R4H,LOWORD
PC 0 DP1DCO
Rl
CHPSTR
fl2
SEND
#4!2l, <R3 >+
#4!2l 0 <RJH
2$
#f2l 0 (R3H
#OUTSTR
®#LNCNTR
1$
AGIN
#1fll0eJ0.@#44
H l12J12Hilr2J 0 @#44

AGIN
#0. {fl3 )+
#OU!STR
WAIT
ill,@HCORFLG
NOCMSG
#CDPMSG,R0
PC,PRlNT
@#CCOFST oR 5
# OUTS!R ,R 3
PC,ASCDG4
10,<R3H
HOUTSTR 0 Rfll

;SET DII BIT FOR LOOP BACK
;AfTER CLEARING
JFISAJ LOAD SWEEP CvuNTER
; CLEAR D!l BIT FuR CNP vHRAiliJN
;F0A3 COMPARE SWEEP CvuNT~R
;CHECK FOR EQUALITY, R£~uA0 !i NUT
;RESET Oil
;F18A4 SET INTERNAL DW~L~
;SEE IF WANT EXT~RNAL Dw~~~
;NO, THEN GU ARuuND
; f1SA5,SET EXTERNAl.. uiVl:.t.L.
; F26Al • ENAi3d: t.AM
1F26Ab, SET ACCUMU~ATE
3SET REIN,INE,DII
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JSR
CLR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
NOCMSG: MOV
JSR
MOV
MOV
JSR
MOVB
MOV
JSR
CLR

PC 9 PRINT
@#OUTSTR
IOUTSTR,Riil
PC,PRl!IIT
#OUTSTR,R0

?C,PRINT

HOUTSTR,Riil

PC,?RINT
IDWLMSG,Riil

PC,PRlNT
®It DWLB IN ,R 5
#OUTSTR,R3
PC ,ASCDG4
112!, (RJ)+
#OUTSTR ,R0

PC,PRINT
@#OUTSTR

MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
MOV
JSR
MOVB
MOV
JSR
CLR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
BIC

#OUTSTR,R0

MOV
BIS
JSR
NEG
ADD
MOV
JSR
MOVB
MOV
JSR
CLR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV

®HMCSA3,R5
II! ,@#STATUI
PC ,BCDBI N

;GET DWE6L MESSAGE ADDRESS
;OUTPUT I!
;GET DWELL SETTING
;SET UP SHUNG
;CONVERT TO ASCII
;TERMINATE STRING
;OUTPUT DWELL SETTING
;ROUTINE FUR OUTPuTTING
;LINE FEEDS

H!Rl:.~:.

PC, PRINT

#OUISTR ,R 0
PC, PRINT
# OUTSTR ,R 0
PC,PR!NT
ITRGMSG,Ri?l
PC, PRINT
®HRGBI N,RS
IOU TSTR pFl3
PC,ASCDG4
!110.<R3}+
IOUTSTR,R0

PC,?RlNI

®#OUTSTR
IOUTSTR,R0

;GE! TRIGGER MESSAGE ADDRl:.SS
; OUTPUT IT
; GET TRIGGER SETTING

;OUTPUT TRIGGER SEHlNG
; OUTPUT THREE MORE L! Nl:. r.l:.i:":DS

PC,PRlNT
#OUTSTR,RtZl

PC,PRlNI
#OUTSTR,RtZl
PC,PRINT
#SWPMSG,RI2!
PC,PRINT
I 1 ,®#STATU l

RS
NUMSWP ,R 5
IOU TSTR ,R 3
PC,ASCDG4
#0, <R3 H
IIIOUTSTR,R121
PC, PRINT
@#OUTSTR
HOUTSTR,R0
PC, PRINT
# OUTSTR ,R 0
?C, PRINT
# OU TSIR ,R tZl
PC, PRINT
# NCHMSG,R 0
@#

;GET SWEEP MESSAGE
;CLEAR Oil BIT FOR
;DIRECT ADDRESSING
;FtZlA3 GET UNCOMPLETED
;RE£ET DlPI BlT
;CONVERT TO BINARY
;MAKE NEGAT!VE
;ADD REQUESTED SWEEPS
;SET UP STRING
;C0NVERT TO ASCll
;IER/MINSATE SIRING

Slwl:.ii:PS

;OUTPUT SWEEP CuUNT
;OUTPUT THREE MORE blNl:. Fi:."DS

; GET CHANNEL NUMBER Mt.SSAG!:.
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JSR
MOll
MOll
JSR
MOVB
MOV
JSR

Cl.R
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
MOV

an

BEQ
MOll

BR
UDPR NT: MOV
OUTRLP; MOV
AGINLP: MOV
MOV
MOV
2,$:
MOV
JSR
DEC
SEQ
DEC

BEQ
MOVB
MOVB

BR
SENDLP: MOVB
MOV
JSR
DEC
BEQ

BR

GAPLI N:

TSTB
BPL

MOVB
BR

CHPSLP: MOVB
MOV
JSR
JMP
CRUNCH: CLR
Tsr
BEQ
CRLLAT: MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
!$:
SOB
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV

PC,PR!NT
@# NCHB l N ,R 5
#OUTSIR,R-5
PC,ASCDG4
10, CR-5 H
#OUTSTR,R0
PC,PRINI
®HOUTSTR
HOUTSTR,R0
PC,PRINT
HOUTSTR,R0
PC,PRINT
#OUTSTR,R0
PC,f'RlNT
@H NCHB l N,R !

;OUTPUT NUMBER OF CHAN Nt:i.S
;OUTPUT THREE LINE FEEDS

HI ,~#CORFLG

UDPRNT
#COUTBF ,R4
OUTRLP
#OTPTBF ,R4
#5,®HGPCNTR
#OUTSfR,R3
# 10. ,R 2
CR4 H ,HlORD
(R4H,LOWORD
PC,DPlDCO
Rl
CHPSLP
R2
SENOLP
H40,(R3H
#40, CR3H
2$
#0,(R3H
# OUTSTR ,R 0
PC, PRINT
@#GPCNTR

GAPLl N
AGINLP
@#LPSTA
GAPL! N
1112 ,®#LPB UF
OUTRLP
#0,CR3H
IOUTSTR,R0
PC,PRl NT
WAlT
@H NWDHG
®i/CORFLG
UDSCL

JbOOP FOR SPACING EVERY f!V~ 6!N~S

;SEE !F READY TO SPACE ONE i..!N£
;SEND EXTRA LINE FEED TO LIN~ PR!NT~R

;GO SCALE UNCORRELLAJED DATA

il5112l.,Rl
#UDBUF ,R2
;TRANSFER AL6 DATA TO WORK BUFF~R
#WRKBUF ,R3
(fl2 )+. 013 )+
R! • l $
HUD8Uf+4,fl2
;REPLACE FIRST POINT WHICH IS wSu~~LY dAD
NWRKBUF 9 fl3
;BY TH~ SECuND POINT
(fl2.)+, (flJ)+
CR2H,CR3H
#lJDBUF+ U2l.06. ,R 2 ;REPLACE LAST TWO POHHS BY THIRD TU bAST
# WRKBUF+ 1012.. ,R 3
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MDV
(f12)+~CR3H
MOV
CRZH, <R3H
MOV
I UDBUF+ H'JfZlS. 9 R2
MDV
<R2H, CRJH
MOV
<R2H,(R3H
;BEGIN CORRELLATION ON WRKBUF
@#CCCNTR
CLR
#CDBUF',Rl
MOV
MOV
#WRKBUF ,R2
2$:
MOV
#SEQNBF+255. ,R 3
ADO
@#CCOFST ,RJ
SUB
®#CCCN!R,RJ
MOV
1255. ,R0
CLR
R4
CL.R
R5
3$:
BITS
ll,<RJH
5$
SEQ
ADD
2 <R2> ,R 5
fiJ,j
ADC
ADO
CR2) ,R4
ADO
14 ,R2
SOB
lHl,3$
TsT
R4
4$
BGE
CLR
R4
CLR
R5
MOV
R4,CRJH
4$:
MOV
R5,<RlH
ADD
l l ,®HCCCNTR
CMP
@#CCCNTR.H255.
.SEQ
CCDONE
BR
2$
SUB
5$:
2CR2>.R5
sse
R4
SUB
CR2) .R4
ADO
#4.R2
SOB
R121.3$
TST
R4
BGE
6$
CLR
R4
CUI
R5
6$:
.R4,(flJ)+
MOV
MOV
R5, CRl H
ADD
11 9 @#CCCNIR
CMP
@#CCCNTR,I255.
BNE
2$
CCDONE: MOV
#CDBUF .®ISCBFBG
BR
BT32SC
UDSCU MOV
#UDBUF t®ISCBFBG
@#MAGFLG
BT32SC: CLR
CLR
@#Bl TNUM
MOV
#255. ,R2
MDV
@#SCBFBGtR5
1$:
MOV
<R5 H tR!
2$:
DEC
R2
BEQ

:5$

ADD
CMP
BHI
ADD
BR

#2tR5
<R5),R1
1$

e2,R5
2$

;CLEAR RESULT INDEX LOOP COuNTER

;S~T

SEQUENCE INDEX COuNTER

;CLEAR ID STORE HIGH AND b~W vRD!:.R R!:.Su ... r
; CHECK WHETHER SHOULD ADD wR StJiHRAC!
;GO THERE FOR SuBTRACTiuN
;DOUBLE PREC!SlWN ADDl!lwN !NTw RESY!.!
;KICK UP WRKBUF ?wiNTER
;SEE lf DuNE ~lTH THIS PUINT
; CHECK FOR NEGA !1 VE RESUL!
;CLEAR l! IF NEGAUVE
;LOAD POINT INTO CDBUF
;KICK UP RESULT INDEX COUNTER
;SEE IF DONE WITH ~AS! PulN!
;DO NEXT POINT If NOT DvNE
;DOUaLE SUBTRACTION INTO RESuLT
;KICK UP WRKBUF POINTER
;SEE IF DONE WITH THIS POINT
;CHECK FOR NEGATIVE RESULT
;GO AROUND IF POSITIVE
;CLEAR IT IF NEGATIVE
;DISPLAY SCALING DOESN'T LIKE Nl:.G NUMdi:.RS
;lOAD POINT INTO CDBuF
;KICK UP RESuLT INDEX CuUNTER
;SEE IF DONE WITH LAST POINT
;DO NEXT POINT IF NOT
;SET UP TO SCALE CwRRELLATED DATA
;SCALE UNCQRRELlATED DATA
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3$:

MAGFND:

U:

2$:

NOSHF'T:

u:
.JMPWAT:
LPLOT:
PLOT:
LPLOT 1:

1$:
2$:

MAXFND:

u:

CMP
BNE
BIT
BNE
BIS
MOV
ADD
MOV
BR
BIT
BGT
MOV
JSR
ADD
SUB
BLE
NEG
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
ASHC
MOV
DEC '
BEQ
BR
MOV
MOV
MOll
ADD
MOll
DEC
BG!
JMP
MOIIB
BR
MOVB
BIT
SEQ
MOV
BR
MOV
CLR
CLR
CLR
MOV
MOV
MOV
DEC
BEQ
SUB

sac

2$:

SUB
BLT
ADD
ADC
ADD
ADD
BR
MOV

Rl 9 110
MAGFND
lll,iSI#MAGFl.G
MAGFND
111 9 ®#MAGFLG
®#SCB FB G,RS
#2,R 5
#255. ,R2
1$
oil l,®#MAGFLG
1$
116. 9 @#81TNIJM
PC:, NUMB IT
R4,@#BITNUM
#ll2l.9®#BITNUM
NOSH !'I
@#.61 TNUM
#255.,R1
@I SCBFBG ,R 5
I DlBFBG,R 4
<R5H,R2
(R5 H,R3
®#BITNUM,R2
R3,<R4)+
Rl
JMP\!IAT
2$
1255. ,R 1
@NSCBFBG,R 5
#DlBfBG,R 4
#2,R5
(R5 H, CR4 H

Rl
!$
WAl!
# 'L ,®#PLPMSG+4
LPLOT 1
II'P,..w#PLPMSG+4
I! ,®#CORFLG
1$
#COUTBF ,RS
2$
.¥0TP IBF ,RS
@NORD
@DABS
@#SlZFLG
@#NCHBI N.R!
(R5H,R2
CR5H,R3
Rl
2$
2CR5) .R3
R2
(R5) ,RZ
MAXFND
2 <R 5) .R 3
R2
(R5).R2
114 .R 5
1$
R2.@11MAXHI

;SET FOR LINE PLOT MESSAGE
;MAKE SURE IS POINT PLvT

MESSAG~

;GET OUTPUT BUFFER ADDRESS
;CLEAR X VALUE LOCAiluN
;CLEAR Y VALUE LUCAili.JN
;CLEAR DATA SIZ~ FLAG
;INITIALIZE CuUNIER
;PLACE HIGH ORDER DATA lN R~
;PLACE LOW ORD~R DATA lN RJ
;DECREMENT CuuNTER
1STORE VAbUES lF DuNi
;CuMPARE PRESENT WliH l~l:.XT VALul:.
;PUT IN NEW VALuE IF ~REATl:.R
;RESTORE OLD VALUE IF l I GRiATJ;:,H
;INCREMENT ADDRESS
;COMPARE WITH NEXT VALUE
;STORE HIGH ORDER OJ' LARG.i:.ST PviNT
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MOV
BIT
SEQ

MOV
BR
MOV
3$:
MOV
4$:
MINFND: MOV
MOV
DEC
U:
SEQ
SUB
SBC
SUB
BGE
ADD
ADC
ADD
ADD
BR
2$:
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV

sus
sac

SUB
CMP
BGT
BIS
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
JSR
MOV
MOV
3$:
MOV
JSR
MOV
BIT
SEQ
MOV
BR
4$:
MOV
NEWPNT: MOV
ADD
MOV
ADD
SUB

SBC
SUB

BIT

SEQ
LRGSCL: MOV
MOV
MOV
JSR
CMP

R3~@#MAXLO

I 1 ~@#CORFLG
.3$

1STORE LOW ORDER OF LARGEST PUINI

NCOUTBF ,RS
4$

#O!PTBF ,R 5
@#NCHBIN,R 1
<R5H 9 R2
<RSH,RJ

;INITIALIZE FOR SMALLEST PvlNT

S~AB

Rl

2$
2 CRS) ,R J
R2
<RS>,R2
MlNFND
2015),RJ

R2
<RS) ,R2
#4,R5
1$

R2,@#MlNH1
RJ ~tUMlNLO
i&#MAXHl 9 lsl#SlZH1
i&#MAXLO, 1.9(# SI ZLO
iii#M!NLO,@.IiSlZLO
\Si#SlZHl
@#MlNHl,i!i#SlZHl
#«~0,@#SlZHl

3$

ll,@#SIZFLG
®ISIZLO,®HOPR1
i&#SIZHI,~#OPR1+2

IS990. ,@#OPR2

;STORE HIGH ORDER vF SMALL~ST PvlNI
;STORE LOW ORDER
;SUBTRACT SMALLEST •RGM bARbiST
1 FOR 51 Zt:

9COMPARE SIZE WITH 2t21
;GO AROUND FOR SMALL SlZ~ OAT~
;SET FLAG f(;!R LARGE SlZJ:. DATA
;DIVIDE SIZE BY 9990 Tu G~I DIVISOR
;FOR SCALING OF LARGE DATA

#0,~#0PR2+2

#LIST ,R!>
PC ,JDI V
@#RESULT,®#TEMPLO

;ADDRESS Of ADDRESS LIST FuR SYSbld
;CALL SYSLlB INTEGER*~ DIVISlvN

@#RESULT+2,~#IEMPHl

;STORE SCALING DIVISuR
;ADDRESS OF PLOTTER INIT. MESSAGE
;SEND PLOTTER lNIT. MESSAGE
;!NIT. POINT COUNTER

#PLPMSG,R0
PC, PR TPLT
®#NCHBIN,@#PLTCNT
ill ,@#CORI'LG
4$

#COUTBF,i&IPLTADR
NEYJPNT
#OTPTBF,®#PLTADR
@PLTA DR ,@.liOPR 1+2
12,@#PLIADR
®PLTADR ,l!INOPR 1
#2 ,iS>#PUADR
®#MlNLO,@#OPRI
@IIOPRI+2
®#MINHI,@#0PR1+2
#l,i!!#SIZFLG
SMLSCL
@#TEMPLO,@.Ii0PR2
@IITEMPHI,~.IiUPR2+2

#LlST,R5
PC ,JDI V
#~3,R0

;INlT. ADDRESS OF PulNTS
;LOAD HIGH ORDER OF DATA
;INCREMENT ADDRESS
;LOAD LOW ORDER OF DATA
;INCREM~NI ADDRESS
;SUBTRACT BASELINE rRvM PwlfH
;CHECK DATA SIZE
1GU ARuUND IF SMALL DATA
;LOAD LARGE DATA SCALING DlVlSUR
;PERFORM SYSLlB DlVISluN
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BNE
.PIHtH
BR
u:
SMLSCL: MOV
MOV
MOV
JSR
CMP
BNE
.PRINT
MOV
U:
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
JSR
CMP
BNE
oPRIHT
MOV ·,
I"DIJ
MOV
MOIJ
MOV
JSR
CMP
l3NE
.PRINT
PNTOUT: ADD
MOV
MOV
MOIJ
JSR
MOVB
MOV
JSR
MOVB
MOIJ
JSR
DEC
BNE
MOV
JSR
JMP
SCNEXT: .PRINT
MOV
• !!YIN
U:
CM?
BEQ
MOVB
BR
2$:
.HYIN
MOV
JSR
MOV
JSR
.)$:
MOV
BIS
MOVB

u

#ERR4
PNTOUT
#999. 9 @NOPR2
1!21,®&1 OPR2+2
ILl ST ,R 5
PC,JMUL
N=2 ,R121

;OUTPUT THE POINT
;MUL FIRST TO AVuiD UNu~RFLOW BUT
;NOT BY 9990 TO AVOID uV~RF6uW
;PERFORM SYSL!B

M~LTIPLICA!IUN

l$

#ERRl
@IRESULT,@IIOPRl
@#RESUL !+2, @# OPRl +2
@#SlZLO, @# O?R2
@NSlZHI,®IIOPR2+2
lUST ,R5
PC ,JDl V
1=3,RI2l
2$
IIERR2
®IRESULT,iSJIOPRl
@IRESULT+2,®#0PR1+2
110 .,@# OPR2
#0,@#0PR2+2
1LlST,R5
PC,JMUL
I-2~R0

;RESET FOR DlV!SluN BY

SIZ~

;PERFORM DlVIS!vN
;SET FUR MUL BY 10
;!0 GET 9990 SCALING

;PERFuRM THE MULTlPLlCATluN

PNTOUT
#ERR3
139.~~~0RD

®#RESULT, ®NABS
#OUTSTR,R3
®HORD ,R 5
PC,ASCDG.i;
#40, ( R3 H
@HASS ,R 5
PC,ASCDG4
10. CR3H
#OUTSTR,RIZJ
PC,PRTPLT
®IPLTCNT
NEWPNT
HPLTMSG,R0
PC.PRTPLT
WAI!
#SCXMSG
#INBUF ,R I

;INCREMENT THE X VALUE
;STORE THE Y VALuE
;LOAD ADDRESS Of OuTPUT SIRHHi
;LOAD THE X VALUE
;CONVERT TO ASCII AND bUAD wwTSTR
;SEPARATE BY A SPACE
JbOAD THE Y VALUE
;CONVERT !0 ASCII AND LOAD
;TERMINATE OUTSTR WITH Z~RO
;LOAD ADDRESS FOR OuTPuT
;OUTPUT THE STRING Tv TH£ P60TT~R
;DECREMENT POINT COuNTER
GET ANOTHER Pu!NT IF NuT DuN~
OAD TERMINATION MESSA~~ ADDR~SS
;SEND TERMINATION MESSAG~
;RETURN TO MODE CHECK LuuP

R0,115
2$
R0• OH H
1$

#SXTBCD.R 5
PC,BCDlN
#SXTB! N,R5
PC .B l N1N

@#SXTBCD.~#DATALO

II ,.&N STA!Ul

# 18 .,®#MCSAJ

;SET DII BIT FuR LUuP BACK
;AHER CLEAR! NG
JFI8AJ LOAD SWE~P CUuNT~R
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BIC
CMP
BNE
BIS
ADD
MOVB
SIC
JMP
WlHDSK;

U:
HEDLD:
!$:

2$:

MOV

MOV
MOV
CUI

CMP
BLT
MOV
,PRINT
• TTY IN
CMP
SEQ
MOV
CMP
BLT
.PRINT
• TTY! N
CMP

BNE

DATLD:

U:

2$:

MOV

MOV
MOV
MOV
ADD
CMP
BLT
CLR

# 1,@#STATUl
®IIMCSA3~@#SXTBCD

3$
II 1 9 ~#STATU 1

INSXTBlN,i#NUMSWP
#26. 0 (HMCSA6
I 1 0 @#RUNDNE
WAIT
R4 0 1#SVR4
R5 9 @#SVR 5
II DSKBUF .R 5
015)+
R5.#DSKBUF+2048.
1$

IDSKBUF .R 5
II HEDMSG
fH3 0 I't
2$

R0 0 (R5H
R5.#DSKEUr+1024.

u

ITOOLNG

RfZl 9 ,lll2
2$
I DSKBUF+ 1024. oR 5

*2CR4)
OTPTBF .R 4
(R5H
0

(fl4) 0 CR5H
#4 0 R4
R4.,l!OTPTBF+!020.

u

015)+
CU1
<R5H
.PRINT ,l!NAMMSG
.CSI GEN HDEVSPC,IIDEfEXT.#0
CLR
R4
MOV
# DSKBUF .R 5
.WR ITW HWAREA. #lil 0 R5 9 N25t> •• R4
BCS
WRITER
CMP

SNE
ADD

INC

CMP
BLT
.CLOSE
MOV
MOV
.PRHH

JMP
J$;
.PRINT
II/RITER: TSTB
BNE
.PRINT
BR
CMPB
U:
BNE
.PRINT
BR

;CLEAR Dll fuR CMP uPERATluN
1F0AJ CUMPARE SWEEP CuuNT~R
;CHECK fOR EQUALITY, RE6uAU lr NUT
;RESET Dll BIT
;UPDATE NUMBER OF SwEEPS R~&u~STEu
;SET ACCUM

Rl2l.N256.
3$

N512.,R5
R4
R4 4
2
#0

@#SVR4.R4
@#SVR5.R5
II WRTDNE
WAIT
#BDWRNO
@#52
1$

HOFER
4$
@1152.Hl
2$

IIHDWERR
4$

;USE AS BLOCK COUNTER
;USE AS BUFFER ADDRESS
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CMPB

3$

.PR! N!

HCHNERR
4$
#UNDF'ER
#0
@HSVR4,R4
@HSVR5,R5
WAIT

BR

.PRINT
.CLOSE

MOV
MOV
MCSI NT:

JMP
MOV
MDV

BIC
MOV
Ell!
SEQ

!HI
MOV

2$:

I.U52,.112

BNE

MOV
ADD
ADC

ADD
SOB
BlS

BIS
MOVB
MOV
NOP
SOB
Bl!
BNE

MOVB
MDV

MOV
B!S

R!l
DID!NT: DEC
BEQ
MOV

MOVB
ADD

BlS

RTI
RESTIH: MOV

MOVB

MOV
MOV

CLR
MOVB

MOV
MOVB
ADD

B!S

R2,~HSAVR2

RJ,(Sl#SAVR.3
11 .<USTATU 1
®HMCSA 2 • @#OVFLSR
13,@#0VF'LSR

u

;CLEAR Dli BIT

;READ OVFL AND STOPRUN
J CHECK FOR OVFL

IUDBUF.R2
®HNCHBIN.RJ
®#MCSA0.2(R2)
<R2)
14.R2

R3 ,2$
H! •@# NWDTFG
I!,@HSTATU!
H.9. 9 @11MCSA0
150 9 R3

;S~T

DII BII

;f.9A0 CLEAR RAN
; WAlT LOOP FJR RAM C!.li:AR

R3.3$

#4,®#0VFLSR
d
126. 9 CUMCSA6
@HSAVR2.R 2
@#SAVR3 .R 3
#300,@HSTA!U1

@IIPTCNTR
RESTRT
@PTA DR •@HDATALO

; ? lS RUN FINISHED

;YES. THEN RETURN
;NO. SET ACCuMULAT~
9SE! lNE.REIN

;DECREMENT LOOP COUNTER
;RESTART IF DON~

H Hi. 9 ®#Dl DRA0
#2 9 @HPIADR

#.300.@HSTATU1

;SEND NEXT POINT IF NOT
; F16A0 SEND NEXT Y
;UPDATE POINT ADDRESS
;SET lNE 9 AND REIN

@HCONREG 9 iHDATALO
# 1 7. 9 @-# Dl DR A0

;RELOAD CONTROL
;FI7A0 SEND NEW

@HNUMPTS.~#PTCNTR

;RESET LOvP CuuNTER
;RESET ADURESS Of PvlNTS

i#BEGADR.iiPTADR
@HDATALO
#!6.,@#DlDRA1
(IVPTADR 9 i#DATALO
#H:i •• @IIDIDRA0
#2 .i#P TA DR
H.300.@#STAiu1

RTI

REGISTER
CuNTRu~

R~~ISTlH

;READY TO LOAD FIRST X=0
;Fl6A! LOAD flRST X
;READY FOR FIRST y
;~OAD FIRST
;UPDAT~

Y

POINT ADDRESS
; SET lNt:. AND REIN

wSUBROU!INE SECTION
;
;

1SUBROUTINE PRINT EMULATES THE MONITOR .PRINT REQUEST BUT SiNOS OuTPuT
;TO THE LA180 FAST PRINfER. IT IS ACCESSED BY PLACING !Hi B~GINNlN~ AUUH~SS
;OF THE BYTE BY BYTE ASCII STRING TO BE OUTPUT IN R0 FOLLOWED By Trl~
1INSTRUCTION JSR
PC,PRINT. CARRIAGE RETuRN AND LINE FEED HANU~ING AHt
;SAME AS THE MONITOR .PRINT REQUEST
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PRINT;

!$%

CMPB
BEQ
CMPB

3$

TSTB
BPL
MOVB

@#LPSTA

3$:

RTS
TSTB
BPL
MOVB
JHS

? TERMINATUR FOR Nu CRL F
~ THEN ARE FINISH~O
;? TERMINATOR FUR CRLF
;YES • THEN OUTPUT LF
;READY FOR NEW CHARACTER?
;NO, THEN LOOP
; SEND CHARACTER
;GO fOR ANOTHER
;QUIT WITH NO CRLF

;

0\0),#0

SEQ

BR

2$:

(fl0) ,1200
2$

1$

(Rf2iH,@#LPBUF
PRINT
PC
@#LPSTA
3$

112,@#LPBUF
PC

;SEND LF, GET AUTO CR
;RETURN TO CALLER

;

;SUBROUTINES BCDIN AND BININ CONVERT AN ASCII NUMERAL STRING TO BINAhY CYDa
;DECIMAL REPRESENTATION OR DIRECT BINARY REPRESENTATION RESP~CTlVc~Y. fH~
;ASCII STRING IS ASSUMED TO BE IN DECIMAL REPRESENTATION. THE SuBRUuflN~~
;ARE ACCESSED BY JSR
PC,BCDIN OR BININ. ON ENTRY Rl SHvuLD CuNTAlN
;THE BYTE ADDRESS+! OF THE LAST NuMERAL ENTERED IN THE ASCII SIRINu. R~
;SHOULD CONTAIN THE ADDRESS Of Trli LOCATION WHERE THE RESuLT IS Iu Be ST~R•
;ON EXIT, THE CONTENTS OF Rl AND R5 REMAIN UNCHANGED. THE CuNTENIS ui R~ kW
;R3 ARE DESTROYED BY BOTH ROUTINES WHILE SlNlN ADDITIONALLY DESTRuYS IH~
;CONTENTS Of R4.
I

BCDI!'h

~1QV

il INBUr ,R2

CLR

<R5)
R3
<R 5)
(R5 >
CR5)
<R5)
<R2H,R3
i160,R3
R3 CRS)
R2 l

CLR
1$:

ASL
ASL
ASL
ASL
MOVB
SUB

ADD
CMP
BININ:

BNE
IHS
MOV
CLR

CLR
1$:

MOV

ASL
ASL
ASL
ASL
ADD
MOVB
SUB

ADD
CMP
BNE
RTS

ll

PC

#I NBUF .R 2
(R5)
R3
CR5) 9 R4
R4

<R5)

(R5)

(RS)
R4 • ( RS)
CR2H,R3
H 60,R3
lU. <R5)

R2,R 1

u

PC

;

;SUBROUTINE TO TAKE A !6~BIT BCD NUMBER lN R5 AND CuNVERT IT TU HiS
; CORRESPONDING BINARY NuMBER 1 N R5. IHE NUM3E:R IS ASSU~lED PuSl T1 Vt. •
;NO REGISTERS OTHER IHAN R5 ARE ALTERED.
BCDBI N: CLR
MOV

®#TEMP2
R5 •@#TEMP l

;CLEAR ADDER LOCATivN
;SAVE BCD WORD
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SIC
ADD
MOll

ASH
SIC
MUL
ADD
MOV
ASH
BIC
MUL
ADD
MOV

ASH
BIC
MUL
ADD

IUS

I 177760.R5
RS.®#TEM?2
il#IEMPI,R 5
N-4.RS

#1

77760.R 5

iJ 10 •• R 5
RS.I.W#TEMP2
®#TEMP I.Rs
1-S •• RS
11777G0.RS
#100 •• R5
R5 .®HEMP2

@ITEM? I .R 5
I-12.,R5
I 17 77 60 .R 5
#1000 •• RS
®#TEMP2.R 5

PC

;CLEAR HIGH DIGITS
;ADD IN
;RESTORE BCD WORD
;SHIFT ONE BCD DIGIT
;CLEAR HIGH DIGITS
;X10 FOR TENS PLACE
J ADD IN
;RESTORE WORD
JSHlFT TWO BCD DIGITS
;CLEAR HIGH DIGITS
;X100 FOR HUNDREDS ?LAC~
;ADD IN

;RESTURE WORD
;SHIFT THREE BCD DIGITS
;CLEAR HIGH DIGITS
J X1000 fOR THUuSANDS PLACJ:.
J ADD UP INTO RS

I

;DOUBLE PRECISION INTEGER ASCll DECIMAL OUTPUT PROGRAM~W!LL PLACl:. ltHU s.
1SPECIFIED BYTE STRING 10 ASCII NUMlRALS AND A SIGN IF NiGATlVl. ~~AUIN~
;ZEROES ARE SUPRESSED AND THE SIGN !S PLACEU IMMEDIATELY BEfvR~ InA:.
; fiRST NON-ZERO DIGIT Of THE NUMBER.
; TO ENTER:
1. MOVE HIGH ORDER PART OF WORD TO BE OUTPUT TO HI0RD
2. MOVE LOW ORDER ?ART Of WORD TO BE OUTPUT TO L.uW0RU
3. PLACE ADDRESS OF FIRST BYTE Of OUTPUT STRING IN R3
4. RS MUST BE SAVED IF IT IS USEfuL
5. CALL PROGRAM BY JSR
PC,DPlDCU
;

DPIDCO: CLR
CLR
MOV

TST
BMI
POSOUT: MOV
MORYET: INC
SUB
SBC
. SUB
BPL
ADD
ADC
ADD
ADD
JSR
MOV
CMP
BLT
MOV
INC
JSR
RTS
NEGSEI: BlS
SUB
SBC
COM
COM
JMP

ASCOU!; CMP

NEGFl.G
LZSFLG
#~l.CN!R

HIORD
NEGSET
#DlG9,RS
CNTR
<RS) ,LOIJORD
ORD
(R5),HlORD
MORYET
2(R5).L0\IJORD
HIORD
<RS).HlORD
tJ 4,R5
PC.ASCOU!
#~l.CNTR

RS.H<DIG1+4>
MORYET
LO\IJORD,CNTR
RS
PC.ASCOUT
PC
Hl.NEGFLG
Hl.LOWORD
HlORD
HIORD
LOWORD
POSOUT
CNTR.H0

JCL£AR NEGATIVE # Fd~G
;CLEAR LEADING ZERO SuPPRiSS iL.AG
;INITIALIZE SUBTRACT L0JP CuwN!~R
;IS INTEGER NEGATIVE
;YES • THEN CONVERT IT
;LOAD BEGINNING ADDRESS OF A0tN ~sT
;COUNT # SUBIRACTlvN ~uOPS
;THREE STEP DOuBLE PREC. SwBTR>iCT
;SUBTRACT AGAIN IF STILL POSITIVE
;KILL LAST SUBTRACT10N IF N~GATIVE
;READY FOR 10 tN-l
;OUTPUT THE CHARACTER
;RESET LOOP CuUNTER
;? LAST DIGIT YfT
; NU, DO ANOTHER
;YE£ 0 SEND IT UuT
;TRACER FUR LAST Dl~li
1RETURN TO CALLING PRubRAM
;SET FLAG FOR MINUS SlGN uuTPuT
;4 STEP CONVERSIUN TU Pus. lNI~b~R
;DECODE TO ASCII
; 7 GOT A ZERO
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LZSDN:

BEQ
BIS
ADD
BIT
BPL

an

BPL
MOVB
MOVB
BIS
RTS
MI NOU!: MOVB
MOVB
BIC
BIS
IUS

TSI
BGT
CMP
BGT
MOVB
RTS
CHROU!: MOVB
R!S

LZS:

LZS
H!,LZSFLG
H 60 ,C NTR
12,NEGFLG
CHROUT
# l, NEGFLG
MINOUT
# 4121, CR3 H
CNTR, CR3 H
H2,NEGFLG
PC
#55, <R.JH
CNTR, CR3 )+
Ill, NEGFLG
N2, NEGFLG
PC
LZSFLG
LZSDN
R5 ,#«DIGH4»
LZSDN
# 40~ <RJ H

PC
CNTR. CR3 H
PC

;YES, SEE If NEEDS SuPPR~SStu
PREVENT fURinER SuPPR~SSl~N
;ADD ASCII BIAS
;IS SIGN OR SPACE ALREADY PRINI~D?
;YES, JUST SEND CHARACTER
; NO, DO WE NEED A MINuS SIGN?
;YES, DO lT
;NO, SEND A SPACE
;THEN SEND CHARACTER
; NO MORE SPACES
;BACK TO CALLER
;SEND MINUS SIGN
;SEND CHARACTER
;MINuS SIGN D0NE
;NO SPACES WANTED
;NO~

;~EADING ZERwES OVER IHTH7
;YES, DON'T SuPPRESS
;L.ASI DIGIT YET?
;YES, THEN PRINT EV~N li' Z ~RU
;N0 9 SEND A SPACE

;SEND

CrlARACIER

;

;SUBROUTINE NUMBIT WILL CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT BliS
;IN A POSITIVE 16 BIT INTEGER IN Rl. THE NUMBER OF BITS IS RETuRN~D IN
;R4. R2 AND R3 ARE USED BY THE SUBROUTINE AND THUS THEIR PREVluUS VA~u~s
;ARE DESTROYED. THEY MUST BE SAVEi) IF VALUAB~E. PRUGRAM lS CALLED BY
;JSR
PC
NUMBlT
I
NUME!l I: MOV

OVER:
LOWER:

MOV
MOV
CMP
EHIS
SUB
NEG

ASH
NEG

ASR
BNE
BR
HIGHER: ADD
ASH
ASR
BNE
LAST:
CMP
BHIS
BR
1$:
ADD
DONE:
JUS
;

#40r2l 9 R2
#4,R3
#8. ,R4
Rl .R2

HIGHER
R3,R4

R3
R3 .R2
R3
R3

OVER
LAST

;SETS NEW BIT COUNT
;SHIFT COMPARISON NUMBER RIGHI R3 BITS
;DIVIDE R3 BY 2

R3,R4

R3 9 R2
RJ
OVER
R l.R2

u

DONE
Ill ,R4

PC

;SUBROUTINE PRTPLI IS A ROUTINE TO OUTPUT ASCII STRINGS Tv A Div!~~
;WITH RECEIVER STATUS AND BUFFER ADDRESSES OF 17757~ AND 177576 RLSPtCilVE~
;THESE ADDRESSES ARE INTENDED TO oE ASSOClAfED WITH THE HEwLEfT PACKkR~
;GRAPHICS PLOTTER. THE ROuTINE HAN0LES CR AND LF IN IiiE SAf'lE WAY AS fri~
;MONITOR .PRINT REQUEST. TO ENTER. THE ADDRESS OF THE OUTPuT ST·Rll•" SriUu~..;
;BE PLACED IN R0, THEN THE ROUilNE CALL!i.D BY JSR
PC.PJHPL I.
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foRTPL I: CMPB
BEQ
CMPB
SEQ
TSTB
1$:
BPL
MOVB
BR
2$:
JHS
TSTB
0$:
BPL
MOVB
TSTB
4$:
BPL
MOVB
RTS

0~0),#200

2$
(fl0),#0
3$
@#177574
1$

(f!0H,®#l77576

PRTPL I
PC
@# 177574
3$

#!5.@#177576
@#177574

4$
112,®#177576

PC

;

ASCDG4 IS A ROUTINE TO CONVERT A BINARY NuMBER Iu A iuuR UI~li
1ASCII REPRESENTATION HND OUTPUT THE ASCII DIG!IS TU A BYTE SIR!Nb iuR
;OUTPUT. THE INPUT NUMBER SHOULD BE POSITIVE AND SHOULD NuT EXC~~u 9~~~ lN
;MAGNITUDE. TO ENTER, PLACE THE NUMoER TO BE CONVERTED IN R~. PbHCi Tri~
;BEGINNING ADDRESS OF THE BYTE SIRlNG lN R3. AND CALL BY JSR
PC,HSCDG~.
~SUBROUTINE

;

As;;;G4: CLR
DIV
ADD
MOVB
CLR

DIV

ADD
MOVB
CLR
DIV
ADD
MOVB
ADD
MOVB
RTS

R4

I Hl00. ,R4
I 60.R 4

R4 • Ol3H
R4
I 100. ,R4
160 .R 4
R4, CRJH
R4
U0.,R4
#60 9 R4
R4.CR3)+
#60 9 R 5
R5 • CR3 H

PC

;CLEAR PuSSlBkE HIGH ORW~R PARIS
;EIS CHIP DIVISION
;ADD ASCII BIAS
;bOAD lNiu BYTE SIRING
;DO AGAIN

;BIAS !HE LAST DIG!!
;LOAD LAST DIGli

;

;ASCII STRINGS, VARIABLES, FLAGS, AND BUFFERS
;

CN!MSG:
RA MMSG:
ENDMSG:
BELLS:
HELLO:
SYNIAX:
DWLMSG:
TRGMSG:
SWPMSG:

.ASCIZ
.ASCIZ
.ASCIZ
.ASCI I
.BYTE
.ASCIZ
,ASCIZ
.ASCII
.BY IE
.ASCll
.BYTE
.ASCII
.BYTE
,ASCII

/COUNT OVERFLOW HAS OCCURRED/
/RAM OVERFLOW HAS wCCLJRRED/
/RUN lS COMPLETED/
<

7»< 7 "'"' 7 >< 7 "'"" 7>""7 "'"" 7,.,,.. 7>< 7>< 7"'"' 7"'"' 7 "'"' 7>< 1>"' 7»< 7»"' 7,.,7"'

200

/IOF DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM/
/SYNTAX ERROR, INVALID MOD£ D£SIGNATlUN/
/DWELL TIME Cl-99 MlCROSECONDSl:/
;::00
/Ifll GGER COUNT:/

21210
/SWEEP COUNT:/

200

/NUMBER OF CHANNELS U-255):/
200
CLXMSG: .ASCII /DO YOU IliA NT INTERNAL DWELL CL(JC)( (TYPE
.BYTE 200
SCXMSG: .ASCII /NUMBER OF ADDI!IONAL SWEl:.PS :: I
NCHMSG:

.BYTE

y OR N) ?I
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.BYTE
PLPMSG:
PLTMSG:
ERR!:
ERR2:
ERR.:S:
ERR4:
HEDMSG:

.ASCIZ
.ASCIZ
.ASCIZ
.ASCIZ
,ASCIZ
,ASCIZ
.ASCII

.BYTE
.ASCI I
,BYTE
,ASCIZ
TOOLNG: .ASCIZ
1¥\MM SG: ,ASCII
.BYTE
.ASCli
.BY IE
,ASCII
,BYTE
.ASCIZ
BD\IJR NO: ,ASCII
.BYTE
.ASCIZ
.ASCII
.l:lYTE
.A~CIZ

2121121
I PLTP I
I PLTT I
/ERROR AI
/ERROR 2/
/ERROR 3/
/ERROR ,;
/ENTER THE INFORMATIONAL HEADER./
15,12
/HEADER MAY CONTAIN UP TO 512 CHARACTERS INCLUDING CR ,LF ,/

15, 12
/END OF HEADER IS INDICATED BY AN UP-ARRuW ( t) ANLl A Rt:.TuR~l
/HEADER IS TOLl LONG, CONTINUE, BUT HEADER WILL 81:. IRuNGAI~:,!&'
/ENTER flLE NAME AFTER *, EXAf'lPLE/
12,!5
f*DXl: NAME.EXT::/
12, 15
/THE DEFAULT IF NO EXTENSION IS GIVEN IS .DATI
12,15
/THE : MUST FOLLOW FILE NAME/
/IMPROPER NUMBER OF WORDS WRITTEN/
12,15
/CHECK DISK TO INSURE 8 OPEN BLOCKS/
/ATTEMPT IO WRITE PAST END UF FILE/
12,15
/CHECK DISK TO INSURE 8 OPEN BLOCKS/
/HARDWARE ERROR ON WRITi ATTEMPT/
/CHANNEL NOT OPEN FOR WRliE ATTEMPT/
/UNDEFINED ERROR ON WRliE IHTEMPII

HD\JERR: ,P . ~IZ
CH Nf'-''l: ,ASCIZ
UNDft.fi: .ASCIZ
<7,<7><7:.< 7><7>«7><7>
1!/R TDN£: ,ASCII
,ASCIZ /FILE SUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN. YOU MAY CONTINuE./
FSTMSG: ,ASCI I /CROSS CORR ONLY • ENTER NuMBER OF CHANNELS/
12.15
.BYTE
.ASCII /BY WHICH TRIGGER COMES LATE/
.BYTE
12.15
,ASCII /CROSS CORR OFFSET=/
.BYTE 20121
CDPMSG: ,ASCII /CORRELATED DATA, TRIGGER OFFSET (CHANNELS !..ATE) ::/
.BYTE
20121
.EVEN
UDBUF:
.BLKW
510.
CDBUF:
.BLK\J
5HJ.
\JRXBUF: .BLK\11
510.
OTPTBF: ,BLX\11
511il.
COUTB F: .BLK\11
5Uil.
SEQNB f: ,BY IE
1,1.1 d,! .l,l ,1 ,121,0.1,121,1 .1.1 ,!,121.1,121,0
.BYTE
1, 121, 1, 0, 0, 0. 0, 1 ,1,121, I,!, 1,0, !, I, 0, !, !, l
,BYTE
1,1 ,0,1,121,1 .l,J ,0,1.0,0,121,0,0,1.1,0,0,1
.BYTE
0,1,0, 1,0, 1.0.0,0, 1.1,0.1,121, l, 1,0.121.0, I
.BYTE
1,121,0,121,121,0,1,0,0,!,0,!,1,121,!,1,0,!.0,!
.BYTE
0. 0, I, l, 0. l, 121. 0, !, I, l, 1. l, !, 0, 1. J, 1. 0, 0
.BYTE
1.1,0,0,J,l,l.l,0,l.l.0,0,1,121,121,0.0,1,0
.BYTE
0,0,0,121,0.1,1,1,0,0, 1,121,0, 1.0,0,1,1,0,0
.BYTE
0,1,11l,121,!,1,!,0,1,0.1,11l,l,l,121,!,0,0,0,1
,BYTE
121, 0, 0, I, 121, 1, 0, 0. l, 0, 0,121, I, l, 1, I,!, 0, 0, i2J
.BYTE
0,0,0,0,!,0,!,J,l,0.0,0,J,I,l,0•1,1,1 1 1
.BYTE
121, 0. 0,1, 0. l, 1. 0, 0, l, 1, 0, 1. l, 0. 0, 121, 0, 1. 1
.BYTE
1.1,0,0,!,1,1,0,0,0,0,!,0,1,0
,BYTE
l,l, l, l,l.1;l, 1,12!.0,1.0,1.1,1,1.0.1,0.0
.BYTE
1,121,1 ,0,12l,0,0,l,l ,0, 1 ,!,!,0,1,!.0, !,!,!
.BYTE
I, 1.12l, l, 0, l, !, !, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1. 1. 0, 0, l
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.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE

.sYn:

.BYTE
.SY!E
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.BYTE
.SY!E
.EVEN

DlB FB G:
OUTSTR:
INBUF:

,BLKW
.BLKB
.i3L KB

.WORD
.WORD
CCOFST: ,WORD
RUNDNE: ,WORD
NIIIMDFG: .WORD
LNCNTR: .WORD
GPCNTR: .WORD
N\!IDTFG: .WORD
OVFLSR: .WORD
.WORD
TEMP:
DWLBCD: .WORD
DWLBl N: .WORD
TRGBCD: .WORD
TRGBl N: .WORD
SWPBCD: .WORD
SWPBl N: .WORD
NUMSWP: .WORD
NCHBI N: .WORD
!ADBIN: .WORD
,WORD
HIORD:
LOWOR D: ,WORD
NEGFLG: .WORD
LZSFLG: ,WORD
CLKFLG: .WORD
,WORD
SA VR 2:
,WORD
SA \IRJ:
,WORD
CNTR:
COt·JREG: ,WORD
NUMPTS: .WORD
PTCNTR: ,WORD
BEGA DR: .WORD
.WORD
PTA DR:
SCBFBG: .WORD

CORFU>:
CCCNTR:

MAGFLG:

.WORD

0,!,0,1,0,!,0,0,0,1,1,0.1,0,1,1,0,0,0.1
l, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0• I, 0, I, 1,0, l, I, 0, 1, 0, I
0. 0. l • l • ill.! • 0. ill.l • 1 ,1 • l o1 • 1 • 0. 1 • 1 • 1 • 0. 0
1, 1, 0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1, e. 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, ill, 0, 1, 0
0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,!,0,0,1,0,0,1,1.0,0
0,1, 0, 0, I, 1,1, 0, l, 0,1, 0,1, !,IZJ,!,IZJ,!21,1Zl, l
0,0,0,1,0,!,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0
0, 0, 0, 0, I, 0, 1, !, I, 0, 0, 0, 1, I • !, 0, 1,!, !, 1

0,0,0,l,0,!,1,0,0,l,l,0,l,l,0,0,0,0,l,l
1, 1,0, 0, 1, l, !, 0,0, 0, 0, I, 0, !, 0

l, 1,1,1, I, 1, l, 1,0,0,1,0, l ,1,1,1,121,!,0,1{)
1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,!,1,1,0,&,1,0,1,1,1
1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,1
0,1, 0,1, 0, I, 0, 0, 0, l, I, 0, l, 0, l, 1, 0, 0, 0,1
1,0,0,0,0,0,!,0,0,!,0,!,1,0,1,1,121,1,0,1
0,0,1,1, 0, l '(21,121, 1, 1, 1' 1, 1. 1, 0, 1,1. l, 0,0

1,1,0,0,!,!,1,!,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,!,0
0,0,0,121,0,!,1,1,121,121,!,0,0,!,0,0,!,1.121,0
0,1,0,0,!,1,1,121,1,121,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,!
0,0,0,!,0, 1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1, 1, 1,1,!,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,1,0, l ,1,1,r.:'l,0,12l,l '1' 1,0, 1,1.1 ,l
"· 0, 0,1, 0, 1,1' 121,121, l, l, 0,1, 1' li:l, 0, 0, 0, 1' J
1,1,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,121,!,0,1,0
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Bl TNUM:
SIZ FLG:
MAXK I:
MAXLO:
MI NHI:
MINLO:
SlZHI:
SIZLO:
TEMPHI:
TEMPLO:
PLTCNT:
PLTADR:
OR D:
ABS;
SXTBCD;
SXTBI N:
TEMP l:
TEMP2:
LIST:

OPR H
OPR2:
RESULT:
DIU:
Dl GS:
D! G7:

DIG6:
DIGS:
DIG4:
DI G3:
DIG2:
DIGU
SVR4:
SVRS:
DSKBUF:
DEFEXT:

WAREA:
DEVSPC:

*

.WORD

,WORD

.WORD
,WORD
,WORD
,WORD
,WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
,WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
,WORD
,WOFlD
,BLKW
.BLKW
,BLKW
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
,WORD
,WORD
,WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.WORD
.BLKW
.WORD
.RADS0
.WORD
.WORD
.BLKW
• WO!'lD
.END

3
OPR l
OPR2
RESUL!
2
2
2
.35632,145000
2765,160400
230,113200
17,41100
1 d 03240
0,23420
"· 1750
0,144
0,!2
1024.
0
oo DA T"'
0
IZl

5
START
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01NRG4

CMNRG4 is the fourth version of a Fortran program used to convert
single beam photofragmentation tine-a

flight data into center-of-mass

(C.M.) flux as a function of C.M. enerqy.

The transformation equations

have been discussed in Chapter I and are quite straightforward. Upon starting the program, the user is asked by the program for all necessary
input data to define the solution.
requested.

Choices of output options are also

Once all parameters are input, the user is asked for the

disk file name of the data which is to be converted.

This disk file

should be in exactly the same format as a file generated by the WD
command of the program MCSTF7.
Output may be directed to either the line printer or the HP7200A
graphic plotter or both.

The line printer output reiterates the input

parameters and then lists, for each of the 255 channels, the original
data, the background subtracted data, the C.M. flux, the CJ·1. energy,
and the C.M. angle corresponding to that point.
The plotter output gives a graph of C.M. flux as a function of the
C.~1.

energy.

The maximum energy plotted (in kcal/mole) and the interval

of hash marks on the energy scale axis (in kcal/mole) are determined by
the input dialogue.

The program chooses scaling so as to disolay both

positive and negative flux values.

Also, a vertical line is drawn by

the plotter at the energy corresponding to the minimum energy of all
of the measured points.

Since, for some Newton diagrams, it is possible

for this minimum energy to occur before the last channel of data, and
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thus have the energy increasing in the final channels, this vertical
line is not always at the left extreme of the graph.

Also, the vertical

line will never occur at zero center-of-mass energy since such particles
do not scatter out of the beam and cannot be seen in a photofragmentation
experiment.
Most of the input parameters to the program are self-explanatory
but a few are not totally defined by the interactive requests.

The

variable DWELL is the dwell or counting time of each MCS channel measured
in microseconds.

The OFFSET is the number of

channe~

data arrives late due to the instrument factors.

by which the

These effects include

I

the flight time of the ions through th

ionizer lenses and quadrupole

regions as well as the time by which a trigger signal might precede
(or negative effect it follows) the laser pulse.

The lab angle is the

angle of the detector relative to the molecular beam.
mass should be input in atomic mass units.

The reduced

The velocity ratio is the

ratio of the relative velocity of the two photofragments to the centerof-mass velocity of the detected photofragment.

This number is unit-

less and is always greater than one.
The program is written in Fortran IV with system dependent features
of DEC's
lC.

RT~ll

version 2C operating system and their Fortran-IV version

Output to the HP7200A graphic plotter was achieved through a device

handler we had written and named GR.
Fortran logical unit number 9.

This handler is assirned the

A listing of the program follows.
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C fORTRAN PROGRAM TO CALCULATE FLUX IN CENTER OF MASS ENERGY SPAC~
C FROM SINGLE NEWTON DIAGRAM TRANSFORMATION FOR PHOTOFRAGMENT DYNAMICS

c
C
c
c

c

PROGRAM TO CALCULATE C.M. ENERGY SPACE FLUX
INTEGER*2 COMMENC512),1X<255l,IYC255l
1NTEGER*2 AV,FRSTCH,IARCHN,lARCHl,SAKCHN
INTEGER*2 OFFSET,NMMRKS,PLTFLG,PRIFLG,CONTFL
1NTEGER*4 INDATA<25~)
REAL*4 T!M,DWELL,LABVEL,PAIH,LBANGL,AJFLT
REAL>~<4 CMVELY, CM VELX ,B EM VEL, Cf1ANGL C255 >
REAl;l• 4 CMENRG (255) ,REDMAS, VELRA I ,B KGR ND
REAL*4 FLCMEN(255),dKSDAIC25Sl,CHDAT(255)
REAL*4 X(255>,YC25Sl,TMPSCL,M1N£N
REAL*4 MAXENZ,ARCHAN,MAXFLX,M!NFLX,MAXEN
REAL*4 LSTABS.NEwABS,ORDNAT 0 AbSCSA 0 ENTRVLoDENWM

10
CALL PRINT C' FLUX IN C.M. ENERGY SPACE'>
C BRING IN INPUT DATA

c

!00

110
115

120

170

CALL PRINT(' DO YOU wANT LINE PRINTER OUTPUT?'>
CALL PRINT(' TYPE 1 FOR YES, 0 FOR NO.')
READ (5,!10) PRTFLG
CALL PRINT (' WHAT IYPE OF ~LOIT~NG DO YwU WANT?')
CALL PRINT C' TYPE 0 FOR NO PLOT 1 FOR L!NE PLiJT •
2 FOR POINT PLOT'>
READ (5,110) PLTFLG
CALL PRINT<' TYPE IN DWELL IN FJ.0 FORMAT'>
READ <5,100)DwELL
FORMAT CF3.0)
CALL PRINT <' TYPE IN OFFSET IN IJ FORMA!'>
READ (5,110)0FFSE!
FORMAT (lJ)
CALL PRINT C' TYPE IN FLIGHT PATH IN CM* USING F6.2 FORMA!'>
REA~ C5,115)PAIH
FORMAT CF6.2)
CALL PRINT (' TYPE IN LAB ANGLE IN DEGREES WITH Fb.2 FvRMA!')
READ (5,115)LBANGL
LBANGL,:LBANGL/57.29578
CALL PRINT<' TYPE IN BEAM VELOCITY lN CM&ISEC. 1NF7.0')
READ (5,12~)SEMVEL
FORMAT <F7,0)
CALL PRINT(' TYPE IN REDUCED t1ASS IN F6.2')
READ C5,115)REDMAS
CALL PRINT <' TYPE lN VELOCITY RATIO IN F6.2 FORMAT'>
READ <5,! !5>VELRAT
CALL PRINT< 'TYPE IN MAX, ENERGY OF GRAPH IN F~:;.2')
READ (5,115) MAXEN
CALL PRINT( 'TYPOE IN SPACING OF AXIS MARKS IN F6.2')
READ <5,115) ENIRVL
CALL PRINT (' TYPE IN NO. OF 1 Nl T!AL CHANNELS Ti.l AVERAG!i:. li wR ')
CALL PRINT<' BACKGROUND DEIERMlNA!lON IN lJ FCJRMAT, ')
READ (5,110) BAKCHN
DEFINE FILE 2C2~5!2,U 0 AV)
WRITE (5,170)
FORMAT (' ENTER DATA FILE SPEC!FlCATlON',
CALL ASSIGN C2 0 NAME,=1 9 'NEW')
READ C2'l)CCOMMENC!),l~!.512>
READ (2'2)ClNDA!A(J),J:1.256)
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200

c
c
C
c
c
C
C

2520
C
2600

c

c
C
c
c
C

C

CALL CLOSE C2)
00 200 1::!9255
CHOAH!)::AJ!'l.HINDATA<l))
CONTINUE
PROGRAM SUBSECTION TO SUBTRACT BACKGROUND
CALCULATE BACKGROUND VALUE FOR SUBTRACTION
WILL BE AVERAGE OF flRS! SAKCHN CHANNELS
BKGRND=0.
DO 2520 l:l.BAKCHN
BKGR ND =i3 KGRN D+CH DA HI)
CONTINUE
BKGRND:SKGRND/FLOAT(BAKCHN)
SUBTRACT THE BACKGROUND fROM THE DATA
00 2600 1::1.255
BKSDATCl)::CHDAT(l)-BKGRND
CONTINUE
PROGRAM SUBSECTION TO flLL THE fLUX. ENERGY• AND ANGLE ARRAYS
DO 3.990 I: 1.255

Fll,L ARRAYS WITH ZEROES IF NONSENSE OCCuRS
IF <I.LE .OFFSET) GO TO 3900
IF DATA VALID ~-PROCEED

TIM:(l'LOATCI-OFFSET)=.5)*D~ELL

C

C

CALCULATES TIME IN MICROSECONDS
LAB VEL ::PATH /T lM
CALCULATES LAB VELOCITY IN CM/MlCROSECONDS
CM VELX :LAB VEL>~< SIN (LB AN GL )
CALCULATES X COMPONENT OF C.M. VELOCITY
CM VELY :LAB VEL>~<COS<LBANGL) -BEMVEL*< 1 E= G
CALCULATES Y COMPONENT Of C.M. \IELOCl T¥
CMANGL (!) :::ATAN:i:<CMVELX 9 CMVEL ¥)
CMANGL <1) ::CMANGL (1 )*57 .2.95 78
CALCULATES C.M. ANGLE

cc

----------------CALCULATE C.M. ENERGY

C

C
C

IN KCAL/MOLE

C

CMENRG(l):(11.95)*REDMAS*<VELRAT•*2)>~<(CMVELX**2+CMVELY**~)
CALCULATE C.M. FLUX lN COUNTS*CM>~<MICROSECONDS>~<>~<G
fLCMEN U):: ( IlM>~<* 3>*SGlR H CM Vi::LX>~<*2.+CMVELY **2)>~<8KSDA ! ( ! )

3900

CMANGL(l)::f2l.

GO TO 39912!

3990

5000
5020
5030

CMENRG(l)::0.
FLCMENCI) ::0.
CONI INUE
IF <PRTFLG ,NE. 1J GO TO 5300
WRITE (6.5000)
fORMAT (!Hl)
~RITE (6.5020)CCOMMEN(l).!::1.255)
FORMAT ( lH$.255A l)
WRITE C6.50Jii:'J)(COMMEN(l).l:256.510>
FORMAT CJH+.255AI)
WRITE <6.51!0)D~ELL
~RITE (6.5112.) OFFSET
WRITE U:i• Sll 4) PATH
DLBNGL :::LBA NGL>~<5 7.295 78
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5!10
5112
5!14
5120
5130
5132
5134
5136
5138

5!39
5140

5150
5160

WRITE C6~5l212DDU3NGI.
WRITE <6.5130)BEMVEL
WRITE <6,5132) REDMAS
WRITE (6 0 5134) VELRAT
WRITE (6 0 5136) MAXEN
WRITE (6 0 5138) ENTRVL
WRITE {6~5139) BAXCHN
WRITE C6.5141tD
FORMAT C!H0.312lX,28H !HE IIME OF l'l.lGHT DATA !S ~f-3.0 9
25H MICROSECONDS PER CHANNEL.)
fORMA! UH .30X •.34H THE NIJM.BER Of CHANNELS OHSET !S 9
l3 9 10H CHANNELS.>
fORMAT CJH 0 312lX.28H THE PRODUCT fLIGHT PATH IS •
F6.2.13H CENTIMETERS.>
FORMAT CJH o30Xo14H LAB ANGLE IS 9 F7.2 0
2X 9 26HDEGREES FROM PRIMARY BEAM.)
fORMAT C!H o30Xo44H BEAM VELOCITY OBTAINED FROM TIME Of iLlbriT:.
f7.0.9H CM/SEC.)
FORMAT \lH ~30X,35H !HE REDUCED MASS Of THE SYSTEM IS •
FIS.2,7H A.M.U.)
FORMAT <!H ,30Xo62H THE RELATIVE VELOCITY TO DETECTED
PARTICLE VELOCITY RAilO IS 0 f6.2, Hi.)
fORMAT C!H ,30X.37H THE MAXIMUM ENERGY TO BE PLOTTED IS ,
F6.2, 11H KCAL/~lOL,E.)
fORMAT CIH ,30X.39H THE ENERGY INTERVALS ON THE GRAPH ARE ,
F6.2.11H KCAL/MOLE.)
fORMAT <lH 0 30X.l!H THE FIRST .13.
51H CHANNELS ~ERE AVERAGED FOR BACKGROUND SUB!RACTluN.>
FORMAT C!H0)
WRITE (6.5!50)
WRITE <6.5160)
WRITE (6,5170)
FORMAT (10H
CHANNEL.13X.4HDATA.!1X.J3H
DATA
14X • 4HFLUX. Hi X. 6HENER GY • 7X• 9H C .M .AN GL.E)
FORMAT

(9H

NUMBER.25X 0 2!HBACKGROUND SUB!RAC!ED,6X,

12HDISTRIBU!ION,~X,11H(KCAL/MOLE),7X.~H(DEGRE£S))

5170

5212ll2l
5300

c

C

C

c

C
C

FORMAT (!H0)
DO 530121 1:1 ,255
WRITE (6 9 5200)!,CHDAT(l),BKSDATCl)
FORMAT C1H ,l7 9 10X,F!I2l.0.10X,F!0.

FLCMEN(l),CMENRG(l),CMAN~b(!)

,!0X,Fl~.l2l,SX.F!!.3,A0X,f~.~}

COtH!NUE

PROGRAM SUBSECTION TO GENERATE SCALED ARRAYS FUR GRAPHING
AND TO OUTPUT THEM TO PLOITiR
CALCULATE ARRIVAL CHANNEL fOR LOWEST POSSIBLE C.M. ENERGy
DENOM=BEMVEL*COS(LBANGL)*DWELL
AVOID fLOATING OVERFLOW
IF <DENOM .GT. !.E-H'D GO !0 ~0.50
ARCHAN :q .E30
GO TO 4fll55

4050

ARCHAN:l .E&><PATH/DENOM

C
4055
C
C

CALCULATE LOWEST POSSIBLE C.M. ENERGY fOR THIS LAB

C

ANGL~
M!NEN:(!!.95E-!2)*REDMAS*<<VELRAT*B~MVEL*SIN<LBANGL))**~)

GET SECOND MAXIMUM IN ENERGY SCALE
WILL BE CHANNEL 255 IF SECOND MAXIMUM EXISTS
MAXEN2=CMENRG(255}
FIND INDEX OF f!R5! CHANNEL lliHHl N GRAPH ENERGY I.IMH MAXt;N
FRS!CH :::f2l
DO 41001:::1.255
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4H'HlJ

C
C

C
C

412El

C
4140

C
C
4200

42Ul

C
C

4300

4303
4307

C

4308

4310
C

4410
C
4430

4440

4450
4940
4950
4960

If' <FRSTCH .GT. 0) GO TO 4100
IF (CMENRGCU .GT. MAXEN) GO TO 4100
If' <CMENRGU> .EQ. 0.) GO TO 4100
FRSTCH:::l
CONTINUE
GO TO 4200 FOR X SCALING OF SlNGl..E VALUED PROBLEM
STAY HERE FOR DOUBLE VALUED PROBLEM
IF (ARCHAN .GE. 254.5) GO TO 4200
GET CHANNEL NO. OF FIRST POINT BEYOND MINIMUM PuSSIBLE
IARCHN=INH ARCH AN + i .eD
CALCULATE X SCALING FOR CHANNELS BEFORE ENERGY MINIMuM
TMPSCL:::9999./(MAXEN+MAXEN2-2¥MlNEN>
lARCHl ::IARCHN-1
DO 4120 l:FRSTCH.IARCHi
X(l):::TMPSCL*CCMENRG(l)+MAXEN2-2*MlNEN)
CONTINUE
CALCULATE X SCALING FOR CHANNELS AFTER ENERGY M!NlMWM
DO 4140 I:::lARCHN 9 255
XC!l=TMPSCL*CMAXEN2-CMENRGC!l)
CONTINUE
GO AROUND SINGLE VALUED X SCALING !0 DO ALL Y
GO TO 4300
DO X SCALING FOR SINGLE VALUED PROBLEM
TMPSCL =9 99 9. I CMA XE N- MAXE NZ l
DO 4210 I:FRSTCH 9 255
X(J):JMPSCL•<CMENRGC!l-MAXEN2>
CONTINUE
DO ALL Y SCALING
FIND MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM IN FLUX ARRAY
MAXFLX:FLCMENCFRSTCHl
MlNI'LX=FLCMENCfRSTCH)
DO 4307 I:FRSTCHt255
IF CMAXFLX .GE. FLCMENCl)) GO !0 4303
MAXFLX :FLCMEN <l)
If CMINFLX .u:. fl.CMEtH!J) GO TO 4307
MlNfl.X=FLCMEN <I)
CONTINUE
IF MINFLX GREATER THAN ZER0 9 MWST SET TO ZERO
IF CMINFLX .LE. 0.l GO TO 4308
Ml NFLX :12J.
TMPSCL:9999./CMAXFLX-MlNFLXl
DO 4310 l::FRSTCH.255
YCl):TMPSCL*(fLCMEN<I>-MINFLX)
CONTINUE
GET ARRAYS INTO INTEGERS
DO 4410 l:FRSTCH.255
lX<D:::lNHXU)}
IY Cl >:: 1 NJ( Y ( l ) )

CONTINUE
PLOT OUT DATA IN POINT PLOT OR LINE PLOT OR NO PLOT
CALL ASSIGN(9 9 'GR: ' 0 3)
IF CPLTFLG-ll 6590 9 4~30 9 4440
WRITE (9 9 4950)
GO TO 4450
WRITE (9 9 4940)

CONTINUE
FORMAT (' PLTP')
FORMAT (' PL TL ')
DO 4420 I:FRSTCK.255
\JR IT E ( 9 • 4 9 6 0 l l X( !) • I'{( U
FORMAT ClH 9 l4 9 1H .14)

EN~R~Y
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4420

4970

c

c
c
c

c
c

c
c

c

CONTINUE
WRITE <9 • 4Sl7fil)
FORMAT(' PLTT'>
PROGRAM SUBSECTION TO DRAW VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL AXES ON GRAPH
SHORT VERTICAL HASH MARKS WILL BE DRAWN ON FAST VELOCITY Sli.Jl:.
OF GRAPH AT ENERGY INTERVALS OF ENIRVL KCAL/MOLE. WHICH
MUST BE INPUT BY OPERATOR. VERTICAL AXlS WILL BE DRAWN AT TH.I:.
MINIMUM ENERGY GRAPHED <MINEN fOR DOUBLE VALUED PRYB!.l:.M•
CMENRG<Z55) FOR SINGLE VALUED PROSLEM)
PLOT VERTICAL LINE AT MI NlMUM ENERGY ON GRAPH
If SINGLE VALUED PROBLEM. GO TO 600~t STAY fOR OuUBLE
IF CARCHAN .GE. 254.5) GO TO 6002
ABSCSA:: 9999 •* UlAXEN-'-Ml NEtD /(MAX!i:N+MAXEN:t!-2>~<M !NUL!
GO TO 6004
ASSCSA::QJ.
ORDNAT:::QJ.
WRI!E (9 0 6010)
00 6006 1:1,6
WRITE (9 0 6030) ABSCSA.ORDNA!
ORONA! ::OR DNA!+ 1999.

,006

COIHI NUE

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

PLOT HORIZONTAL ~INE ALONG 0 FLUX AXIS. INCLUDING
HASH MARKS. AGAIN DIFFERENT FORSINGLE AND DOUBLE VALUE ?ROB.
!f SINGLE VALUED PR03LEM. GO TO 6300. STAY HERE fuR DuuBL~
!f CARCHAN .GE. 254.5} GO TO 6300
CALCULATE AND OUTPUT HORIZONTAL LINE fOR DOUBLE VALUED PROBL~M
INITIALIZE ABSCISSA
LSTASS:0.
FINO NUMBER OF HASH MARKS NEEDED
NMMRKS::lNTC<MAXEN+.00!)/ENTRVL)-1NT<MINEN/ENTRVL>
SET THE ORDINATE CORRESPONDING TO THE ZERO FLUX LlNE
ORONAT::-9999.*MINFLX/(MAXfLX-MlNFLX)
GET SCALING FACTOR FOR POSITIONING OF HASH MARKS
TMPSCL :9999 .I ( MAXEN+MAXEN2 -2*~ll NEN)
INITIALIZE PLOTTER TO PLOT LINES
WRITE <9 9 60 HD
FORMAT <' PLTL •)
LOWER PEN AT LEFT EDGE
WR!TEC9 9 6030) LSTA8S 9 0RDNAT
DO LOOP TO PLOT LINES AND MARKS UP TO AND INCLUDING
BUT NOT PAST THE LAST MARK
DO 6150 l:l,NMMRKS
GET ABSCISSA CORRESPONDING TO NEXTHASH MARK

c
6010

c
c
c
c

c
6020
c
c
60.30

c

c

6100

WR ll'E <9 • 62 Hl )

NEWABS:TMPSCL>~<(fl.0AT<l>*ENTRV!.+MAXEN2-2>~<MlNEN)

SEE If VECTOR SHORT ENOUGH TO PLOT lN ONE OUTPUT (~!00)
IF CCNEWABS~LSTABS) .LT. 1500.) GO TO 6U?J0
NO, VECTOR TOO LONG, DO lN SEGMENTS FROM LSTABS TO k5TABS+J500.
LSTABS::LSTABS+l500.
PLOT 1 T
WRITE <9.6030) LSTAaS,ORDNAT
FORMAT C!H .n.0.1H • f5 .!21)
GO SEE If CAN FINISH IN ONE STEP
GO TO 60212l
HERE WE FINISH LINE SEGMENT AND PLOT HASH MARK
l. S! ABS:: NEWABS
WRITE <S.60J0) LSTABS,ORDNAT
ORDNAT :OR DNA T+ 150.
~RITE (9,6030) LS!ABS.ORDNAT
ORDNAT=ORDNATal5!21.
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C

~;JRITE (9~60312D LSTABS.ORDNAT
CONTINUE
HASH MARKS ARE DONE, PLOT TO END Of SCALE
NEWABS:SlSlSlSl.
CHECK FOR TOO LARGE VECTORS AGAIN
II' ((NEWABS-LSTABSl .LT. 1Sfi:l0.l GO TO t~200
LSTABS:LSTABS+l500.
WRITE <9.6030) LSTABS 9 0RDNAT
GO TO 6!70
LSTABS:NEWABS
I;JR!TE (9.60,30) LSTABS.ORDNAT
WR HE (9 • 62l0l
FORMAT<' PLTT ')
Go ro 659121
PLOTTING OFHORIZONTAL LINE FOR SlNG~E VALUED PRuBbEM
SAME AS FOR COUBLE VALUED EXCEPT FORINPSCL 9 NMMRKS. AND
NEWABS CALCULATION
INITIALIZE ABSCISSA
LSTABS:0.
FIND NUMBER OF HASH MARKS NEEDED

C

SET THE ORDINATE CORRESPONDING TO THE ZERO FLUX LINE

C

GET SCALING FACTOR FOR POSlTlUNlNG OF HASH MARKS
TMPSCL:9999./(MAXEN-MAXEN2)
INITIALIZE PLOTTER IO PLOT LINES
WR liE (9 • 612lHD
LOWER PEN AT LEFT EDGE
WRITE<9.6030) LSTABS.ORDNAT
DO LOOP TO PLOT LINES AND MARKS UP TO AND INCLuDING
BUT NOT PAST THE LAST MARK
DO 6450 I:l.NMMRKS
GET ABSCISSA CORRESPONDING TO NEXT HASH MARK

6150

C
C

6!70

6200

6210

C
C
C
C
6300

NMMRKS:INT((MAXEN+.001)/ENTRVL)-1NTCMAXEN2/ENTRV~)

ORDNAT=-9~9~.*MlNFLX/(MAXFLX-MlNFLX)

C

C
C

C
C

NEWABS:TMPSCL*CfLOATCl+!NT<MAXEN2/ENTHVL))*ENTRVL-MAXEN~)

C
6.320
C

C

C
C
640121

SEE IF VECTOR SHORT ENOUGH TO PLOT IN ONE OuTPUT
IF COlEWABS-LSTABSl .LT. !512ll2l.) GU TO 641iHil
NO• VECTOR TOO LONG, 00 l N SEGMENTS
LSTABS=LSIABS+I500.
PLOT IT
WR !IE (9 • 612!30) LS!ABS, OR DNAT
GO SEE IF CAN FINISH 1N uNE STEP
GO TO 632121
FINISH LINE SEGMENT AND PLOT HASH MARK
LSTABS=NEWABS
WRITE <9.60312ll LSTABS,ORDNAT
ORONAT~ORDNAT+1~12l.

WRITE (9.603121) LSTABS.ORDNAT
ORDNAT:ORDNAT~l5121.

6450
C
C

6470

650lZJ
6590

WRITE <~.603121) LSTABS,ORDNAT
CONTINUE
HASH MARKS ARE DONE. PLOT TO END UF SCALE
NEWABS ::.9.9.99,
CHECK FOR TOO LARGE ViCTORS AGAIN
IF ( ( NEWABS~LSTABSl .LI, 1500.) GO TO 65lZJ0
LSTABS:LSTABS+l51210.
WRITE (9 61il30l LSTABS.ORDNAT
GO TO 64
LSTABS:NEwABS
WRITE <9.6121.30) LSTABS, ORDNAT
WRITE ( 9, 62! 0 l
CALL CLOSE (9)
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l£600

CONTINUE
CALL PRI NH' DO YOU wAN! !0 CON!INUE?" >

CALL PR!NH' !YPE 1 FOR YES, 0 FOR NO.')
READ (5 0 110) CONHL

IF (

S!OP
END

CON!fl. .NE. 0 ) GO !0 10
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Flux Tail Removal Program
This program is a subsection of a general data manipulation program
which we use to smooth data, combine data, subtract background, plot
data, and other general utility functions.
a number input at the console terminal.

Each function is called by

After execution of the function,

the program returns to the function choice routine at statement 15.
The physical assumptions and the algorithm used in the program
have been discussed in Chapter I.
the program.

The specific equation is obvious from

The program is entered with the data to be stripped in

ARRAY2 and exits with the stripped data having replaced the original
data.

The d?-1 upon entry must have already had the average background

level subtracted from it in order to obtain croper results.
All input parameters are prompted by the program.

The starting

channel is the channel from which the program begins calculating and
subtracting flux tail contributions.

It should be the first channel

in which actual signal has entered the detector.

The variable NEGFLG

is used to choose to maintain or to set to zero all negative numbers
resulting from the calculation after the spectrum is calculated.
Removal of negative numbers is a useful feature in plotting several
sets of data on top of each other due to the way other sections of
the program choose the plotting scale factors.
The program is in standard Fortran and will run on any system
'

supporting CALL PRINT commands to the console.

The CALL PRINT state-

ment can easily be converted to a standard Hollerith formatted WRITE
statement if desired.
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c

c
c
c

PROGRAM SECTION TO REMOVE EXPONENTIAL FLUX TAlLS
fROM DATA IN WHICH APPARENT PRODUCT lS PRODUCEv
BY fRAGMENTATION OR D£TECT10N Of wPULSED BACXGRwOND~
fUNCTION 2<,~

2300

DO 2310 1::1,255
ARRAY 3( l) =ARRAY2C I)
CALL PRINT<' ENTER STARTING CHANNEL IN 13 FORM~!')
READ (5,2315) NST
CALL PRINT<' ENTER INVERSE TIME CONSTANT IN f !2.0 fORMAT'>
READ (5,2320) AC
CALL PRINTC' ENTER RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION FACTOR IN f 1~.0'>
READ (5,2320) AX
CALL PRI NI (' ENTER l FOR NO NEGA II VES9 0 THEY STAY')
READ (5,2315) NEGFLG
FORMAT (13)
fORMAT (fl2.0)
NST ::NST= l
SUM=0.
EXPNAC::EXP(=AC)
DO 2350 1::1,255-NST
\IEL::l,/CfLOAH NST+!) = ,5)
ARRAY2<NST+l)=CARRAY3(NST+I)-SUM)/(l .+AK*VEL)
SlJM::(SUM+AK*VEL*ARRAY2(NSI+l))*EXPNAC
CONTINUE
If CNEGFLG .NE. 1) r TO 15
DO 2360 !::1,2:"'

c
c

2.310

ARRAY2Cl)::D1M<ARRAY2C1),0.)

GO TO 15
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